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Abstract
TimPat is a software tool that generates test patterns for testing the Boundary-Scan Test
(BST) circuit on manufacturing errors. The fault coverage of the Tim Pat test patterns are
about 90% using a single stuck at fault mOdel. This report describes ways to increase the

.fault coverage and a fault coverage estimation algorithm is presented.
A BST circuit can be divided into three major parts. The first part of the BST circuit is the
TAP controller, which is a finite state machine (FSM). The Unique Input/Output (UIO) se
quence method is used to test the complete functionality of the FSM in an efficient way.
This method can be optimized with respect to its length using the Chinese Postman meth
od. The UIO method can be applied to any FSM. An algorithm is presented to develop a
test for any FSM.
Second part is the BST controller, that actually controls the BST circuit. An algorithm to
test the BST controller is described. All functions and all actions of the BST controller are
to be tested.
The third part of the BST circuit, the Boundary-Scan register, is not tested completely by
the old Tim Pat test patterns. Exploiting the INTEST instruction can result in a 100% fault
coverage of the Boundary-Scan register.
All three area improvements have been implemented in TimPat. The fault coverage of Tim
Pat test patterns has been increased to the high nineties.
The Philips BST controllers contain redundancy. Parts of the BST circuit can be modified
which results in less redundancy and a higher fault coverage.

Keywords

Boundary-Sean-Test, TimNet, TimPat, TAP-controller, finite-state-machine, FSM, Unique
Input-Output-sequences, UIO, Chinese-Postman, BST-controller, fault-coverage, testing,
fault estimation.
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The last decades, digital circuits have grown in complexity. In many cases the
production process of digital circuits have become more complex and more
difficult. This has caused an increase in the probability of manufacturing
faults. Manufacturing faults can result in malfunctioning of the digital circuit.
Because the market asks for reliable circuits, every circuit has to be tested.

An important part of testing digital circuits is testing the interconnections be
tween ICs on a printed circuit board (PCB). Twenty years ago the interconnec
tions of PCBs were tested using bed-of-nails 'fixtures and mechanical probes.
Nowadays the Boundary-Scan Test (BST) technique is used more and more.

The main idea of BST is that each pin of an IC is controllable and observable
by a Boundary-Scan cell (BSC), which must be included with each pin of the
IC. All BSCs together form a chain of BSCs which have been connected to
each other. Via the chain, a signal can be put onto the pin or the signal of the
pin can be read. A BST controller controls the BSCs. In other words, the me
chanical probes have been substituted by BSCs which can be controlled by a
BST controller. The Boundary-Scan Test circuit is part of the IC, see figure
1.1. Some extra pins are required to control the BST controller. For more in
formation about Boundary-Scan Test, see chapter three.

extra required pins

SST controller
PIN

Figure 1. 1: Boundary-Scan Test IC.

1.1 TimNet and TimPat

The Philips Electronic Designs and Tools (ED&T) department has developed
software for automatic synthesis of BST around the core logic of an IC. The
program TimNet synthesize the BST circuit. Therefore a specification file,
called the '*.timnet' file, with a global description of the wished BST configura
tion is needed. TimNet will choose a correct BST-controller and will create a

© Philips Electronics N.V. 11
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BST circuit to the wishes of the user. The '*.timnet' file also contains informa
tion about the core logic (information about the input and output terminals) in
order to make the BST fit around the core logic.

TimNet produces a complete circuit description of the BST circuit. It also
makes a Boundary Scan Description Language (BSDL) data sheet of the BST
design. BSDL is an officially approved language to describe the contents of a
BST circuit. For more information about TimNet see [Eer95N].

Up to now, testing the interconnections between ICs of a PCB has been dis
cussed. Testing the ICs themselves is as important as well. The core of the IC
can contain manufacturing errors. The BST circuit can have manufacturing er
rors too and so it is necessary to verify the BST circuit. TimPat is a software
tool that generates test patterns for testing the BST circuit at IC level. The re
quirements for such a test are strict. The test should be fast because it is per
formed on every individual IC, and it must still have a high fault coverage
since customers do not accept faulty ICs. Furthermore, it is important that this
test is generated in a short time in order to prevent lengthy design times.

TimPat needs the BSDL file, made by TimNet, to know the contents of the
BST circuit in order to generate correct test patterns. TimPat also needs
a'* .timpat' file. This file describes the kind of test patterns, and how the test
patterns are implemented. For detailed information about TimPat see
[Eer95P]. The patterns made by TimPat can be the input of an IC tester.

BSTdesign

.tirTlpat file

SST circuit testpatterns

PCB design

core design

high quality PCB

Figure 1.2: A possible design and production flow.

12 © Philips Electronics N.V.
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In figure 1.2 a possible design, production and test process of a complete
PCB has been illustrated. When a design of the core logic has been made, a
'.timnet' file based on this core logic can be made. This '.timnet' file contains
information about the pins of the core logic and information about the pre
ferred architecture of the BST circuit. Based on this information TimNet pro
duces a description of a BST circuit. The BST circuit will be added to the core
logic. Now the IC can be produced.

The next step is testing the IC. The core logic can be tested and also the BST
circuit of the IC must be tested. The program TimPat delivers the test patterns
for testing the BST circuit. TimPat needs the BSDL file, generated by TimNet,
to realize this. The '.timpat' file determines the kind of test patterns.

If the IC has been approved, the IC can be added to the PCB, according to the
PCB design.

The last step is testing the PCB on typical PCB errors using the BST method.
The result is a high quality PCB.

1.2 Specification of the Problem

In January 1995 the latest TimPat version was TimPat version 7.2. This ver
sion claimed to generate test patterns for BST circuits with a fault coverage of
at least 90%, using a single stuck-at fault model at gate level. (Chapter two
will discuss some details about the single stuck-at fault model and fault cover
age). In practice the fault coverage seemed to be around the 90%. So ten per
cent of the possible faults in a BST circuit could not be detected at that
moment.

ED&T did not exactly know wl1at faults were undetected, but had suspicions,
that at least the finite state machine (called the TAP controller) which is part of
all BST controllers contained some undetected stuck-at faults which could be
detected if extra test patterns should be used.

1.3 Project Description

The major goal is improving TimPat, in order to increase the fault coverage of
its test patterns to the high nineties. To improve the fault coverage of the cur
rent TimPat test patterns, there is some research required to map the unde
tected faults. The second step is making new test patterns to detect these
faults and integrate these test patterns into TimPat.

© Philips Electronics N.V. 13
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TimPat version 7.2 always estimates the fault coverage to be 90%. In practice
the fault coverage is circuit dependent and fluctuates around the 90%. So an
extra feature of a new TimPat version should be a more realistic fault cover
age estimator. Therefore a fault coverage estimation algorithm must be made.

So the main contents of the project are:

• Mapping the undetected faults.

• Finding ways to detect these undetected fault in order to improve the fault
coverage.

• Integrate these new techniques into TimPat.

• Making a realistic fault coverage estimation algorithm.

This project has been performed during the months January 1995 until August
1995 at the Philips ED&T department (Nat.Lab.). Supervisors are Prof. Ir.
Segers (University professor of Eindhoven University of Technology) and Ir.
Eerenstein (daily support at Philips ED&T). The project is a graduation
project, which is part of the training program to become information technolog
ical engineer of the Eindhoven University of Technology.

1.4 Reading this Report

Chapter two describes the single stuck-at fault model and fault simulation.
Chapter three discusses the architecture and contents of the Boundary-Scan
Test circuit. These two chapters do not describe project issues, but it may be
useful when one is not familiar with the problems of fault detection and fault
simulation or BST.

Chapter four up to chapter eight discuss issues, performed during the project.
Chapter four, five and six discuss techniques to improve the fault coverage of
TimPat. Chapter four concentrates on the finite state machine (TAP control
ler), chapter five on the BST controller and chapter six deals with the fault
coverage of the BSCs.

Chapter seven discusses a way to estimate the fault coverage of the test pat
terns made by TimPat. Chapter eight contains recommendations and conclud
ing remarks.

14 © Philips Electronics N.V.
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In this chapter some aspects about faults (modelling and covering) will be dis
cussed briefly.

2.1 The Single Stuck-Fault Model

During manufacturing of a digital circuit many different production faults can
occur within the circuit. It is impossible to describe all these kind of faults and
so one often uses a certain fault model. The single stuck at fault (SSF) model
is also referred to as the classical or standard fault model because it has been
the first and most widely studied and used.

The SSF model describes only a small class of all possible faults; the stuck at
one and stuck at zero faults. The SSF model is very suitable for modelling
faults at gate level.

o

Figure 2.1: An 'OR' gate with a stuck at one fault at input termina//1.

An example: In figure 2.1 an or gate has been drawn. If 11 contains a stuck at
one fault, the gate will behave as 11 is one, even if 11 is made zero. In this way
this gate can have six possible faults (three terminals, which may be stuck at
one or stuck at zero). It is clear that all these faults cause the or gate to mal
function.

Although the validity of the SSF model is not universal, its usefulness results
from the following attributes [Abr90]:

• It represents many different physical faults.

• It is independent of technology, as the concept of a signal line being stuck
at a logic value can be applied to any structural model.

• Experience has shown that tests that detect SSFs detect many nonclassi
cal faults as well.

• Compared to other fault models, the number of SSFs in a circuit is small.
Moreover, the number of faults to be explicitly analysed can be reduced by
fault-collapsing techniques.

© Philips Electronics N.V. 15
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• SSFs can be used to model other type of faults.

2.2 Detecting Faults

To detect faults in a digital circuit, a test is needed. The most straightforward
way to test a circuit seems to be to test the complete 'function of such a circuit.
All possible states of the circuit can be tested and the output of the circuit can
be compared to the wished output. If they do not match, the circuit contains an
error.

In practice it is impossible to test all possible combinations. If a circuit con
tains 50 input terminals and 1000 flipflops the number of possible states in the

circuit is 2
1050

. Checking all these combinations will take thousands of years!

Using the SSF model, more efficient methods are possible. Using the model it
is also possible to determine how good test patterns for a certain circuit can
be in reference to the SSF model. The next section will discuss this.

2.3 Fault Simulators

The fault coverage of test patterns can be checked by a fault simulator. A fault
simulator is a software tool that can determine the fault coverage of a test pat
tern set with respect to a circuit. The fault simulator needs a description of the
circuit and a description of the test patterns.

First the fault simulator simulates the circuit in a normal way, Le. the fault sim
ulator computes the output vector A of the circuit based on the input described
by the test patterns.

The next step is injecting single stuck faults to the circuit and simulate it
again. Say, there are n single stuck at faults numbered by fo... fn-1. For every

fault f j 0:::; i < n the simulator adds the fault to the circuit and computes an out-

put vector OJ. For every fj with OJ::j: A the simulator indicates the fault fj to be

detected.

For example, take the or gate of figure 2.1 and the two test patterns described
in table 2.1. There are six stuck at faults possible. A stuck at one and stuck at
zero fault for every input and output. Table 2.1 describes the procedure of the
fault simulator. First the 'normal' simulation is executed, after that the simula
tions with faults. In this case the result is one undetected fault: The stuck at
zero fault of 11. Note that a third test pattern (11 =1, 12=0) can detect this fault.

16 © Philips Electronics N.V.
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Table 2.1 The test procedure of a fault simulator, based on the two test patterns and
the or gate.

injected fault test pattern 1: test pattern 2: output status

11=0, 12=0 11=0,12=1 vector

none (normal) 0=0 0=1 A=01 none

s.a.O 11 0=0 0=1 0 0=01 undetec-
ted

s.a.1 11 0=1 0=1 01=11 detected

s.a.O 12 0=0 0=0 O2=00 detected

s.a.1 12 0=1 0=1 0 3=11 detected

s.a.O 01 0=0 0=0 0 4=00 detected

s.a.1 01 0=1 0=1 0 5=11 detected

Also note that to cover all possible stuck at faults of the or gate three test pat
terns will do, although the number of possible input combinations is four.

During this project the fault simulator Verifault has been used. For all currently
simulating faults, Verifault makes one of the following decisions based on the
results of each comparison:

• The fault is detected.

• The fault is potentially detected, i.e. the fault may be detected or may not
be detected.

• The fault is not detected, i.e. an undetected fault.

The default Verifault fault detection criteria have been shown in table A.1 of
appendix A. In this table one will see, that normally tristate cannot be distin
guished from logic ones or zeros. This is because some Automatic Test
Equipment (section 2.4) may not support tl1is feature. If tristate detection is
supported, detection table A.2 will do.

For certain faults, there is no way to propagate the fault effect to an output
where the fault effect can be observed. Tilese are unobservable faults and
are considered to be untestable. Verifault recognize these untestable faults
[Cad91]. For example an input terminal of a gate having an output that drives
a net that has no receivers is never strobed for the fault effect and is therefore
an unobservable location in the circuit. Such locations can exist in large cir
cuits, where some of the logic is not actively used.

© Philips Electronics N.V. 17
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2.4 Automatic Test Equipment

The test patterns made by TimPat must test a part of an IC, the SST circuit.
The SST circuit is a synchronous digital circuit. To test this part of the IC, Au
tomatic Test Equipment (ATE) is used.

This equipment (figure 2.2) provides the IC with the test patterns, one by one,
at a very high rate. After every clock cycle the output of the IC is compared to
the output that the test pattern dictate. If there is a mismatch between the out
put of the IC and the dictated output, the ATE will notice and the IC will not
pass the test.

pass/fail
compare

ATE

Ie
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the ATE.

18 © Philips Electronics N.V.
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Twenty years ago the connections on PCBs were tested using bed-of-nails fix
tures and mechanical probes. In the late 1980s it became very difficult to test
PCBs in this conventional way, because the trace distances and widths on the

PCBs were dropping to 1OOllm, the pitches of IC package pins were dropping
from 2.5mm to 0.3mm and Surface Mounted Devices on both sides of the
PCB had been applied more and more. This in combination with the fact that
ICs got more and more pins (sometimes 200 pins or more) created an acces
sibility problem of the test nodes that were necessary to make a suitable test.

Another disadvantage of this physical way of testing is that placing a test
probe onto the pin may damage the pin or remove a connection error. Figure
3.1 demonstrates the latter problem. The test probe pushes the pin of the IC
onto the PCB and the connection seems to be alright. However, normally the
pin will not have contact with the PCB and the PCB will not work properly.

_____ Mechanical probe

bad
connection

\

/i-1L--IC_~
PCB

Figure 3.1: A test probe that may remove the bad contact.

To solve all this kind of problems, Philips took the lead and formed the Joint
European Test Action Group (..IETAG), a group of key electronics manufactur
ers in Europe (Philips, British Telecom, Bull, Ericsson, Nixdorf, Siemens,
Thomson and others). Later, North American companies like Texas Instru
ments, AT&T, DEC and IBM joined the group and the JETAG became JTAG.

In 1987 the JTAG architecture version 1.0 for loaded-board testing was pro
posed, followed in 1988 by version 2.0. The latter version was submitted as a
standard architecture to the IEEE Computer Society's Test Technology Com
mittee. In february 1990 the document titled: IEEE Standard Test Port and
Boundary-Scan Architecture was approved by the IEEE Standards Board, as
IEEE Std 1149.1-1990.

© Philips Electronics N.V. 19
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3.1 What is Boundary-Scan Test

Boundary-Scan Test (BST) is a new method to test some typical board defects
such as shorts, opens, improperly placed components and missing compo
nents. Extra features of BST make it also possible to detect defect or wrong
components. BST is a design-for-testability technique. SST avoids the con
ventional accessibility problem. The idea of SST is that each pin of an IC is
controllable and observable by a boundary-scan cell (SSC), which must be in
cluded to each pin of the IC. All SSCs together form a chain of SSCs which
have been connected to each other. Figure 3.2 illustrates this.

TAP

TEST DATA IN

TEST CLOCK

TEST MODE SELECT

TEST DATA OUT

Figure 3.2: Boundary-Scan IC.

The test access port (TAP) controls the SST controller which controls the
BSCs. The SST controller and SSCs are part of tile IC. Hence a disadvantage
of SST is the extra pins and extra logic needed. The TAP needs a minimum of
four pins. 'test data in' (TOI), 'test data out' (TOO), 'test mode select' (TMS)
and an independent clock for tile SST circuit 'test clock' (TCK). An extra reset
pin (TRST) may be included.

There are several modes. In the normal mode, the SSCs are 'transparent'.
Signals from the pins can reach the core logic and signals from the core logic
can reach the pins. In one of the other modes it is possible to put the signal
from an input pin into its SSC. Via the chain the signal can propagate to TOO.
The opposite way is also possible. Via TOI and the chain, a value ('0' or '1 ')
can be clocked into the right SSC. The corresponding output pin will get the
same value. Now it is possible to test the interconnections between ICs on the
PCS. Figure 3.3 demonstrates this. Note that the SSCs of the different ICs in
figure 3.3 form a single chain. Other configurations with several chains are
also allowed.

20 © Philips Electronics N.V.
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The dotted lines in figure 3.3 are the control lines TCK and TMS. The bold
lines are data-lines and are part of the chain. In the figure one interconnection
has been drawn. The interconnection starts at output pin 02, splits and ends
at input pin 11 and at input pin 12.

To test the interconnection on opens, TOI is made '0' and the '0' is shifted
through the chain into the BSC corresponding to the relevant output pin (5
shift operations are required to get the '0' at the right BSC). The BST control
ler is instructed to update the '0' from the BSC onto the output pin. Another
action is needed to capture the values of pins 11 and 12 into the corresponding
BSCs. After that six shift operations are needed to propagate the original val
ue of the BSC corresponding to 12 to TOO. Eleven additional shift operations
will propagate the value of the SSC corresponding to 11 to TOO. If TOO is not
'0' in both cases, there will be a fault in the interconnection. A same proce
dure with a logic '1' is required to complete the test.

interconnection

TDI
..........

..... j I
L...;J;...;t;~;.-;J;...--==--JTDtO::jtj.. TDO

::
:.'..:::...::... :::...:::...:::...:::...:::...:::...:::...:::...:::...:::...:::...:::·.;::t·..: ~~~

peB Ie

Figure 3.3: Boundary-Scan PCB.

An extra feature is an internal IC test at PCB level. The input BSCs are loaded
with a test vector via the TOI. The BSCs pass the vector to the core logic and
the output BSCs read the output vector generated by the core logic. The out
put vector can be read via the TOO. Sections 3.3 up to 3.5 will discuss the
Boundary-Scan architecture in more detail.
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3.2 Advantages of Boundary-Scan Test

Although BST requires extra space, using BST has great advantages. Of
course it is possible to do a functional test at PCB level. However BST is
cheaper. In 1989 an investigation into possible savings resulting from the in
troduction of BST for PCB production in a Philips Product Division was made.
People from design departments, factory engineering and Organization and
Efficiency departments co-operated in the investigation.

These factors were taken into account:

• programming times for various types of PCBs;

• extra costs for implementing Boundary-Scan Cells;

• diagnostic times and related times to repair;

• tester costs for testing times and tester depreciation.

The costs of two test techniques had been compared: Boundary-Scan Test
and Functional Test. Adoption of BST meant a decrease and in some cases
total elimination of Functional Test.

The comparative ratio of total production costs were estimated as [ABC]

BST: functional test=2: 7

Using BST indicated a reduction of the production costs with 30% [ABC]! So
BST is of great importance in the current complex PCB technology.

Boundary-Scan was an initiative of Philips. Many other companies also sup
ported and still support the new method and SST has become a new stand
ard, IEEE Std 1149.1_1990. There has been a review of this standard. Now
the most recent standard of BST has been described by IEEE Std. 1149.1
1993.

3.3 The Boundary-Scan Test Controller and the TAP
Controller

Section 3.1 has made clear that the BSCs must be able to do several actions
at the right time. The Boundary-Scan Test controller (BST controller) takes
care of this.
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The central part of the SST controller is the TAP controller (fig. 3.4). The TAP
controller is a 16-state finite state machine (FSM). The TAP controller is con
trolled by the signal TMS, TCK and optionally by TRST (asynchronous reset).
The SST controller also contains some registers, the instruction register (I R)
and the bypass register (SR). The contents of the SR will be discussed later.

The IR is controlled by the TAP controller and the input signal TDI. The TAP
controller and TDI together can put a certain instruction into IR. The IR and
the TAP controller controls a piece of combinatorial logic. This logic controls a
multiplexer (MUX), the SSCs, the SR and other optional data registers such
as the Device Identification Register (lOR). The contents of the lOR will be
discussed later.

TOO

lOR

TRST
---- -----------.r:------+------,

Core Logic

TAP
controller

SST controller

TMS

----------- ------------,
I,,,

TOI:
,,,,

TCK:
--'-i----+-I

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the BST controller controlling the rest of the BST circuit.

Figure 3.5 shows tile 16-state diagram for the TAP controller as defined by
the IEEE 1149.1 standard. The value shown adjacent to each state transition
in this figure represents the signal present at TMS at the time of a rising edge
at TCK. The actions performed in each of the cross-hatched states are the fol
lowing:

• Test-Logie-Reset (TLR). In this controller state all test logic is disabled, Le.
all on chip system logic operates normally. Whatever may be the original
state of the controller, it will enter the Test-Logie-Reset when the TMS sig-
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nal is held high (logic 1) for at least five rising edges of the TCK pulses. If
the optional signal TRST is present in the TAP, it can be used to force the
controller to the TLR state at once, at any moment.

• Capture-DR (CDR). In this controller state, data is parallel loaded from the
parallel inputs into the selected test data register. The action takes place at
the rising edge of the TCK pulses.

• Shift-OR (SOR). In this controller state, the previously captured data is
shifted out via TOO. New data is shifted in via TOI, one shift register stage
on each rising edge of the TCK pulses.

• Update-OR (UOR). Once the controller is in this state, the shifting process
has been completed. Test data registers may be provided with a latched
parallel output. This prevents the parallel output from changing while data
is shifted into the associated shift register path. In this state the new data is
latched into the parallel output of the selected test data register. The action
takes place at the falling edge of the TCK pulses.

• Capture-IR (CIR). In this controller state the default instruction is parallel
loaded into the shift register stage of the instruction register. The action
takes place at the rising edge of the TCK pulses. The parallel output stage
of the instruction register retains its previous value, so the current instruc
tion will not change.

• Shift-IR (SIR). In this controller state, the previously captured data is
shifted out via TOO. New data is shifted in via TOI, one shift register stage
on each rising edge of the TCK pulses.

• Update-IR (UIR). The shifted-in instruction data is loaded from the shift reg
ister stage into the parallel output of the instruction register. The new
instruction becomes valid when the TAP controller is in this state. The
action takes place at the falling edge of the TCK pulses.
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Figure 3.5: State diagram of the TAP controller. The value shown adjacent to each state
transition in this figure represents the signal present at TMS at the time ofa ris
ing edge at TCK.

The remaining states of the TAP controller are passive states. These states
are Run-Test/Idle (RTI), Select DR-Scan (SDS), Select IR-Scan (SIS), Exit1
DR (E1D), Exit1-IR (E11), Pause-DR (PDR), Pause-IR (PIR), Exit2-DR (E2D)
and Exit2-1 R (E21).

3.4 . The Registers

The BST circuit contains several registers, the instruction register (I R) and
several other test data registers, such as the bypass register (BR), the Bound
ary Scan Register (BSR) and optionally the Device Identification Register
(lOR).
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3.4.1 The Instruction Register (IR)

The instruction register allow test instructions to be shifted into each IC. The
test instructions defines the test to be performed, or the test data register to
be addressed.

The designs of the IR is a serial-in parallel-out register. Each IR cell has a
shift register flipflop and a parallel output latch. The parallel output part (to
gether with the TAP controller) controls the combinatorial logic of the BST
controller.

The parallel output from the instruction register is latched to ensure that the
test logic is protected from the transient data patterns that will occur in its
sl1ift-register stages as new instruction data is entered. The latched parallel
output is controlled such that it can change only in the UIR or TLR state.

The IR shall include at least two cells capable of holding instruction data. The
two least significant instruction register cells shall load a fixed binary '01' pat
tern in the Cl R state. In figure 3.6 the contents of the IR have been lined out.

TDI

o

toTDO

L----,----'--__,-----'-------,-----" S h itt- reg ister stage

parallel load stage

Figure 3.6: Schematic of a three bit instruction register. Contra/lines have not been drawn.

3.4.2 The Boundary-Scan Register (BSR)

The Boundary-Scan Register (BSR) is a test data register. The register can be
selected or made active by certain instructions. The BSR consists of Bounda
ry-Scan Cells (BSCs). Normally every input or output terminal of the core logic
will contain a BSC. The BSCs contain a shift register flipflop and a parallel
output latch. The BSR must also be able to act transparent in order to make
the Ie operate normally.
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There are many configurations possible. Except input and output pins, also in
put/output pins, tristate pins exists, and so on. Figure 3.7 illustrates a possible
flow for a very simple BSR. The BSR contains two BSCs. One for the input
and one for the output terminal. The BSCs have a multiplexer (MUX) that is
controlled by the BST controller. The MUX is responsible for acting transpar
ent or not.

TOI

,
I,,. ,

In:
,,,,,,,,
I
I1 _

to TOO
sse

MUX

,
------------------------------------

Figure 3.7: Example of two BSCs connected to the core logic of an IC. Control lines have
not been drawn.

3.4.3 The Bypass Register (BR)

The bypass register (BR) provides a minimum length serial path for the move
ment of test data between TOI and TOO. This path can be selected when no
other test data register needs to be accessed during a board-level test opera
tion.

The bypass register consists of a single shift-register stage. When the bypass
register is selected for inclusion in the serial path between TOI and TOO by
the current instruction, the shift-register stage shall be set to a logic zero on
the rising edge of TCK following entry into the Capture-DR controller state
(CDR).

3.4.4 The Device Identification Register (lOR)

The Device Identification Register (lOR) is an optional register. The register
contains information about the manufacturer, part number, and version of the
specified component. The device identification register is a shift-register
based path that has a parallel input, but no parallel output.

The lOR contains 32 bits. On the rising edge of TCK in the Capture-DR con
troller state, the IDR will be set such that subsequent shifting causes an iden
tification code to be presented in serial form at TOO. The first bit to be shifted
out must be a logic one.
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3.5 The Instructions

In this section the most important BST instructions will be discussed. Instruc
tions can be activated by shifting them into the instruction register and update
the instruction register (UIR state).

3.5.1 The BYPASS Instruction

The BYPASS instruction selects the BR to be connected for serial access be
tween TDI and TOO in the SDR controller state. The binary code for the BY
PASS instruction is {111 ...1} (Le., a logic 1 entered into every instruction
register cell).

When the BYPASS instruction is selected, the operation of the test logic will
have no effect on the operation of the on-chip logic, i.e. the BSCs act as being
transparent.

3.5.2 The SAMPLE/PRELOAD Instruction

The SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction selects only the BSR to be connected for
serial access between TOI and TOO in the SDR state. When the BYPASS in
struction is selected, the operation of the test logic will have no effect on the
operation of the on-chip logic.

When the SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction is selected, the states of all signals
flowing through system pins (input or output) will be loaded into the BSR on
the rising edge of TCK in the CDR state (fig. 3.8).

to TOO
sse

~----------------------------------,,,

,
------------------------------------

lllU
MUX

~-+-----~

sse
TOI

,,,,,,,,,,l _

,,,,
in:

Figure 3.8: Data flow for the SAMPLE phase (CDR state) of the SAMPLE/PRELOAD in
struction. The bold lines represent the flowing data.

When the SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction is selected, parallel output regis
ters/latches included in the BSCs will load data held in the associated shift
register stage on the falling edge of TCK in the UDR state (fig. 3.9).
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in MUX ,out
~~+------of '
lpu :,,,,,,,,
~----------------------------------~

Figure 3.9: Data flow for the PRELOAD phase (UDR state) of the SAMPLE/PRELOAD in
struction. The bold lines represent the flowing data.

3.5.3 The EXTEST Instruction

The EXTEST instruction allows testing the off-dlip circuitry and board level in
terconnections. Data would typically loaded onto the latched parallel outputs
of the BSR using the SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction prior to selection of the
EXTEST instruction.

The binary code for the EXTEST instruction is {DDD...D} (Le. a logic 0 is loaded
into every instruction register cell). The EXTEST instruction selects only the
BSR to be connected for serial access between TDI and TOO in the SDR
state. When the EXTEST instruction is selected, the state of all signals driven
from system output pins will be completely defined by the data held in the
BSR and change only on the falling edge of TCK in the UDR state. The state
of all signals received at system input pins will be loaded into the BSR on the
rising edge of TCK in the CDR state (fig. 3.10).

TOI taTOO

,------------------------------------

Figure 3.10: Data flow for the EXTEST instruction, while being in the CDR or UDR control

ler state. The bold lines represent the flowing data.
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3.5.4 The INTEST Instruction

The optional INTEST instruction is an instruction that allow testing of the on
chip system while the component has been assembled on the board. Using
the INTEST instruction, test stimuli are shifted in one at a time and applied to
the on-chip logic.

The INTEST instruction selects only the BSR to be connected for serial ac
cess between TOI and TOO in the SOR state. When the INTEST instruction is
active, the state of all signals driven into the system logic from the BSR will be
completely defined by the data in the register. The state of all signals output
from the system logic to the BSR will be loaded into the register on the rising
edge of TCK in the CDR state. Figure 3.11 illustrates this.

toTDO
sse

,------------------------------------

r-----------------------------------.
I I
I I
I I

I
I
I
I
I

MUX :out

<put

sse
TDI

I
I,,,
I,
I,
I

1 ----------------------------

,,,,
in:

Figure 3.11: Data flow for the INTEST instruction in the CDR and UDR controller state. The

bold lines represent the flowing data.

3.5.5 The IDCODE Instruction

The 10COOE instruction selects only the lOR to be connected for serial ac
cess between TOI and TOO in the SOR state. When the 10COOE instruction is
selected, the operation of the test logic will have no effect on the operation of
the on-chip logic. The identification code will be loaded into the lOR on the ris
ing edge of TCK following entry into the CDR controller state.

3.5.6 Important SST Issues

Instructions as the IDCOOE instruction and INTEST instruction are optional
instructions. In the Capture-IR (CIR) state, the default instruction is loaded
into the shift stage of the instruction register. Normally the default instruction
is the BYPASS instruction. However, if the 10COOE instruction exists, the 10
CODE instruction will be the default instruction.
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The output signal TOO normally is in tristate (high impedance). Only if the
TAP controller is in the SI R or SOR state, TOO will be logic one or zero (de
pending on the last cell of the register, being selected. In the SIR state this
will be the instruction register, in the SOR state this will be the register select
ed by the instruction active at that moment.

3.6 The Single Transport Chain (STC) concept

Within Philips an implementation in the BST libraries has been made where
the 32 bit Device Identification register (lOR) is combined with the BSR.
Therefore the silicon overhead for the lOR is extremely low. This technique is
also referred to as the Single Transport Chain (STC) concept. The STC con
cept has also been applied within the BST controller. The instruction register
(I R) is combined with the Bypass register (BR). Figure 3.12 illustrates the
STC concept for both the lOR, BSR and the IR and BR.

Note that the BSR for the combination of the BSR and the IDR must be at
least 32 cells long. If the BSR is too short, extra cells are included to complete
the IDR.

instruction

bypass

device identification
32 33

bou ndary scan

Figure 3.12: The STC concept.

For standardization reasons the remaining cells (BSCs above the 32 border)
have the same architecture as the first 32 cells. Also these BSCs will be able
to capture a fixed value into their flipflop in the CDR controller state, when the
IDCODE instruction is active. However these captured values can never be
shifted out. When testing test patterns by using a fault simulator, this may re
sult in undetected faults, which decreases the fault coverage.

To test the correct function of these cells a new instruction has been defined.
The STCTEST instruction. This optional instruction acts as an n (n is the
length of the BSR, i.e. the number of BSCs) bit IDCODE instruction. When the
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STCTEST instruction is active, the fixed values will be captured and the com
plete BSR is selected for serial access between TOI and TOO in the SOR con
troller state.
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ED&T had suspicions that the current test patterns, generated by TimPat 7.2,
could not detect all possible stuck at faults of the TAP controller. First the old
situation, the test patterns of TimPat version 7.2, will be described. Then a
theory to test finite state machines will be discussed. Much attention is paid to
this theory because this theory can also be applied to other FSMs.

4.1 The Fault Coverage of TimPat 7.2 with respect to the
TAP Controller

The test patterns of TimPat 7.2 have been applied to a BST circuit (timtest2,
see appendix B). The second column of table D.1 (appendix D) contains the
fault coverage results. The test patterns of TimPat 7.2 leave 18 faults unde
tected. Other simulations have shown that these 18 faults also remain unde
tected for other cases (other core, other BST controller).

The suspicions of ED&T are justified. There are indeed undetected faults
within the TAP controller. For the circuit of timtest2, 24 percent of all undetec
ted faults are faults from the TAP controller. For bigger circuits (more pins)
this percentage will be smaller.

4.2 Full Functional Test of a Finite State Machine (FSM)

In 1985 Krishan Sabnani and Anton Dahbura described a novel procedure for
checking the conformity of protocol implementations to their specifications.
These protocols can be specified as finite state machines (FSMs) and so this
new procedure can also be applied to FSM implementations such as the TAP
controller of the BST circuit.

The key idea in this new procedure is to tour all state transitions and to check
a unique signature for each state, called the Unique Input/Output (L110) se
quence. The complete functionality of the FSM will be tested and so an imple
mentation independent test will be created.

This test should also be able to test for stuck at faults, because a stuck at
fault.will modify the functionality of the implemented FSM. If a stuck at fault
does not change the functionality of the FSM, the stuck at fault can be consid
ered as untestable. The FSM implementation will be redundant.

Before the UIO theory is explained, a formal description of an FSM will be giv
en.
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4.2.1 Definition of the FSM

A finite state machine (FSM) can be considered as a black box. The black box
will generate some output as function of the input.

Definition 4.1: A FSM can be represented by a 5-tupel (A,X,V, 8, A). 'A' is

the set of states, 'X' the set of all possible input symbols, 'V' the set of output

symbols. All these sets are finite and non-empty. '8' is the transition function

and "A' the output function. The transition function maps 'A' and 'X' onto "A',
the output function maps 'A' and 'X' onto "V'. So the transition function has a
state, the present state, and an element of 'X' as input and a new state as out
put. The output function has a state, the present state, and an element of 'X'
as input and an element of "V' as output.

Example 4.1

An example may be the four state FSM (A, X, V, 8, A) with A={ao' aI' a2, a3 },

X={xO,X1}, V={YO,Y1,Y2, Ys) and functions '8' and 'A' as defined in table 4.1.

Table 4. 1 The functions '8 ' and 'A '.

aj Xj 8 (ai' Xi) A(ai' x)

ao Xo a1 Y3

ao X1 ao Y3

a1 Xo a2 Y2

a1 X1 a3 Y3

a2 Xo a2 Y2

a2 X1 ao Y3

a3 Xo a2 Y1

a3 X1 a1 Yo

A line of the table may be read as follows. Line 1: If the FSM is in state ao and

the input into the FSM is Xo then the next state will be a1 and the output will be

Ys·

o
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An FSM can also be represented as a directed graph, G=(V, E) where 'V' is a
finite non-empty set of vertices (nodes) and 'E' is as set of labelled edges.
The vertices represent the states, the edges the transitions. Each edge is la
belled with an input and output label, according to the contents of the FSM.
Figure 4.1 shows the graph corresponding to the FSM described in example
4.1. In this case V={aO,a1,a2,a3}, and E={(aO,ao;x1/Y3), (aO,a1 ;xOIY3)' (a1,a2;xol

Y2)' (a1,a3;x1 /Y3), (a2,a2;xoIY2), (a2,ao;x1 /Y3), (a3,a1 ;x1 /yO), (a3,a2;xoIY1)}·

Figure 4.1: The graph corresponding to the FSM from example 4.1.

Definition 4.2: A FSM is fully specified if the transition and output function

are defined for all (aj, Xj), for any aj E A and any xj EX.

Definition 4.3: A FSM is minimal if the behaviour of the FSM cannot be de
scribed by less states, i.e. The state set A is as small as possible.

Definition 4.4: Define a FSM (A, X, Y, 8, A) . An input vector X = xi xi "'Xi '
1 Z n

X E xn
, is a sequence of possible input symbols (xi. E X, ( 1 ::;; j ::;; n) ) that can

J

be applied to the FSM starting from a certain state 'a'.

The length of the input vector sequence is 'n', so 'n' transitions will be made
and the FSM will produce a sequence of output symbols of length 'n'.

Definition 4.5: The corresponding output vector of input vector X with respect

to the certain state 'a' is defined as y = Yi Yi "'Yi ' YE yn with Yi = Ala, Xi)'
1 Z nil

Yiz = Al8la,x i1 }x iz)' ... , Yin = Al8l8l···8la'XilJ··JXin_1JXin), summarized

y = A(a, X) .
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In the FSM of example 4.1 a possible input vector of length 5 may be

XOXOX l Xl xO' The corresponding output vector with respect to state al of this in-

put vector is Y2YOY3Y3Y2'

Definition 4.6: Two states of a FSM are equivalent if their behaviour is equal,

Le. given a FSM (A, X, Y, 8, A), state ai and aj are equivalent if

• • nX(ai' X) = X(ai' X) for all possible XEX, with X = U X .
n EN

Theorem 4.1: A FSM contains no equivalent states if the FSM is minimal.

Proof of theorem 4.1

Suppose a minimal FSM does contain two equivalent states aj and aj' Substi

tuting state aj by aj will give an FSM with the same behaviour as the original

FSM (definition 4.6), so the FSM was not minimal. A contradiction has been
created and theorem 4.1 has been proofed.

o

Note that changing a non-minimal FSM into a minimal FSM with the same
functional behaviour can be done by searching for the equivalent states and
merging them.

4.2.2 Unique Input/Output (UIO) Sequences

To test the full functionality of the FSM, every transition and corresponding
output must be tested. Testing the output function is easy. The output function
can be read from the output port of the FSM.

The major problem is testing the transition function. It is not trivial to verify the
next state, because one cannot read the internal properties of the FSM (it is a
black box).

To distinguish a state from other states, Unique Input/Output (UIO) sequenc
es, Le. the difference in the behaviour of each state, must be found. In 1985
Krishan Sabnani and Anton Dahbura described this [Sab85].
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Definition 4.7: Define a fully specified FSM (A, X, V, 8, A) . The Unigue Input/
Output (UIO) seQuence (of length 'n') for state ak with respect to state a,

(ak, a, E A), notation: UIO (ak, al), is a two-tuple (~, y) (~= xi Xi ...Xi '
1 2 n

Xj.E X,for all 1 ::;j::;n, i.e. ~E Xnand y = Yj Yj ... Yj , Yj.E V,for all 1 ::;j::;n,
J I 2 n J

i.e. yE V
n

) with y = Xl ak,i) and y;cxl a"i).

With the UIO sequence it is possible to distinguish two states 'from each other.
Every two states of a minimal FSM can be distinguished from each other by a
UIO sequence. If that is not possible, the two states have the same behaviour
and the FSM is not minimal. The length of an UIO, distinguishing two states,
never exceeds the number of states.

Theorem 4.2: Define a fully specified FSM (A, X, V, 8, A) with IAI=n, i.e. the

number of states of the FSM equals 'n'. For any two states aj;c aj , aj E A and

aj E A, IUIO (aj, aj) 1< n, i.e. the length of the shortest UIO(aj,aj) sequence will

not exceed n-1.

Proof of theorem 4.2

A shortest UIO sequence will never contain a loop (no state will be passed
twice or more), because a loop implicates a situation occurred before. A se
quence of length n or more, implies a loop and so a shortest UIO sequence
will always be smaller than "n'.

o

Considering the FSM of example 4.1 a shortest UIO(a1 ,a2) may be (x1x1'

Y3YO)· Another UIO(a1,a2) may be (X1 XO, Y3Y1).

4.2.3 Complete Test Description

First a way to test a single transition is described, after that the test is expand
ed to the complete FSM. The requirements for the FSM to test are: The FSM
should be fully specified and the FSM should be resetable. In practice these
two requirements are often satisfied. The TAP controller also satisfies these
conditions. The TAP controller is fully specified and resetable (TRST signal or
TMS high during five TCK pulses).

Having a resetable, fully specified FSM (A, X, V, 8, A) , a test sequence for a

transition (TT) ak = 8 (a" x) and corresponding output Y = A(a" x) can be

described by formula 4.1 a.
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(4.1 a)

The test sequence consists of concatenated two tupels. Every two tupel con
sists of an input part (this input must be applied to the FSM) and an output
part. This output part should match the output generated by the FSM. If there
is a mismatch, the FSM contains a fault. (In practice this will be a manufactur
ing fault).

First the FSM is reseted (ri). The corresponding output is don't care (null). The

second step is forcing the FSM into state al by an input vector igt (al) . The

corresponding output vector will be ogt (al) = Xl ar, igt (al) ).

Now the transition can be executed. The FSM gets input 'x' and will generate
output 'y'. To check whether the FSM has indeed moved to state ak the UIO

sequence is applied. To verify the single transition from a, to ak this procedure

must be repeated for every state aj E A with aj '# ak. The procedure and its

repetition has been described in formula 4.1 a.

The equation can also described by formula 4.1 b.

TT{al,x} = U (ri,nUII)(igt(al), ogt(al»)s(al,x,ak,aj) with
a j *ak

(4.1 b)

The S(al,ak,aj) part of the formula contains the real test. The remaining part is

only required for bringing the FSM into the desired state.

The length of the reset action is one. Going to state al requires at most IAI-1
clock pulses (IAI is number of states). The transition from al to ak requires one

clock pulse and the UIO sequence requires at most IAI-1 clock pulses (theo
rem 4.2). The length of the test sequence of a single transition can be charac
terized by formula 4.2.

(4.2)

In practice just a few single UIO procedures are necessary to test a transition,
because a single L110 sequence can distinguish state ak from several other

states.
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Take the FSM from example 4.1. Assume ao to be the state that is entered

when resetting the FSM. A test sequence for the transition a l = 8 (a3, Xl) and

corresponding output y = A(a3, Xl) can be described by formula 4.3.

(4.3)

In this case the UIO sequence (XlX l ' Y3YO) can distinguish state a1 from any

other state. Only one UIO procedure is required for testing the transition.

o

To test a complete FSM, all transitions and corresponding outputs should be
tested. The test sequence for the complete machine (TFSM) can be described
by formula 4.4.

TFSM = U U TT {a, x}
aeA xeX

(4.4)

Note that the reset action is also a transition. Every transition from any state
to the initial state should be tested too.

4.2.4 Fault Detecting Capability of the UIO Method

[aa ]-----:-'"x/z~.[ a1 ]
x/y

Figure 4.2: Graph representation of a very simple FSM.

Take the minimal complete FSM of figure 4.2. A={aO,a1}, X={x} and Y={y,z}.

Assume state ao to be the state, entered after a reset. A complete FSM test

sequence may be (res xx res XXX, null yz null yzy).

Figure 4.3: Other FSM with almost same behaviour.
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Applying the input vector (res xx res xxx) of the FSM test sequence to the
FSM of figure 4.3, results in the same output part. If the FSM of figure 4.2 has
changed into the FSM of figure 4.3, the FSM test sequence will not notice this.

It is obvious that there does not exist a finite test sequence that can guarantee
that the FSM of 'figure 4.2 is not turned into a FSM with a lot more states, hav
ing almost the same behaviour. However in practice a stuck at fault will not be
able to change the functionality of an FSM that dramatically.

It can be concluded that the U10 FSM test sequence method takes no account
of faults that add extra states to the FSM implementation. In practice a stuck
at fault cannot add an extra state to an FSM implementation and so the L110
method will be appropriate for our goal (increasing the stuck at fault coverage
of the TimPat test patterns applied to the TAP controller).

In 1994 Howard Motteler discovered another situation where the UIO se
quence method may fail. Suppose figure 4.4 describes a part of an FSM. An
U10 sequence for state i for distinguishing state a1 from all other states may

be UIO(a1' any other state)=AeS. So testing the transition from state ao to

state a1 can be done by the test sequence eAeS.

[,-----'---.,
UIO

A

Figure 4.4: A non detected fault: Edge (aO,a1;e) modified in edge(ao,ase)

If the FSM contains an error, such as: 'The transition from ao to a1 has been

changed into transition ao to as (input and output remains the same)', the test

sequence eAeb will not notice this fault.

Note that these are very rare faults which can only occur if the FSM contain
constructions as illustrated in figure 4.4 [Mot94].
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It may be sensible to check the FSM for this kind of constructions. If the FSM
does not contain such constructions (the TAP controller does not), the L110
method will be a very reliable method.

4.3 Automatic Generation of Test Sequences

The key problem of generating a complete test sequence for a FSM is 'finding
U10 sequences. The Breadth-first search (BFS) method [Wi1901 is able to
search for the shortest UIO sequence for each pair of states. The algorithm to
find UIO(aj, aj) can be described by algorithm 4.1.

Algorithm 4.1: Pseudo C algorithm to find UIO(ajl aj}

j* 1=length of a possible UIO sequence *j
1= 1;

while (A (aj'~) = A (aj'~) for all ~ E Xl) 1++;

take a ~ E Xl with A (aj'~) =I' A (aj'~) ;

UIO (ai' aj) = (~, Y) with y = A(aj'~);

return;

D

For every aj, (aj =I' aj) the shortest UIO(aj,aj) can be found. There will always

be a state ab with the shortest L110(aj,ab) ~ shortest L110(aj,aj) for any

aj "* ab . This L110 is absolutely required for distinguishing a state ab from ai' It

may be smart to analyse this U10 on distinguishing capacities for other states.

Say states ak up to ak can also be distinguished from state aj, using UIO(aj,
o n

ab)' The UIO sequences for the states ak up to ak may be skipped, as
o n

UIO(aj,ab) will take care of these states.

Algorithm 4.2 describes a way to generate a complete test sequence for a
transition and its corresponding output using the strategy lined out above.

Algorithm 4.2: Pseudo C algorithm to generate a complete test for a tran-
sition and its output

/*Transition to be tested: at = 8 (ai' x) , output: y = A(ai' y) *j

j*Assume A={ao, ... , at, ... ,an} *j

pair_set={(at, a1)' (at, a2), ... , (at, at-1), (at, at+tJ, ... , (at, an)};

Determine UIO(pair) for each pair out of pair_set; j*use algorithm 4. 1 *j

UIO_set=0 ; j*UIO_set is set of UIO sequences *j
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while (pai r_set t:: 0 )
(

Company Restricted

take pair (at,ab) out of pair_set with length of UIO(at,ab) is not smaller than any other

UIO(pair) out of pair_set;

(X,9) = UIO (at' ab ) ;

remove (at,ab) from pair_set;

add UIO(at,ab) to UIO_set;

for (every pair (at,a)) out of pair_set)

{

if (A (at'~) t:: A(ai' X) )

remove (at,a}) from pair_set

}

}

/*Result is a set of UIO sequences that together can distinguish state ao from any other state

*/

/*jUIO_setj is number of elements (number of UIO sequences) of UIO_set*/
for (/=0; kjUIO_setj; 1++)
{

/*reset FSM*/
input=reset;
if (output!=null) 'error in FSM';

Determine input vector igt (aj) to go to state ai, as quick as possible (algorithm 4.3)

if (output!=o gt (a j) ) 'error in FSM';

rdo transition to be tested*/
input=x;
if (output!=y) 'error in FSM';
/*do UIO sequence*/

(X,9) is I-th element of UIO_set;

input=X;

if (output!=9 ) 'error in FSM';

}

o

Because algorithm 4.2 starts with the greatest needed L110 sequence and
works from great to small, the generated test sequence seems to be optimal.
Example 4.3 shows that this is not necessarily true.
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Define an FSM (A, X, Y, 8, A) with A={a,b,c,d}. To distinguish state 'a' from
the other states, maximal three UIO sequences are required (UIO(a,b),
UIO(a,c), UIO(a,d)). Say there are two possible UIO(a,b) sequences of length
4, (IUIO(a,b)I=4). The first UIO(a,b) sequence can also distinguish state 'a'
from 'c', the other state 'a' from 'd'. Further, IUIO(a,c)=21 and IUIO(a,d)I=1.
The results have been summarized in table 4.2.

Table 4.2 The contents of the UIO sequences for the FSM from example 4.3.

UIO label IUIOI distinguishing capacities

UI01 4 b,d

UI02 4 b,c

UIOa 2 c

UI04 1 d

The algorithm can choose between UI01 or UI02. If UI01 is chosen, the algo

rithm will also need UI03 and the length of the test sequence is 1+6, with 'I' is

the length of the remaining part of the test sequence. If algorithm 4.2 chooses
UI02 , the next step will be choosing UI04 and the length of the test sequence

will be 1+5.

o

To make the perfect algorithm, the algorithm must make the right choice. The
most simple way to reach this goal is, computing all possible combinations. A
kind of BFS structure should be implemented. However, in practice algorithm
4.2 will produce quite efficient test sequences.

The last step is concatenating the test sequence of each transition and output
to one great FSM test sequence.

A problem left up to now is going from the reset state to a state aj as fast as

possible. This problem can be translated to a shortest path problem. Having a
graph labelled directed G=(V,E), where 'V' is a finite non-empty set of vertices
(nodes) and 'E' is as set of labelled edges. Finding the shortest path from

node s to t, (s, t E V) can be described by algorithm 4.3 [WiI9D]. A path is a
walk from a node to another node walking on the edges. A walk W is compa
rable with a sequence in an FSM described before, and can be described by

W = l.vi ' Vi ;L1jlvj , Vj ;L2j ... lVj 'Vi ;Lr_1j. L1 up to Lr-1 are the labels of the
I 2 2 3 r-l r

edges. Note that in a walk an edge may appear more than once. r-1 is the
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length of the walk. The series of corresponding labels (as in example 4.2) will
describe the corresponding input/output sequence. In this case the 10 se
quence=L1.. ·Lr_1·

Algorithm 4.3: The shortest path algorithm

I*Each node v E V carries two extra labels; its potential, pot(v) and a boolean visited, vis(v)*/

I*source is node s, target is node t"/

for (every node v)

{

pot(v)=infinite;

vis (v)=false;

)

pot(s)=O;

for (every node v directly connected to s)

pot(v)=1;

vis(s)=true;

while (pot(t)==infinite)

(

take node v with minimum pot(v) and vis(v)==false;

active_node=v;

for (every node v directly connected to active_node)

if (pot(active_node)+ 1<pot(v))

pot(v)=pot(active_node)+ 1;

vis(active_node)=true;

}

/"Iabel pot(t) contains the length of the shortest path from s to t"/

/"Constructing the path:"/

path=0 ;

active_node=t;

while (active_node!=s)

(

Take node v with pot(active_node)-pot(v)=1;

edge=(v, active_node; label); /"edge is edge from v to active_node"/

path=edge • path; /"the • symbol means concatenation"/

active_node=v;

}

o

Now all ingredients for full automatic generating of an FSM test have been
discussed. Next step is optimizing the FSM test sequence, i.e. making the test
sequence as short as possible.
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4.4 Optimizing the FSM Test Sequence

In this section two optimize techniques will be discussed. These two tech
niques together can reduce the length of the F5M test sequence quite a lot.

4.4.1 Removing Overlapping Transition Test Sequences

The complete F5M test sequence can be shown as a path in a graph. It can
happen that a test sequence of a transition is part of another test sequence
that tests another transition. Example 4.4 shows this.

Example 4.4

Take the F5M of example 4.1. Testing the transition from state ao to a1' (inputl

output=xolys) can be done by test sequence (res, null) • 51 with 5 1=( xOx1x1,

YSY3YO)' (The • symbol means concatenation). In this case UIO(a1,aO)=

UIO(a1,a2)= UIO(a1 ,a3)= (x1 x1' Y3YO)'

"l/~ 'tIYs
S,

x,/~

'tIY:2 S:2

as
'tIY1

Figure 4.5: The FSM of example 4.1. The bold lines represent test sequences.

Testing the transition from state a1 to a3' (input/output=x1/Y3) can be done by

the test sequence (res xo,null Y3) .52 with 52=(X1 x1' Y3YO)' As 52c51 (52

is part of 51), the first test sequence will also test the transition from state a1

to a3with inputioutput=x1/Y3' Figure 4.5 illustrates that 52 ~ 51 .

o

Removing test sequences that are part of another test sequence, reduces the
length of the overall F5M test sequence. Theorem 4.3 formalizes this thought.
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Theorem 4.3: Having a test sequence for testing an FSM described by

T1 - (res,null) -ligt(aa),ogt(aa) )-SI- T2-

- (res,null) -ligt(a~),ogt(a~))-S2-T3

(4.5)

with

(4.6)

and

(4.7)

(4.9)

and m<n. If an j exists with the corresponding state of (Xj'Yj) equals the corre

sponding state of (ij,oj) and formula 4.8 holds

then S2 C S1 and formula 4.5 may be substituted by

T1 - (res,null) -ligt(aa),ogt(aa) j- Sl- T2- T3

without loss of testability. In other words: Double paths may be removed and
the complete function of the FSM will still be tested.

4.4.2 Optimizing using a Chinese Postman Tour

Formula 4.1 describes the way to test a transition. First thing to do is going to
the state where the test will really begin. The sequence

(ri, null) l igt (al), ogt (al») is responsible for this part. The sequence

S (ai' x, ak, aj) = (x, y) U10 (ak, aj) really tests the transition. (al indicates the

beginning state of the test).

If the first part of the test transition sequence could be removed, this would
mean a great decrease of the length of the overall test sequence of the FSM.

Best thing to do is concatenating the S (ai' x, ak, aj) sequences as good as

possible with a minimum of overlap [Ah088]. In graph terms: The Chinese
Postman problem must be solved.
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Let G=(V,E) be a labelled directed graph, where V={v1' ... , vn} and Om' is the

number of edges, m=1 EI. A directed edge from Vj to Vj is represented by the tri

ple (vj, Vj; Lk). A walk W is comparable with a sequence in an FSM described

before, and can be described by

W = lVj , vi ' L1)lvi ' Vi ' L2 ) ... lvi ' Vi ' Lr _ 1). Note that in a walk an edge may
1 2 2 3 r-l r

appear more than once. r-1 is the length of the walk.

Graph G is called strongly connected if for any pair of distinct vertices Vj and

Vj there exists a walk from Vj up to Vj' An Euler tour is a walk which contains

every edge of E exactly once. In 1736 L. Euler already studied the problem
finding such a tour.

The indegree of a vertex (din(vj)) is the number of edges coming into the ver

tex. The outdegree (dout(vj)) is the number of edges leaving from the vertex. If

djn(vj)= dout(vj) for every vi E V the graph is called symmetric.

Theorem 4.4 [Edm73]: A directed graph G contains an Euler tour if and only if
G is strongly connected and symmetric. In that case the graph G is called an
Euler graph.

The Chinese mathematician Kuan first studied the problem of finding a walk of
minimum cost containing each edge at least once. That is why this problem is
called the The Chinese Postman Problem.

If G contains an Euler tour, then the Euler tour is also a Chinese Postman
tour. Thus, when G is strongly connected and symmetric, the Chinese Post
man Tour can be reduced to that of finding an Euler tour.

4.4.2.1 Finding an Euler Tour

Finding an Euler tour for directed graphs is very easy [Edm73]. First a so
called maximal arborescence T (a sort of spanning tree) of the graph G must
be made. After that the Euler tour can be generated directly.

Finding a maximal arborescence T of a directed graph is easy. Given an arbo
rescence T, adjoin to T any edge directed towards a node of T and away from
a node not in T. When no such edges exist, the arborescence is maximal.

Having the arborescence, start the Euler tour at the root r, then at any node n,
specify any order for the edges directed away 'from n so long as the edge of
the iuborescence is last in the ordering. The concept has been described in
algorithm 4.4.
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Algorithm 4.4: Making an Euler tour

/*Creating an Euler tour in a directed strongly connected graph G=(V,E)*/

Choose a node rEV;

V'=r; 15'=0;

while (a certain (vi, Vi' Lk) with Vi e V' and vj E V' exists)

{

V' = V'uv··
I'

}

/*T=(V',F) is the maximal arborescence */

Euler_tour=0 ;

currenLnode=r;

/*no edges used yet*/

while(not all edges used yet)

{

if (a certain edge (currenLnode. vi' Lk) e 15' exists)

{

Euler_tour=Euler_tour+ (currenLnode, vi' LJJ;

(currenLnode, vi' LJJ is indicated as used edge;

currenLnode=vi;

)

else

{

Take an edge (currenLnode, vi' Lk) E E';

(currenLnode, vi' LJJ is indicated as used edge;

currenLnode=vj."

)

}

o

In [Edm73] it has been proofed that this strategy will create an Euler tour and
that the algorithm ends. Figure 4.6 illustrates the algorithm, using an example.
Figure 4.6a shows an Euler graph. The bold lines of figure 4.6b represent the
maximal arborescence. The numbers at each edge of figure 4.6c indicate the
rank of the edges as part of the Euler tour.
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a

root

b

root

/

16

2 12

9 6
C

15

Figure 4.6: Creating an Euler tour using algorithm 4.3. Picture 'a' shows the Euler graph,
'b' the maximal arborescence, 'c'the Euler tour.

4.4.2.2 Creating an Euler Graph

Having a non Euler graph, the problem of finding a Chinese Postman Tour has
been reduced in extending the non-Euler graph to a minimal Euler graph, Le.
adding a minimal number of copies of edges to the graph until the graph is an
Euler graph. These extra edges represent edges that will be visited twice dur
ing the Chinese Postman tour.

f

a
9

b
9

Figure 4.7: Extending a graph to an Euler graph.

Example 4.5:

In figure 4.7a a graph G with edges a,b,c,d, e, f, g has been drawn (in this fig
ure the edges are not labelled). To find a Chinese Postman tour the graph is
extended to an Euler graph by adding as little as possible copies of edges.
This Euler graph is called, the minimal Euler graph of figure 4.7a. Figure 4.7b
shows this minimal Euler graph. The next paragraph will discuss the problem
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of generating the minimal Euler graph. An Euler tour for the graph of figure
4.6b starting from 'a' may be (a,b) (b,c) (c,e) (e,g) (g,b) (b,c) (c,e) (e,f) (f,d)
(d,a) (a,c) (c,e) (e,f) (f,a) (a,c) (c,d) (d,a) (a,c) (a,e) (e,g) (g,b) (b,a). (Note that
the labels of the edges have been omitted here). As the number of added edg
es is minimal, this Euler tour describes a way to pass each edge of figure 4.7a
as efficient as possible. There is no tour of shorter length that visit all edges of
the graph of figure 4.7a, i.e the Euler tour is a Chinese Postman tour of the
graph of figure 4.7a.

o

How is the minimal Euler graph generated? The problem of adding a minimum
number of copies of edges to the non-Euler graph, for turning it into a minimal
Euler graph, is not trivial. The problem can be translated to a matching prob
lem. A matching in a graph G is a set of edges of G, no two of which have a
node in common.

Having a non-Euler directed graph G=(V,E). The idea is that nodes 'v' with
din(v)<dout(v) need extra incoming edges, these nodes are collected in set V2 .

If dout(v)-din(V)=n, n>O, the node appears "n' times in set V2.

Nodes 'v' with din(V»dout(v) need extra outgoing edges, these nodes are col

lected in set V1 in the same way (nodes may appear in the set multiple times)

as for the nodes of set V2' Note that IV11=IV21.

A new graph G'=(V', E') is constructed with V = V1 U V2 and

E' = {Ca, b;L) I (a E Vl' b E V2 and L=length of shortest path from a to b in G) }

(4.10)

L should indicate the length of the shortest path from node 'a' to 'b' being in
the original graph G. The length of the shortest path between two nodes can
be computed by using algorithm 4.3. The graph G' is called a maximal bipar
tite graph and describes all possible outgoing (set V1) and incoming (set V2)

edges. The graph is bipartite, because its node-set can be split into sets V1

and V2 in such a way that each edge of the graph joins a node in V1to a node

in V2. The graph is maximal bipartite, because each node of V1 is connected

to a node of V2. Figure 4.8 shows the maximal bipartite graph G' correspond

ing to the non-Euler graph of figure 4.7.
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b ...----------;;.... 9

Figure 4.8: The maximal bipartite graph G'

191/95

Now as many edges as possible must be removed from graph G', until each
node of set V1 is connected to exactly one node of set V2 and each node of V2

is connected exactly once to a node of set Vl'

The remaining edges form a new graph, the minimal complete bipartite graph
G"=(V',E"). These edges describe paths that can be added to the original
graph G in order to turn it into an Euler graph [Edm73].

If L L = minimal, i.e. the cost function is minimal, the corresponding
(a, b, L) E E"

G" is a minimal complete matching and the non-Euler graph can be turned
into a minimal Euler graph.

~ ._2 ~~•• e

f

9
Figure 4.9: The minimal complete matching, graph G"

Figure 4.9 shows the graph G" belonging to the graph of figure 4.8. Removing
edges in order to create a graph G" is one of the many existing matching
problems. Section 4.4.2.3 describes an algorithm to solve this problem in gen
eral.
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Each edge (aj, bj, Li) E E" corresponds to a shortest path (aj,co) (CO,C1) ...

(cn-1,bj) from state aj to state bj, where aj, co' C1, ... , cn-1 and aj are nodes of

the original graph G. (note that the labels of the edges have been omitted
here). The edges (aj,co), (CO,c1)' ... , (cn-2,Cn-1) and (cn-1,bj) must be added to

graph G and the non-Euler graph G will turn into a minimal Euler graph. The
right part of figure 4.7 shows the minimal Euler graph of the left graph with
help of the minimal complete matching of figure 4.9.

4.4.2.3 Solving the Matching Problem

In general our matching problem can be described by having a bipartite graph

G'=(V', E') with V' = V1uV2 , IV11 = IV21=N, V1={a1,... ,aN}, V2={b1,... b2} and

E' = {(aj,bj,Lj,j)IO::;i::;N,I::;j::;N)} with Lj,j is a positive number (for our

problem it is the length of the shortest path (see formula 4.10)), find a minimal
cost function 'L' with

L = L1 t + ... + L" t + ... + LN t ,t1U ... U tN = {I, ... , N}
• 1 • I ' N

In figure 4.10 the graph G' in its general form has been shown.

b·
I

Figure 4. 10: Most general description of the bipartite graph G'.

(4.11 )
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Define e~in = (ai' bj, Li,j) with Lj,j is the minimum of all Li,j for any possible j.

Define e~ax = (ai' bj, Li,j) with Lj,j is the maximum of all Li,j for any possible j.

. dif max min
De'fme e· = e· - e·I I I

Theorem 4.5: Having a labelled (labels represent length) bipartite graph. Not

, d max b L h ' d 'th dif tremovmg an e ge ei = (ai' m' i m) were ai IS a no e WI ej grea er

than any other edif, can never result in a minimal complete matching.

Proof of theorem 4.5

Imagine, the relevant edge e~ax will not be removed and there has been tried

to make a minimal complete matching graph G", including edge
max . min

ej = (ai' bm, Li, m) . Take node bp the node with ej = (ai' bp' Li,p) . The

costs of this matching will be

(4.12)

Another complete matching G'" formed out of graph G" substituting edge
(aj,bm,Li,m) by edge (aj,bp,Lj,p) and (aj,bp,Lj,p) by (aj,bm,Lj,m) will have costs

2
L = L1 t + ... + Lj p+ ... L

J
• m'" + LN t, 1 ' , , N

(4.13)

As the edge e~ax corresponds to the node with the one and only greatest

dif
ei ,Li,m-Li,p>Lj,m-Lj,p and so formula 4.14 holds.

(4.14)

Evaluating formula 4.12,4.13 and 4.14 results in L1>L2. So graph G" can nev
er be a minimal complete matching, while the costs of complete matching G'"
are less.

o

Based on theorem 4.5 an algorithm to find the minimal complete matching of a
complete bipartite labelled graph.
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Algorithm 4.5: Making a minimal complete matching

/"Having a graph G'=(V',E'), V' = VI U V2' IV11 = IV21 =N, V1={a1,···,aN}, V2={b1,···b2} and

E' = {(ai' bj, Lj, j) I(1 :::; i :::; N, 1 :::; j :::; N)} with Li,j is a positive number (the costs

of the edge), find the minimal complete matching"/
n_o_edges=N"N;
while (n_o_edges>N)
{

d~ dfremove edge (a,b,La,b) with ea greater or equal than any other e I;

n_o_edges=n_o_edges-1 ;
if (corresponding node of removed edge is part of only one edge)
{

say, this is edge (a,c,La J;
for (every node d!=a)

if (edge(d,c,Ld c) exists

{

remove edge (d,c,Ld,c);

n_o_edges=n_o_edges-1 ;
}

}

}

/"resulting graph is complete minimal matching"/

o

All ingredients optimizing the FSM test sequence have been discussed. Other
variants are also possible. If one can choose between several L110 sequenc
es, this can have effect on the length of the final Chinese Postman tour. For
more information about UIO sequences and optimizing, see [Ah088], [Dab89],
[Uya86], [Sab85], [Chu92] and [Mot93].

4.5 Flow for Full Automatic FSM Test Generation

Taking all pieces together a final flow for generating an efficient UIO sequence
based FSM test can be made. The following steps are needed:

1. Be sure the FSM (A, X, Y, 8, A) is minimal (theorem 4.1) and fully speci
fied.

2. Be aware of constructions described in figure 4.4.

3. Find UIO(aj,aj) for any aj E A and aj E A, using algorithm 4.1.

4. Describe a complete test sequence using algorithm 4.2.
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5. Extract the S(al,x,ak,ai) parts of the test sequence (formula 4.1 b).

191/95

6. Use theorem 4.3 to remove the S(a"ak,aj) that are part of another S.

7. Create a UIO graph G=(V,E) with V=A and E is the set of
(al,at;S(a\,x,ak,aj)) where at is the last state of the sequence S(al,x,ak,aj),

Le. at = 0 (ai' input part of sequence S (ai' x, ak, a j)) •

8. Make a maximal bipartite graph G' with respect to graph G and the FSM,
using formula 4.10.

9. Label the edges of the bipartite graph with their length (length of the
shortest path between the states, when being in the original FSM), using
algorithm 4.3.

10. Compute the minimal complete matching G"=(V", E") of the maximal bi
partite graph using algorithm 5.4.

11. For each edge (ai' bj, Li. j) E E" add the edges of the corresponding

shortest path (aj,co) (CO,C1) ... (cn-1,bj) to graph G.

12. Now graph G is a minimal Euler graph. Determine an Euler tour using al
gorithm 4.4. This tour corresponds to the minimal test sequence, re
quired to test the FSM completely.

Example 4.6

For the FSM of example 4.1, FSM= (A, X, Y, B, A) with A={ ao' aI' a2, a3 },

X={XO,X1}, Y={YO,Y1 'Y2' Y3), the complete flow will be treated.

1. The FSM of figure 4.1 is minimal and completely specified. For each
state and each possible input (xo and x1), the output and transition func

tion have been specified. See table 4.1.

2. The FSM does not contains a construction, as described in figure 4.4.

3. The UIO sequences are:

UIO(aO,a1 )=(xO'Y3)
UIO(a1,aO)=(xo'Y2)
UIO(a2,aO)=(xo,Y2)
UIO(a3,aO)=(x1,Y3)

4. See point 5.

UIO(aO,a2)=(xo,Y3)

UIO(a1 ,a2)=(x1 x1'Y3YO)
UIO(a2,a1 )=(x1 X1,Y3Y3)
UIO(a3,a1)=(x1,Y3)

UIO(aO,a3)=(xo,Y3)
UIO(a1 ,a3)=(x1 ,Y3)
UIO(a2,aS)=(xo,Y2)
UIO(aS,a2)=(x1,YS)

5. Using algorithm 4.2 and extracting the S parts of the test sequence for
each transition, the following results have been made:
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S1 =S(aO,x1,aO,a1 )=S(aO,x1 ,aO,a2)=S(aO,x1 ,aO,a3)=(x1 xO,Y3Y3)

S2=S(aO,XO,a1 ,aO)=S(aO,xO,a1,a2)=S(aO,xO,a1 ,a3)=(xOx1 x1,Y3Y3YO)

S3=S(a1 ,x1 ,a3,aO)=S(a1 ,x1 ,as,a1)=S(a1 ,x1 ,a3,a2)=(x1 X1,Y3YO)

S4=S(a1 ,xO,a2,aO)=S(a1 ,XO,a2,a3)=(xOxO,Y2Y2)

S5=S(a1 ,xO,a2,a1 )=(xOx1 x1 ,Y2Y3Y3)

S6=S(a3,x1 ,a1 ,aO)=S(a3,x1,a1 ,a3)=(x1 XO,Y2Y2)

S7=S(a3,x1 ,a1 ,a2)=(x1 x1 x1 ,YOY3YO)

Sa=S(a3,xO,a2,aO)=S(a3,xO,a2,a3)=(xOxo,Y1Y2)

SS=S(a3,xO,a2,a1 )=(XOX1 X1 ,Y1 Y3Y3)

S1O=S (a2 ,XO,a2,aO)=S(a2 ,xO,a2,aS)=(xOXO,Y2Y2)

S11 =S(a2,XO,a2,a1 )=(XOX1 X1,Y2Y3Y3)

S12=S(a2,X1 ,aO,a1 )=S(a2,X1,aO,a2)=S(a2,X1 ,aO,a3)=(x1 XO,Y3Y3)

6. Tile test sequence S3= (X1X1'Y3YO) may be skipped while S3 E S2=

(xOx1X1,Y3YsYO) and their corresponding states are equal, see also figure
4.5.

7. The graph of figure 4.11 represent the U10 graph G, corresponding to the
remaining S sequences, with respect to the FSM. Sequence S3 is not

present in this graph, because it has been removed in step 6.

Figure 4. 11: The U10 graph of the FSM

The graph of figu re 4.11 describes the test sequences needed. Now a
tour of minimal length, a Chinese Postman tour, must be found. This tour
contains the edges of the UIO graph, completed with a minimal number

of extra edges (ai' 8 (ai)) .
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8. State ao a1 and a2 need one extra outgoing edge, state a3 needs three

extra incoming edges to make the UIO graph Euler. So a maximal bipar

tite graph G'=(V1 uV2 ,E') has been defined with V1={aO,a1,a2} and

V2={a3,1,a3,2,a3,3}' V2 contains three copies of state a3'

~,1

~,2

Figure 4.12: The maximal bipartite graph G'.

9. The length of the shortest path for going from state ao to state a3 is two,

for going from state a1 to state a3 is one and the length of the shortest

path for going from state a2 to state a3 is three. Figure 4.12 shows the

maximal bipartite graph G' with the labelled edges.

10. The minimal matching has been illustrates in figure 4.13.

cu ••__2 ---'!.... ~, 1

a1 ••1.----:-1-------31 ... ~,2

~ ··'-----3-------"'... ~,3
Figure 4.13: The minimal matching G".

11. Edge (aO,a3,O) represents the path (aO,a1 ;xo/Y3)(a1 ,a3;x1/Y3)' Edge

(a1,a3,O) represents the path (a1,a3;x1/Y3) and edge (a2,a3,O) represents

the path (a2,ao;x1/Y3)(aO,a1 ;xoIY3)(a1 ,a3;x1/Y3)' The edges (aO,a1 ;xOIY3),

(a1,a3;x1 /Y3), (a1,a3;x1 /Y3), (a2,ao;x1 /Y3),(aO,a1 ;xo/Y3)and (a1,a3;x1 /Y3)

must be added to the UIO graph G'. So the graph will be extended by six
extra edges. The resulting graph is a minimum Euler graph and has been
illustrated in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: The Euler UIO graph.

12. Last step is making an Euler tour. A possible Euler tour starting from

state ao is (aO,a1 ;xOIY3) (a1,a3;x1 /Y3) Sa SlO (a2,ao;x1 /Y3) (aO,a1 ;xO/Y3)

(a1 ,a;x1 /Y3 So S11 S2 S9 S1 S4 S12 (a1 ,a3;x1 /Y3) S7 S5' The corresponding

minimal fully, UIO based, FSM test sequence, considering state ao to be

the reset state, is: (reset Xo X1 Xo Xo Xo Xo x1 Xo x1 x1 Xo Xo x1 x1 Xo X1 x1 Xo

x1 x1 x1 Xo Xo Xo x1 Xo x1 x1 x1 x1 Xo x1 x1 , null Y3 Y3 Y1 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y3 Y3 Y3 Yo

Y2 Y2 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Yo Y1 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y2 Y2 Y3 Y3 Y3 Yo Y3 Yo Y2 Y3 Y3)'

The created test will detect any functional fault being in the FSM implementa
tion, if the functional fault does not result in having extra states. Any possible,
non redundant, stuck at fault will be detected.

o

4.6 Testing the TAP Controller

The TAP controller is an FSM. The preceding sections have discussed all

techniques for testing FSMs in an efficient way. The problem of the TAP con
troller is that its output cannot be read directly, see 'fig 3.4.

In 1989 A.T. Dabhura, M. Umit Uyar and Chi W. Yau described a way to test
the TAP controller [Dab89]. Although the technique described below differs on

many points from the method described in [Dab89] the basic idea remains the
same.
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First assumption made is that when testing the TAP controller, the remaining
part of the BST circuit is assumed to be faultless. This assumption is legal,
while in practice the single stuck at fault model will be used.

4.6.1 Mapping the TAP Controller onto a Testable FSM

To test the TAP controller, the output terminal TOO is considered to be the
output of the TAP controller. The BST circuit is put in a certain state, in order
to find a relation between TOO and the functionality of the TAP controller. A
mismatch in the behaviour of TOO should imply an error in the TAP controller.
A perfect match in the behaviour of TOO should guarantee that the functional
ity of the TAP controller is correct.

To facilitate things, it is required that only the BYPASS instruction is active,
when testing the TAP controller and the BYPASS register (BR) is '0' all the
time.

To model the relation between TOO and the TAP controller (while BYPASS is
active), the TAP controller is mapped onto a relating FSM. A complete test se
quence of this FSM will be generated. The complete functionality of the TAP
controller will also be covered by this test sequence. Figure 4.15a shows the
original TAP controller. Figure 4.15b shows the modified TAP controller.

For this modified FSM the pair (TMS, TOI) is taken as input and TOO is taken
to be the output. The FSM is tested by checking the output TOO.

Each edge in figure 4.15b has been labelled with an input/output label. The in
put is a two-tupel (TMS, TDI). TMS really controls the FSM. TOI has been in
cluded for other reasons. Most edges have don't care ('*') for TOL This don't
care can be read as TDI is either logic one ('1 ') or logic zero ('0'). So each
edge from state 'x' to 'y' with label (TMS, *) can be seen as a pair of edges,
both going from 'x' to 'y' with the first edge labelled (TMS,'O') and the other la
belled (TMS, '1 '). The output TOO=Z means, TOO is in tristate mode (high im
pedance).
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(D,*)fl

(1,*)fl

1,* fl

(0:)

(D,*)/Z1-11~~-.J

a b

Figure 4. 15: The original and modified TAP controller.

Two edges (from state E2D to E1 D and from state CDR to E1 D) have label

(A, 8) as input/output vector. A represents a sequence of (TMS, TDI) of
length 2.

A=(01,10) (4.15)

This input vector applied to the original TAP controller results in: First going
from state CDR to state SDR, TDI='1 ' but at this moment this value will not be
shifted into the BR, TDO will be '0', the value of BR. Next step: Shifting one
zero and ending in state E1 D. TDO will be Z again and BR will contain a logic
zero. So the corresponding output vector can be described by

B=OZ (4.16)

The same applies for the path from state E2D to E1 D.

A similar construction has been made for the edges CI R to E11 and E21 to E11.

Let lei = N = II RI > 2 and
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(4.17)

This input vector applied to the original TAP controller results in going to the
SIR state, TDI='O', but this value will not be shifted into IR. Next step: The

TAP controller is shifting in the TDI sequence 1N , Le. the BYPASS instruction
is shifted in. The BYPASS instruction code (11 ... 1) or the code captured by
CIR into the IR (...01) is shifted out towards TDO. The TAP controller will end
in state E11. So

- N -
D = 1 Z or D = lOdN _ 2... d1Z, where d1... dN form the captured IR code

(4.18)

Using these shift constructions, state SDR and state SIR may be omitted.
These states are tested implicitly. Transitions towards the shift states and
transitions from the shift states to the states E1 D and E11 are part of the shift
constructions. If the shift constructions are tested completely, these transi
tions will also be tested completely.

While testing the TAP controller, we will only use the BYPASS instruction.
This instructions does not change the contents of TDO and so the UDR state
is equivalent to the RTI state.

While only the BYPASS instruction is selected, the update part of the IR will
always contain the BYPASS instruction code. Although state UIR updates the
instruction register, this update action will never be noticed, because updating
the same code into the update stage of the instruction register will not change
the contents of that IR. Also the UIR state acts as the RTI state and state UIR
is removed too. States UDR, UIR and RTI are merged to one state: RTI'. The
states within the dotted rectangle of figure 4.15a represent the new state RTI'.
Figure 4.15b shows this.

The state SIR and SDR have also been removed, while they are part of the
shift constructions.

The state set A of the modified TAP controller is A={TLR, RTI', SDS, SIS,
CDR, CIR, E1 D, E11, PDR, PIR, E2D, E21}. The set of inputs can be defined

by X={(O,O), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1), A, C)}. Besides the UIR state and the UDR
state, the modified TAP controller covers all aspects of the original TAP con
troller. Testing this FSM completely, implies testing the original TAP controller
completely, except for the transitions going to state UDR and UIR.

Before testing the modified TAP controller, it should be noticed that the FSM
of figure 4.15 is not completely defined. Table 4.3 de'fines the missing parts.
Note that these missing transition and output functions should not be tested
nor used at all. (These transitions can change the current instruction or put a
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'1' into the SR and it is required that this might not happen). However the UIO
sequences for the states must also be unique with respect to these missing
parts. If this holds, the uniqueness of the UIO sequences is guaranteed.

Table 4.3 The missing transition and output functions of the modified TAP controller.

state a input x A(a, x) 8 (a, x)

TLR A ZZ SOS

TLR C ZN+l SOS

RTI A ZZ SOS

RTI C ZN+l SOS

SOS A ZZ E10

SOS C Z01 N-3Z E10

SIS A ZZ E11

SIS C Z1 OdN_2...d2Z E11

COR (0,*) 0 COR

COR C 01 N-1Z E10

CIR (0:) 1 CIR

CIR A 1Z E11

E10 A ZZ POR

E10 C ZN+1 POR

E11 A ZZ PIR

E11 C ZN+l PIR

POR A ZZ E2D

POR C ZN+l E20

PIR A ZZ E21

PIR C ZN+l E21

E20 (0:) 0 COR

E20 C 01N_1 Z E10

E21 (0:) 1 CIR

E21 A 1Z E11

Notice that the CDR and E2D states are the only two states that can produce
TDO=OZ. CIR and E21 are the only two states that can produce 10dN_2...d1Z.
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Taking this into account one may conclude that the modified TAP controller is
minimal.

In practice if the ATE (Automatic Test Equipment) expects a logic one or zero

(being part of 8 B that may be part of a certain UIO sequence) and measures
Z, the ATE will notice a potentially fault, in case of detection table A.1 , and the
ATE will hard detect this fault, in case of detection table A.2.

Note that the IR should always contain the BYPASS instruction code. If the
CIR state is entered, the default instruction will be loaded. This may be the 10
CODE instruction. So before the UI R state is active, the shift part of the IR
should always contain tile BYPASS instruction code. So going from state CIR
to E11 to UI R (in the modified TAP controller this is state RTI') is an illegal
path. While testing the modified TAP controller this path may not be covered.
The IDCODE instruction might be getting active and the model would not be
legal any more.

4.6.2 Test Generation for the TAP Controller

Having the minimal, fully specified modified TAP controller, a complete FSM,
UIO based, test sequence can be made, starting from the TLR state. The
modified TAP controller will be tested completely.

In practice the original TAP controller is used. The transitions E1D to UDR,
E2D to UDR, E11 to UIR and E21 to UIR must still be tested. Testing these up
date transitions has been described in algorithm 4.6

Algorithm 4.6:Flow for testing the TAP controller including the update transi
tions.

j*Testing the TAP controller*j

Determine A, 8, <5, B using formulas 4.15 up to 4.18;

Select BYPASS instruction, (lR=11 ... 1);
Make UIO FSM test of the modified TAP; controller described in figure 4.15 and table 4.3

I*update test*j

I*Assumption: 'in functional mode, not all output pins of IC are logic zero*j
select EXTEST instruction;
shift all zeros in BSR;
go to UDR state;
I*outputs of IC will be zero*j
shift all ones into BSR;

go to UDR state leaving from E1 D;
I*outputs of IC will turn from zero to one at moment of leaving UDR state, *j
j*now the E1 D to UDR transition has been tested*j
shift all zeros into BSR;
go to UDR state leaving from E2D;
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I*outputs of IC will turn from one to zero at moment of leaving VDR state, *1
I*now the E2D to VDR transition has been tested*l
shift BYPASS instruction into IR;
go to VIR state leaving from state E11;
I*some output pinsof IC will turn from logic zero to logic one (assumption made above). *1
I*Now the E11 to VIR transition has been tested*l
shift EXTEST intruction into IR;
go to VIR state leaving from state E21;
I*all output pins will turn to logic zero again, now the transition from E2/*1
I*to VIR has been tested*l
test the asynchronous reset (TRST) if available;

D

In this algorithm the assumption has been made, that in the normal, functional
mode not all output pins are logic zero. If they are all logic zero, the assump
tion: 'not all output pins are logic one' is legal. Now a similar algorithm for this
case can be made. So in all cases a test sequence for testing the compete
functionality of the TAP controller can be made. The reset test will be dis
cussed in the next section.

4.6.3 Reset Test

Algorithm 4.6 ends with a reset test. The reset action can be described as a
transition from any state to the TLR state. In all cases TDO=Z. Distinguishing
TLR from any other state requires two UIO sequences of length 5+M and 6+M.
The average length for going from TLR to another state is 4.5. So the length of
the reset test will be number_oCstates*(4.5+5+M+4.5+6+M) = 16* (20+2M) =
320 + 32M.

In practice, a TAP controller implementation will contain 4 flipflops. Each flip
flop is resetable and will contain a fixed value after resetting. If the TAP con
troller is placed into the state where the 4 flip1'l0ps contain the complement of
these fixed values and is resetted afterwards, the TAP controller will only go to
the TLR state if each flipflop has resetted correctly. In this way the reset action
can be tested in a much shorter way.

Example 4.7

Assume an implementation of a TAP controller with 4 flip1'l0ps F1,... , F4' The

state TLR corresponds with F1,... ,F4 = 0110 and the state CIR corresponds

with F1, ... ,F4 = 1001. The reset action can be tested completely by going to

state CIR, resetting the TAP controller (making TRST active for a short peri
od), applying the first L110 to distinguish TLR from some states, going to state
CIR again, resetting tl1e TAP controller again, applying the second UIO to dis
tinguish state TLR from the remaining states.
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The length of such a test sequence is only 30+2M. 0

4.6.4 Results of TAP Controller Test

191/95

The length of the test sequence depends on the length of the IR. The TAP
controller test has been applied to some circuits with a Philips BST controller
(appendix C). These controllers have a three bit IR, IIRI=3 so N=3.

In the beginning a full TAP controller test has been made without optimization.
The test satisfies the requirements that the path CIR to E11 to UIR is not used.
This test sequence is applied to several circuits. The results of one of these
tests, testing circuit timtest2, have been described in table 0.1. The length of
the sequence = 2993 TCKs. This means 2993 clock pulses are needed to test
the TAP controller completely. From table 0.1 one can conclude that fault sim
ulating the test sequence onto the circuit resulted in 14 stuck at faults unde
tected. Assuming the test sequence to be complete, this means redundancy
in the TAP controller.

Investigation shows that the TAP controller of all Philips BST controllers con
tain some redundancy. In the past this redundancy is added to the TAP con
troller on purpose. Imagine a circuit with BST is simulated. The BST circuit
contains a BST controller with the TAP controller. The TAP controller has
been implemented, using four flipflops, in order to get 16 possible states. Ini
tially the simulator makes all 1'Iip'f1ops don't care (the power up is simulated).
Resetting the TAP controller by making TMS high for five clock pulses is not
working. Because the current state of the TAP controller is not specified. After
five clock pulses the state of the TAP controller still is unspecified.

The problem can be solved by using the asynchronously reset option (TRST).
Then all flipflops will be forced to a certain value and the state of the TAP con
troller is known to be TLR. If one does not want to use the asynchronously re
set or TRST is not present at all, one has a problem, if they want to simulate
the circuit. To solve this problem, EO&T has added some start-up redundancy
to the TAP controller. A fifth flipflop has been added to the TAP controller im
plementation, see figure 4.16.

Flipflop tapO up to tap3 represent the current state of the TAP controller. The
TLR state is represented by, tapO up to tap3 all are '1 '.
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Figure 4. 16: Implementation of a TAP controller with start up redundancy.

If TMS is '1' and TMSP='1' tap3 is made '1'. If TMS is still high after the next
clock cycle, tap2 is also made high, and so on. After two more clock pulses,
all flipflops tapa up to tap3 will be high. This corresponds with the TLR state.

In appendix C this technique is shown. The VHDL description of the original
TAP controller with start up redundancy is presented. Having this start up re
dundancy means having 14 untestable stuck at faults in the implemented TAP
controller. Fault simulating this TAP controller using a complete test sequence
(table E.1, last column) shows this.

In appendix C, also the VHDL description of a non-redundant TAP controller is
shown. The result is smaller, more simple TAP controller. With this non-redun
dant TAP controller, new SST controllers have been made, see also appendix
C.

Note that all Philips SST controllers do contain a TRST pin. To make a test
that can also be simulated, the test should begin with an asynchronously re
set. In that case the start up redundancy would not be needed any more. Tim
Pat generates a test that always will start with an asynchronously reset, if
possible. Removing the redundancy is justified.
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Table E.2 shows the results of the FSM test sequence applied to a circuit with
such a new BST controller, timtest4. In this case the theory matches the prac
tice. Fault simulation shows that the FSM test sequence covers all possible
stuck at faults of the non-redundant TAP controller. The old TimPat version,
TimPat 7.2 leaves four stuck at faults undetected.

Two of these fault are sa1 faults at the reset input terminal of the flipflops tap2
and tapO. There has been cases where only the reset input terminal of flipflop
tapO was undetected. TimPat 7.2 does not test the reset action well enough.
The two remaining faults are the result of not testing the transition from SIS to
TLR.

4.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter a method for efficiently, completely testing the functionality of
an FSM has been described; the L110 sequence method. Last years there is a
great demand for tools that can automatically generate such test sequences.
Sections 4.2 up to 4.5 discuss this problem in great detail and gives a solu
tion. These sections can be the guide for developing such a tool.

Another interesting tool may be a functional fault simulator for FSMs. A con
ventional stuck at fault simulator needs an implementation and adds stuck at
faults to the specific implementation. The functional fault simulator only needs
a functional description of the FSM. The functional fault simulator will apply
test patterns on FSMs which has been functionally modified a little. In this way
the functional fault coverage of the test patterns can be determined. This can
result in a better understanding of the fault detecting capability of the test pat
terns. The functional fault simulator can also be helpful for developing new
strategies for testing FSMs on illegal states and other complex modifications.
For more information about functional fault simulators, there is referred to
[Mot94].

The UIO sequence method has been applied to the TAP controller. Before ap
plying this theory to the TAP controller some problems have been solved
(mapping the TAP controller onto a testable complete minimal FSM). Finally a
test for testing the TAP controller completely, has been described.

To check the test, the test has been simulated by a fault simulator. The test
left 14 stuck at faults undetected. As the test was complete, these faults
should be untestable. It has shown that the original TAP controller is indeed
redundant.
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New SST controllers with a non redundant TAP controller has been designed.
It may be useful to use these new SST controllers. The newest version of Tim
Net, TimNet 7.4, already generates a VHDL descriptions of SST controllers
with a non-redundant TAP controller. With these new STS controllers, smaller
designs and higher fault coverage can be reached.

The test patterns of TimPat 7.2 still left four faults undetected (table E.2). In
order to improve the fault coverage of the test patterns generated by TimPat
at short notice, a next version of TimPat, TimPat 7.3.1, was prOVided with an
extra test for testing the SIS to TLR transition, because this test was easy to
implement. This extra test sequence resulted in the detection of two more
stuck at faults. The other two stuck at faults remained untestable for that mo
ment.

A later version of TimPat, TimPat 7.3.5, has been provided with a complete
functional TAP controller test, using the method described in this chapter.
Therefore the TAP controller test sequence has been optimized in length us
ing the theory described in section 4.4. The final length of the TAP controller
test applied to test circuit timtest2 or timtest4, is 304 TCKs. If the optimize
techniques of section 4.4 are not used, the length of the complete UIO based
TAP controller test is 2993 TCKs (appendix D). Optimizing the test sequence
in length may decrease the length dramatically.

Also an efficient reset test (section 4.6.3) is supported by TimPat 7.3.5. The
input interface of TimPat 7.3.5 contains an option to denote the state in which
the TRST signal can be made active to test the asynchronously reset action
efficiently.

Test patterns generated by TimPat 7.3.5 are able to test any minimal TAP con
troller implementation completely in a very efficient way.
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5 Testing the eST Controller
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The BST controller controls the data registers of the BST circuit. A non-redun
dant stuck at fault in the BST controller shall change its functionality. Some
Boundary Scan test data registers will not react properly any more. In this
chapter the stuck at faults within the Pl"lilips BST controllers, left undetected
by test patterns made by TimPat 7.3.1 will be discussed.

Appendix E contains results of the fault coverage of test patterns, made by
TimPat 7.3.1, applied on several circuits. The test patterns are applied under
several conditions: An init vector available, or not; using detection criteria of
table A.1 or table A.2. For the following investigation the ideal situation is tak
en: Detection criteria of table A.2 and init vector available.

5.1 Exhaustive Test for Every Instruction

As can be seen in the tables of appendix E, by example table E.1 column 4
(TimPat 7.3.1, det. table A.2), TimPat 7.3.1 leaves faults undetected within
any Philips BST controller. Note that two of these undetected fault are faults
from the TAP controller (reset line of two HipHops, see section 4.7).

The location of undetected faults of a BST controller implementation can eas
ily be determined. The fault simulator takes care of this. However it is quite
difficult to determine the functional effect of a certain stuck at fault. It is de
sired to know this effect, in order to generate a test for such a fault.

To determine the effect of the undetected stuck at faults, it has been tried to
make a complete functional test for the BST controller. After that, faults unde
tected by TimPat 7.3.1 but detected by the complete test will be examined.
The moment of detection of such a fault gives an indication of the functional
modification, the fault has caused. With that knowledge it should be possible
to extract an efficient test sequence from the complete test sequence, in order
to detect the fault.

The BST controller controls the registers and selects a register that will be
connected between TDI and TOO (figure 3.4). The control and selection ac
tions depends on the TAP controller state and the contents of the IR. To test
the complete functionality of an instruction, the important issues to look at
are:

• In state CDR, capture the selected data register

• In state SDR, shift the selected data register.
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• In the states E1 D, PDR and E2D the selected data registers may not shift
or capture.

• In state UDR, update the selected data register and only that register.

• In state CIR, capture the instruction register (IR).

• In state SIR, shift the IR.

• in the states E11, PIR and E21 the IR may not shift or capture.

• In state UIR, update the IR and only the IR.

• In the states TLR, RTI, SDS, SIS, CDR, CIR, E1 D, E11, PDR, PIR, E2D,
E21, the update part of any BST register (BSR, IDR, IR or BR) may not
change at all.

• When going to state TLR, the test logic must be disabled. (Example: When
the EXTEST instruction is active, the output terminals of the IC are con
nected with the update stage of the BSR. Going from SIS to TLR, the output
terminals of the IC should be connected with the output of the core logic,
i.e. the IC should change from the test mode to the functional mode.)

• Some instructions do not change the functionality of the IC (the IC is in the
functional mode for the instructions: BYPASS, SAMPLE/PRELOAD,
STCTEST) other instructions put the IC in the test mode (For example the
EXTEST instruction and the INTEST instruction). For all instructions the
correct mode should be tested for all TAP controller states.

Some of the issues mentioned above are discussed in more detail.

5.1.1 Testing the CDR Action

Testing the correct timing of the CDR action when the BYPASS instruction or
IDCODE instruction is active, is a problem. If the data is captured when being
in the SDS state instead of the CDR state, this will never be noticed. The
same applies for the CI R action. If the SDS state and the CDR state both do
not the CDR action, this may be noticed by using test flow 5.1.

Test flow 5.1: Testing the CDR action of the SR as good as possible

make the BYPASS instruction active;
capture a zero into the BR;
shift a '1' into the BR.
go to state E1 D; go to state UDR; go to state SDS (skip RTf);
go to state CDR;
shift once; (A zero should be shifted out);

o
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Figure 5.1 also describes test How 5.1. If a '1' is shifted out, this means that
the COR state, nor the SOS state capture the BR. A similar test can be done
for the other instructions (controlling other registers) and for the IR.

IR

TAP state

TOI

TOO

TOO when
COR malfunction

BYPASS instruction

( ) ~

( X ) ~

( X ) ~

Figure 5. 1: Most important signals of the CDR action test of the BR.

5.1.2 Testing the SDR Action

When the TAP controller is in the SOR state, TOO is made active. Testing the
shift part for the BYPASS instruction has been described in test flow 5.2.

Test flow 5.2:Testing the SDR action of the SR

make the BYPASS instruction active;
capture a '0' into the BR;
TDI='O';
go to SDR; TDO=='O'; make TDI='1';
go to E1 D; TDO=='Z'; make TDI='O'; (BR should be '1 ');
go to PDR; go to E2D;
go to SDR; TDO=='1 ';

o

If TOO is '0' after the last step, this means that another state has also per
formed a shift action of the BR, there was an illegal capture action in one of
the states E1 0, POR, SOR or E20, or there has not been shifted at all. Note
that if a SOR action takes place at the TLR, RTI, SOS, SIS, CIR, E11, PIR, E21
or UIR state, this can never be noticed, because the COR action undoes the
SOR action. Test flow 5.2 is also illustrated in figure 5.2.
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IR

TAP state

TOI

TOO

TOO when
too many shift actions
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BYPASS instruction

0 X X 0

( 0 ) ~

~( 0 )

Figure 5.2: Most important signals of the SDR action test of the BR.

Similar shift tests can be made for the IR and other instructions.

5.1.3 Testing the UDR Action of the EXTEST Instruction

The UDR action for the BSR is very easy to check. If the UDR action of the
BSR must be tested, best thing to do is making the EXTEST instruction active.
Flow 5.3 and figure 5.3 describe this.

Test flow 5.3:Testing the UDR action of the BSR register

/*OBSR describes the values of the corresponding BSCs*/

/*0 describes the value of the output pins*/
Make EXTEST instruction active;

shift all zero's into the BSR; /*OBSR=O...O*/

UDR;

All output pins connected to the BSR are '0', i. e. 0==0... 0;
go to state CDR;

shift all ones into the BSR; /*OBSR=O...O*I

go to state E1 D;
go to state PDR;
go to state E2D;

/*0==0... 0*1

go to state UDR; Now all BSR output pins must change from '0' to '1';
1*0==1. .. 1*1

o
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TAP stats

:----------:(1...1·'):---------
Figure 5.3: Contents of the most important signals when testing the UDR action for the

EXTEST instruction

5.1.4 Testing the UIR Action

To guarantee the right timing of the UIR action, test flow 5.4 may be used. Fig
ure 5.4 shows the contents of the most important signals.

Test flow 5.4:Testing the UIR action

/*Ocore describes the values of the output pins if the IC is in the functional*/

/*mode*/

/*OBSR describes the values of the corresponding BSCs*/

1*0 describes the value of the output pins*/
/*In the functional mode: O=Ocore */

/*In the test mode after the VDR action: O=OBSR*/

Make SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction active;

O=Ocore;

shift some values into BSR such that 0core!=OBSR;

go to CIR;
shift the EXTEST instruction in;
go to E11; go to PIR; go to E21;
go to VIR; Now 0 is changing to O=OBSR;

D
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IR S:..:...:AM.:;..:.P.=.:LE/:..:...:PR..=EL::..:..OA:..:...:D X
TAP state

°SSR ---IX'- (O--.::S=SR-'--'=---'Oc=OR=E_) _

° O_CO_R.::....E ~R

Figure 5.4: The most important signals when testing the VIR action.

5.1.5 Results

The major, non trivial issues of testing the functional behaviour of a SST con
troller have been described. In practice test flows 5.3 and 5.4 will be more
complicated, because the SSR can also contain bidirectional and tristate
cells. All actions described in this section must be tested for each possible in
struction. If this has been done, the SST controller would have been tested
completely.

The test method described above has been applied to four circuits. Each cir
cuit has a different SST controller. The four SST controllers are:
SS2CONAOX, SS2CONSOX, SS2CONLOX, SS2CONK1X. These four SST
controllers together represent almost every instruction available (at ED&T,
Philips). Only the MACRO instruction has not been tested, as the MACRO in
struction equals the SCANM instruction from the SST controllers point of view.

The tests have shown that the TimPat 7.3.1 test patterns leave 11 up to 25
stuck at faults per controller undetected with respect to the complete tests.
These faults represent a total number of six functional modifications (several
stuck at faults can result in the same functional modification).

Table 5.1 shows the undetected faults. In this table also a way to detect the
faults has been described. To make the description easy to understand, there
has been assumed that the test has been applied to the circuit described in
figure 5.5. This circuit is assumed to have IDCODE 11 ... 1.
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Table 5.1 Stuck at faults within aST controllers, being undetected by TimPat 7.3.1
and being detected by a complete test. The faulty value of an output terminal caused
by the stuck at fault has been indicated by placing the value between {...j. So 0==Y
(O==Xj means: Normally 0 should equal Y, but If the fault is present O==x.

Fault BST controllers Description of a way to detect this fault using circuit of figure
number in which the 5.5

fault is present

1 Bs2CONAOX Make IN='O'. Fill BSR with ones. UDR. Make BYPASS(IR=100)
active. Pass every state of TAP contr. In all states

OUT==O==I==IN==O {OUT=1}

2 Bs2CONAOX Make BSR=OO. Make BYPASS(I R=111) active. Shift '11 ...1'
through BR. UDR. Make EXTEST active. OUT==O {OUT==1}.

3 all four Make IN=O. Make EXTEST active. Make BSR=11. UDR. Go to
PIR. OUT==1 {OUT==O==IN==O}

4 all except Make IN=O. Make STCTEST active. CDR. UDR.
BS2CONAOX OUT==O==I==IN==O {OUT==1, fixed 10 value}

5 BS2CONBOX Make BSR=OO ...O. UDR. Make IN=1. Make SAMPLE/
PRELOAD instruction active. CDR, shift out:

TDO==OUT==O==IN==1 {TDO==O}

6 BS2CONLOX, Make IN=O. Make SAMPLE/PRELOAD active. Shift ones into
BS2CONK1X BSR. Go to CIR. OUT==0. Shift EXTEST instruction. OUT==0.

UIR. OUT==1 {OUT==O==O}

TDI
SST controller

TDO

IN OUT

core

Figure 5.5: Simple aST circuit. The core only consists of a buffer.

The faults and the way to detect them can be easily translated to any other
SST circuit.
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Note that if no init vector is available, O=don't care. The faults numbered by 3
and 6 will be potentially detected then. (When the fault is active, OUT=don't
care.) The faults numbered by 1, 4 and 5 will be undetected (don't care is ex
pected in the correct case). Fault 2 will always be fully detected.

The tests that can detect the six faults described above have been added to
TimPat 7.3.5. The complete exhaustive test per instruction has not been add
ed to TimPat 7.3.5 because most parts of such a test are already included in
TimPat implicitly. Adding the complete exhaustive test would increase the
number of TCKs (the length of the 'final test sequence) too much, while the
fault coverage would hardly increase.

5.2 Redundancy in the SST Controller

The tables of appendix E show that the improved version of TimPat, TimPat
7.3.5, still leaves faults undetected within the BST controllers. In this section
the BST controller BS2CONAOX will be treated in great detail. Note that this
BST controller has a non-redundant TAP controller. It will be shown that al
most all undetected faults, after using TimPat 7.3.5, except two, of this con
troller are redundant and so are untestable. This theory can also be applied to
the other BST controllers.

Table F.1 shows that when using TimPat 7.3.5, using detection table A.2 and
having an init vector, there still remain 28 faults undetected in the BST con
troller BS2CONAOX.

5.2.1 Pseudo Redundant Control Lines

The BST controller BS2CONAOX has four control lines to control the Bounda
ry Scan cells. Table 5.2 describes the contents of these control lines.
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Table 5.2 Control signals used to control the BSR cells

signal value description

cO/c1 control signal for the shift stage of data registers

00 shift stage captures value

01 shift stage holds value

10 shift stage captures fixed value (IDCODE, STC concept)

11 shift stage shifts value

c2 control signal for the update stage of data registers

0 update stage holds its value

1 update stage loads from the shift stage

c3 data register mode

0 data register output follows the data register input

data register output follows the update stage

191/95

24=16 combinations are possible, only 9 combinations have been used. Table
5.3 describes all combinations.
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Table 5.3 Description of the control lines of BS2CONAOX. The example column
gives one possible instruction/TAP controller state combination that re
sults in the current control code.

COCj C2C3 description example: instruction/state

0000 shift stage captures value, update stage holds its SAMPLE/CDR
value, functional mode

0001 shift stage captures value, update stage holds val- EXTEST/CDR
ue, test mode (data register output follows the up-

dates value)

0010 Not used: (shift stage captures, update stage up- -
dates, functional mode)

0011 Not used: (shift stage captures, update stage up- -
dates, test mode)

0100 shift stage hold value, update stage holds its value, SAMPLE/PDR
functional mode

0101 shift stage hold value, update stage holds its value, EXTEST/PDR
test mode

0110 shift stage hold value, update stage loads value SAMPLE/UDR
from the shift stage, functional mode

0111 shift stage hold value, update stage loads value EXTEST/UDR
from the shift stage, test mode

1000 shift stage captures fixed identity, update stage IDCODE/CDR
holds its value, functional mode

1001 Not used: (shift stage captures fixed identity, up- -
date stage holds its value, test mode

1010 Not used: shift stage captures fixed identity, update -
stage updates, functional mode

1011 Not used: (shift stage captures fixed identity, up- -
date stage updates, test mode

1100 shift stage shifts value, update stage holds value, SAMPLE/SDR
functional mode

1101 shift stage shifts value, update stage holds value, EXTEST/SDR
test mode

1110 Not used: shift stage shifts value, update stage up- -
dates, functional mode

1111 Not used: shift stage shifts value, update stage up- -
dates, test mode
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Figure 5.6: BST and its four contra/lines CO...C3' /n this circuit the contra/lines can be read
directly. Normally this is not the case.

If the control lines are read directly (fig. 5.6 illustrates this), seven additional
stuck at faults of the BST controller can be detected.

These seven faults result in four functional changes of the behaviour of Co or

C2' These changes do not result in another behaviour of the overall circuit.

That is why these faults cannot be detected normally. The BST controller built
into the BST circuit results in a kind of redundancy of the control lines.

Table 5.4 describes the faults. First the case when the fault occurs, has been
described (instruction/TAP controller state). Then the correct value of cO...c3

is given, followed by the value of CO... c3 as result of the fault.

Tab/e 5.4 Fau/ts detected by directly reading the contra/lines.

Fault number instruction/state com- cOc1C2C3 when no cOc1 C2C3 when the
bination fault is present fault is present

1 BYPASS(IR=100)/ 0000 0100
CDR

2 BYPASS(IR=100)/ 0000 0100
CIR

3 STCTEST/UDR 0100 0000

4 BYPASS(IR=111)/ 0100 0000
L1IR

If the CIR state is active, or the CDR state is active but the BSR is not select
ed, cOc1c2c3=0100 should hold. However COC1c2c3=0000 would do too. The

BSR will capture then, but this will have no effect on the overall behaviour of
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the circuit. The Philips SST controllers normally have COC1c2c3=OOOO when

being in the CIR state or CDR state and SSR not selected. Table 5.4 (rows
two and three, Le. faults 1 and 2) shows this.

Table 5.3 can be used to interpret the faults described in table 5.4. The faults
result in additional CDR actions of the SSR (faults 3 and 4) or the absence of
these CDR actions (faults 1 and 2).

Summarized, one can conclude that the faults described here change the
functionality of the SST controller. Reading the control lines, these faults can
be detected. In practice the control lines cannot be read directly. The function
ality of the overall circuit does not change. The faults are considered to be re
dundant.

5.2.2 Reset Redundancy in the SST Controller

Even if the control lines are read out directly, the exhaustive controller test still
leaves 21 stuck at faults undetected. Two of these faults are equivalent to oth
er faults. The result is 19 different stuck at faults.

In figure 5.7 a high level schematic of the implementation of controller
SS2CONAOX has been shown. This implementation is based on the VHDL de
scription of the SST controller (appendix F). Note that this is the way the SST
controller has been created: First an VHDL description has been made, after
that the VHDL description has been translated to a c150dm technology (this is
an IC technology) implementation wl"lich can be part of a real SST circuit im
plementation.

The implementation seems not to equal the contents of the IEEE 1149.1
standard, because the IR does not contain an update part. The signal Co up to

c3 does control the SSR and the IDR (the IDR is part of the SSR using the

STC concept). Other controllers (with more instructions) contain additional
control signals for the SSR and the IDR. To prevent glitches in these lines, the
lines have been latched. The used flipflops can be seen as the update stage
of the IR. The behaviour of this controller does satisfy the IEEE 1149.1 condi
tions [Coe93].

To ensure that all control signals go to their initial state, when activating TRST,
the flipflops contrO up to contr3 and omux2 all contain a reset input terminal
that is connected with TRST. All these flipflops contain one stuck at fault at the
'res' input terminal. TimPat 7.3.1 does not test the reset action properly.
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Flipflop contr2 really needs its asynchronous reset. If the IC is in the function
al mode (EXTEST or INTEST instruction, c3=1), activating TRST must imme

diately disable the functional mode of the IC. Asynchronously resetting the
output terminal of contr2 to Q=O guarantees this. Testing the asynchronous
reset of flipflop contr2 may be easy.

0 Q C3

contr2

ck res

ST
TMS TAP

TRST controller CU 0 Q sel1
·C
0 contr1

+-'
ck resCU

IR shift stag c TRST

tap state (ps) IR shift stage .n
E 0 Q selO

~ 0 contrO
U tap state (ps)

TOI ck res
instr2 instr1 instrO

TRST

(ij C2instruc on register D Q ';:

without update part a
«i

contr3 c: C1
:0
E

ck res a CO
deco 0

TRST

Bass
0 QCU

·C omux2

0
ck res+-'

IR shift stag cu
lOR C TRST

BSR .n
TOO

E 0 Q
sel1

selO 0
U ck

Figure 5.7: Schematic of BST controller BS2CONAOX.

Having the circuit of 'figure 5.5. Make IN=1, go to the EXTEST mode, shift ze
ro's into the BSR, UDR. Now OUT==0. Resetting the IC must change OUT
from '0' to '1' at once. Unfortunately not all ATEs do support this action. Tim
Pat does not support this kind of actions either. The output terminal OUT will
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be read after completing a clock cycle. After finishing the clock cycle, the TAP
controller has already forced c3 to '0' and a malfunctioning of the reset action

of contr2 will not be noticed.

Note that the stuck at fault at the 'res' terminal of flipflop 'contr2' is not redun
dant. The fault is testable. However TimPat is not able to do the required ac
tions to test this fault. That is why TimPat does not support a reset test for
flipflop contr2.

Same story holds for flipflop omux2. If the TAP controller is in the SDR or SIR
state, TDO is active. The asynchronously reset of flipflop omux2 guarantees
that TDO will be tristate immediately.

The faults at input terminal 'res' of flipflops contra, contr1 and contr3 are re
dundant. If TRST is made active in any state of the BST controller, the func
tional mode of the IC is made active (c3 is made '0'). At this moment the test

logic has no inHuence on the functionality of the IC. The control lines Co up to

c2 have no function at that moment and may be don't care. If the TAP control

ler is in the TLR state, the lines Co up to C2 will be initialized. So before the test

logic is beginning to function again, contra, contr1 and contr3 will already be
in the right state. The reset actions of the Hip'f1ops contra, contr1 and contr3
are superfluous.

The faults at input terminal 'res' of flipflops contra, contr1 and contr3 are un
testable. The fault at input terminal 'res' of flipflop contr2 is not redundant, but
cannot be tested by TimPat.

The flipflops contra, contr1 and contr3 may be replaced by non-resetable flip
flops. Line 445, 446 and 448 of the VHDL description (appendix F) must be
changed then. Another flipflop type must be used (DFFN).

5.2.3 Redundancy in TDO

Fourteen undetected faults have not been discussed yet. Two of these faults
are caused by TDO feedback. Line 616 of the VHDL description (appendix F)
is responsible for this TDO feedback.

This feedback (see also fig. 5.7) has been created, to prevent glitches on the
TDO output terminal. Assume the Bypass register has been selected. If a se
quence '...001' is shifted in (TDI='...001 '), TDO will be •...OOZ'. However if
TDO is made tristate a little too late, a glitch may be generated. Figure 5.8 il
lustrates this. TDO feedback guarantees that TDO will not change logically
when going from the SDR state to the E1 D state. The only change will be that
TDO is made tristate.
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TCK

TMS

TAPstate __S_O_R__~

TOI /
-----"

t tri state
TOO

--~\

possible glitch

Figure 5.8: Test logic operation when BR has been selected and the sequence •...001' is
shifted through the BR.

Possible glitches are very difficult to detect. In fact the two stuck at faults do
not cause any functional modification of the SST controller. All Philips SST
controllers do contain TOO feedback, resulting in two undetectable stuck at
faults.

TOO can only be read out if the TAP controller is in the SOR or SIR state.
However, in any other state TOO is also defined. Mismatches in TOO in these
other states cannot be noticed. This results in six untestable stuck at faults.

5.2.4 Redundancy in C2

Lines 401-436 of the VHOL of description of SS2CONAOX (appendix F) show
that

Lines 445-448 show

deco =n_deco and sel =n_sel after a clock cycle

Lines 452-596 with the most relevant line 513 show

(5.1 )

(5.2)

ps ::: Update_DR and deco = 1 and sel = bounscan_register~ c2 = 1 (5.3)

ps represents the current TAP controller state. Substituting formula 5.1 and
5.2 into 5.3 results in

ps = Update_DR and deco = 1 ~ c2 = 1
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The term 'sel' is not necessary.
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This kind of redundancy is responsible for two redundant stuck at faults.

5.2.5 Remaining Redundancy

Only four faults remain undetected.Figure 5.9 shows a small piece of the
BS2CONAOX implementation, created by the VHDL to c150dm technology
synthesizer.

deco
sel1
selO

selO

Figure 5.9: Some logic from the BS2CONAOX BST controller.

The two crosses indicate stuck at one faults that could not be detected. The
signal selO and sel1 represent the selection mechanism that is described in
the VHDL description of the controller (Appendix F, lines 401-436). The selec
tion mechanism can choose out of three possible data registers. So one selO,
sel1 combination is not used.

The signal y, together with other signals, will finally determine the value of
control line co' Table 5.5 describes the behaviour of y, using figure 5.9. Also

the behaviour of y' (figure 5.10) is described.

deco

8el1

8el0 ----------'

Figure 5.10: Circuit with same behaviour of circuit from figure 5.9, for legal values of selO,
sel1.
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Table 5.5 Y and y' as function of selD and sel1.

selected data register sel1 selO y y'

IDR 0 0 0 0

SSR 1 1 deco deco

SR 0 1 1 1

not used 1 0 1 0

191/95

For all legal combinations of selO and sel1, y equals y'. The undetected sa1
faults (fig. 5.9) are redundant. The redundancy has been caused by the fact
that not all selO, sel1 combinations have been used. The VHDL to c150dm
synthesizer does not recognize this and will not be able to generate an opti
mal implementation.

Figure 5.11 shows another part of the BS2COI'JAOX implementation. This
piece of logic determines the value that will be latched into the last (least sig
nificant) instruction flipflop, instrO. Lines 379 and 384 of the VHDL description
command instrO to latch the output value of flipflop instr1, if the current TAP
controller state (ps in the VHDL description) is SIR or SDR.

Lines 240-255 of the VHDL description define the values of ps with respect to
the TAP controller state. ps is a four bit array (ps(3) ...ps(0)). A saO fault at the
place of the cross results in a shift action of the instrO flipflop in the SIR, SDR,
SIS or TLR state. This behavioural change can never be noticed. The CIR ac
tion undoes the illegal shift operations. The stuck at fault is redundant and is
strongly related to the faults described in section 5.2.1.

ps(1)--\

from instr1--1

ps(3)--?<f--l

ps(2)----------'

to instrO

Figure 5.11: Logic controlling the least significant instruction flipflop (instrO). The cross indi
cates an undetected stuck at fault.
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Figure 5.12 shows the last undetected stuck at fault. The logic of this figure
controls the contrO flipflop and so controls one of the selection signals, selO.
The fault can only propagate to flipflop contrO, if ps=1 01 0, i.e. ps(3)=1,
ps(2)=0, ps(1 )=1 and ps(O)=O. This corresponds with TAP controller state PIR,
see appendix F, line 250.

ps(O)

ps(1}

Figure 5. 12: Logic controlling flipflop contrO.

In the PIR state the value of selO is not relevant, because some steps later, in
the UIR state, a new value of selO will be computed (see appendix F, line 401
436). In the meantime only the states E11, E21 or SIR can be passed. The SIR
state can modify a certain test data register selected by selO and sel1 (lines
471,472,506,507,542,543,577,578), but as soon as such test data regis
ter really becomes active, the CDR state will abolish this change.

So the stuck at fault may change the value of selO in the PIR state. Meanwhile
the contents of the shift stage of the wrongly selected register may change.
However these actions do not change the functionality of the overall circuit.
The fault is redundant.

5.3 Improving the SST Controllers

In the preceding section 26 redundant faults have been discussed. The only
way to increase the fault coverage is, removing the redundant faults by mak
ing a better implementation of the BST controllers.

Some redundant faults can easily be removed by changing the VHDL descrip
tion. The BS2CONAOX controller is taken as example again. Appendix G con
tains the VHDL description of the BS2CONAOZ5 controller. This description
has been extracted from the VHDL description of the BS2CONAOX controller
(appendix F).
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The 'deco' signal (line 226 and 227, appendix F) is responsible for determin
ing whether the BSR may be updated or not. If the STC instruction is active,
the UDR state may not cause a real update action within the BSR, because
the STC instruction may not change the contents of the update part of the
BSR. Line 478 of appendix F shows this. Compare this line with line 513 of
appendix F.

In the new VHDL description of BST controller BS2CONAOZ5, the signal
'deco' has been removed. Also its corresponding flipflop ('contr3') has been
removed.

For the new BST controller, the difference between using the BSR (EXTEST
or SAMPLE/PRELOAD instruction) or using the STCTEST instruction is made
by extending the selection signal sel. A new register is defined; the STC reg
ister. In practice this is the BSR without update action. Line 267 of appendix G
describes this new selection method.

The determining of the control signals Co up to c2 have been changed now.

Line 401-599 of appendix F are replaced by lines 401-588 of appendix G. The
logic determining C2' will not be redundant any more and the selection signals

'selO' and 'seI1' are defined for all four possible combinations.

The flipflops contrO and contr1 may be replaced by non-resetable flipflops
(section 5.2.2). Compare lines 445 and 446 of appendix F with lines 438-439
of appendix G. The flipflops have been substituted by the DFFN flipflop type.

Testing a BST circuit (detection table A.2 and init vector available) with BST
controller BS2CONAOZ5 results in 14 undetected faults out of 513. Two of
these faults are stuck at faults at the reset input terminal of flipflop contr2 and
omux2. Two faults are undetectable, because of TDO feedback.

The other 12 faults are redundant. It is difficult to remove these faults by im
proving the VHDL description. Five of these faults are untestable, because
the control lines cannot be read out directly. The other seven faults are un
testable, because TDO is only active in the SDR and SIR state.
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6 Testing the BSR

The last part of the BST circuit, not discussed yet, is the Boundary-Scan reg
ister (BSR). The BSR consists of Boundary-Scan cells. The cells designed by
Philips ED&T are provided with extra logic in order to combine the BSR with
the IDR (STC concept).

Several BSCs are possible. The BST c150dm library of ED&T consists of 6
cells. Per cell two types are possible [Mur94]. The first type captures a logic
zero into its shift part, when receiving signal cOC1 = 10. The second type cap-

tures a logic one, when receiving signal COc1 = 10. Selecting the appropriate

type for each of the first 32 cells results in the desired IDCODE.

With these cells 38 different pin types can be constructed. The input and the
output pin types are the most simple. Three other pin types are mentioned:
The internal pin type (INTR), the output open collector pin type (OUTOC) and
the additional observe pin type (AOIN). Figure 6.1 illustrates the pin types
mentioned here. For a complete list, see [Eer94N]. Note that a pin type does
not necessarily represent a physical pin. The AOIN and IN pin type of figure
6.1 together, represent the physical input pin IN1. The internal pin, described
in figure 6.1, does not represent a physical pin at all.

OUTOC pin

cell

core

*---------------------------

cell

cell

AOIN pin

IN1 IN pin
____------J

Figure 6. 1: Core, surrounded by BSCs and different pin types.
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6.1 Fault Coverage of Bses, if No Init Vector Present

When testing the SST circuit, most of the times the content of the core is not
known. Some parts of a SSC cannot be tested then. Figure 6.2 shows the in
ternal structure of an input SSC from the ED&T c150dm library. The stuck at
faults that could not be detected by Tim Pat 7.3.1 have been indicated by the
crosses.

c3

to next sse

Al
saO. sal

saO, sal

Q

f1ipflop1

D

Al GaO, Gal ,---_---,

mux1 D saO, sal

AO Q
f1ipflop2

saO, sa

combinatoric

------ -----------------------------------------------------.,,,,
,,,,,,,,

to core:
mux2

---:'-;----,....-------+-----+-----------7<~AO
from input buffer

'----c2

cOI --r---i
c1

from precedin ------l
sse

saO. sa1

Figure 6.2: Internal structure of an input cell. The undetected faults (when contents of core

are not known) have been indicated.

Flipflop1 represents the shift stage of the SSC. The combinatorial logic deter
mines the new value of flipflop1. This new value can be the value of a preced
ing cell (SDR), the value of the input pin (CDR/EXTEST, CDR/SAMPLE) or a
bit from the IDCODE (CDR/IDCODE).

Flipflop2 represents the update part of the cell. Mux2 determines whether the
update value is going into the core (test mode) or the value of the input pin is
going into the core (functional mode).

Having no init vector, the core function is not known and so the value of the
signal going into the core can be don't care. The logic surrounded by the
dashed block may contain any fault. These faults will not be noticed. At this
point TimPat 7.3.1 does the best it can. All other stuck at faults outside the
block, will be detected by TimPat 7.3.1.

A similar story can be applied to an output cell. Fig. 6.3 shows an output cell
and its untestable faults. The signal 'from the core is unde'fined and may con
tain either stuck at one or stuck at zero faults. If mux2 selects the core signal,
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the output terminal of mux2 is don't care. If signal Cs contains a stuck at fault

that results in always selecting the update part (sa1 fault at input terminal Cs
of mux2), this cannot be noticed.

When no init vector is available, the contents of the core are not known, Tim
Pat 7.3.1 will detect any testable fault of the BSCs. Many simulations have
shown that a corresponding story can be applied to all other possible pin type
combinations. No improvement with respect to the fault coverage is possible,
if an init vector is not available.

to next sseD Q

flipflop1
combinatoric I

IsaO, sal

Al

mux1 D Q
AO

flipflop2

cQ'----r--i
c1

from precedin ~--------I
sse

from core

Al to output buffer
mux2
AO

saO, sal

c2 c3
sal

Figure 6.3: Internal structure of an output cell and its untestable faults when no init vector
available.

6.2 Testing BSes when Init Vector is Present

To make the untestable faults testable, the core function must be known or at
least a part of the core function must be known.

TimPat supports an option to describe a part of the core function. For every
physical input pin a sequence of input values can be given. The correspond
ing values of the output pins must also be given. The complete set of input
and output sequences is called the init vector. The idea is that by applying the
input part of the init vector onto the core, the core is forced into a known state,
i.e. the core is initialized. If the IC is in the functional mode, the init vector can
be applied to the IC without any problem.
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To guarantee a full fault coverage of a SSC, the init vector should satisfy the
following requirements: Every physical input and output pin of the IC must be
'0' at least once and every input and output pin must be '1' at least once; Er
rors in at least two different values ('0' and '1 ') of the input sequence of each
input pin must result in a changed output.

Having a good init vector, the SSCs can be tested almost completely. To test
the BSCs completely several test subsequences are required, because a sig
nal can pass several ways. For the input cell of figure 6.2 its two additional
test sequences will be discussed.

Test now 6.1: Test the signal flow from input pin to input terminal of the
core

make SAMPLE instruction active;

shift one into shift stage of input cell;

load the one to update stage (UDR);

apply init vector;

read output;

shift zero into cell;

UDR;

apply init vector again;

read output;

o

Test flow 6.1 tests the signal flow indicated by the bold arrow of figure 6.4. A
stuck at one fault at c3 will also be noticed by test flow 6.1.

re

ssea to next1 0 Q
n combinatoric" flipflop1

r
L.,

mux1 0
;---0' AD Q -

ffipflop2
Al to co
mux"1

input buffer

c2 i c3

from

c
c

from precedinsse

Figure 6.4: Signal flow from input pin to input terminal of core.
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Test flow 6.2: Test the signal flow from shift stage to the update stage to
the input terminal of the core

Activate INTEST instruction;

Make input pin first element of init vector; /*input pin is inverse of init vector*/

shift first element of init vector into shift stage pin;
UDR;

capture output and shift out;

Make input pin second element of inlt vector; /*input pin

is inverse of init vector*/
shift second element of init vector into shift stage pin;
UDR;

capture output and shift out;

and so on;

o

Test 'flow 6.2 test the signal flow indicated by the bold arrow of figure 6.5. The
stuck at zero fault at c3 will be noticed. A stuck at zero fault at c2 will be no-

ticed. The stuck at one fault at C2 will not be noticed, unless the cell is con

nected with an input pin that represents the clock signal of the core logic.

re

sc0 to next S1 D Qn combinatoric'" flipflop1

r
I

mux ..,
~----.. AD -

flipflop2

J to..co
mux... -

input buffer
AD

c2 r c3

from

c
c

from precedinsse

Figure 6.5: The signal flow from shift stage to the update stage to the input terminal of the
core.

A stuck at one fault at c2 represents continuous updating the update part with

the shift stage. This results in an illegal change of the update stage during the
CDR action and the SDR action. If the corresponding input terminal of the
core represents a clock signal, this may result in illegal clock pulses (for ex
ample, if a '010101' pattern is shifted towards the cell). The core will produce
unexpected output and so the fault will be noticed.
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If the corresponding input terminal of the core is not a clock signal, the 'illegal
update stage changes' will not be noticed, because the illegal changes of the
update stage will not be clocked into the logic (the clock SSC is assumed to
be correct). At the moment that the update action of the cell of the clock pulse
is active (UDR state), the update stage of the faulty cell will update its legal
value. The fault will not be noticed. In the real c150dm implementation, this re
sults in two untestable stuck at faults per SSC except for SSCs representing a
clock. Table E.4 shows this.

The test flows described above, are not supported by TimPat 7.3.1. So if Tim
Pat 7.3.1 is provided with a good init vector, it does not test the signal flows
completely. TimPat 7.3.1 leaves many faults undetected then.

It has already been said that 38 pin types are possible. Each pin type has its
own problem when testing it. Section 6.3 describes some major problems and
solutions. Although the number of different pin types can make things quite
complicated, it is possible to design a universe algorithm to test each SSC as
well as possible. Such an algorithm has been developed during the project
and TimPat 7.3.5 is provided with this algorithm. The result is an improvement
of the fault coverage of two up to twelve percent with respect to TimPat 7.3.1.
Several experiments have shown this (tables F.1, F.3, F.6, F.7, F.22 and F.27).

6.3 Problems by Testing the BSCs, if Init Vector is
Present

Having 38 different pin types implicates some problems when making an uni
versal algorithm to test the SSCs completely. Three major problems have
been described here.

6.3.1 The AOIN Pin Type Problem

Having an additional observe pin type (AOIN) connected to a normal input pin
type (IN), the IN cell cannot be tested completely. Figure 6.6 shows a core
with a SST circuit consisting of one input and two output pins. cel11 has the
signal IN1 as primary input. Cell2 also has IN1 as primary input and cell2 only
is observable. cell2 is said to represent an AOIN pin or cell2 is said to be an
AOIN pin.
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OUT1

OUT2

Figure 6.6: Simple core surrounded by BSCs.

The core consists of two inverters, but for TirnPat the core is a black box. A
good init vector for this circuit is

IN: 10
OUT1: 01
OUT2: 01

Now test flow 6.2 is applied to this circuit. A '1' is shifted into cel11 and the sig
nal IN1 is made '0', the opposite. The output does not correspond with
OUT1 =0 and OUT2=0. The output will correspond with OUT1 =0 and OUT1 =1.
This output combination has not been described by the init vector. In fact, this
output combination does not exist in the functional mode of the IC at all. Test
flow 6.2, for testing the path from IN1 to 11 of cell1, cannot be applied to this
circuit, because the signal IN1 is directly connected to the core (IN1 is con
nected to 12). Doing an internal IC test, using the INTEST instruction, a
change of pin IN results in another behaviour of the IC. The IC cannot be test
ed properly then.

If the signal flow described in figure 6.5 must be tested, the best thing one can
do in this case is applying test flow 6.3.

Test flow 6.3: Test the signal flow from shift stage to the update stage to
the input terminal of the core

Activate INTEST instruction;

Make input pin first element of init vector; /*input pin equals init vector*/

shift first element of init vector into shift stage pin;
UDR;
capture output and shift out;
Make input pin second element of init vector;
shift second element of init vector into shift stage pin;
UDR;
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capture output and shift out;

and so on;

D
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Using test flow 6.3, the stuck at zero fault of the c3 input terminal of 'mux2'

cannot be detected. However one cannot do better.

6.3.2 The INTR Pin Type Problem

The internal pin type has been designed for increasing the observability of the
IC. In the functional mode the internal cell has no function but a short between
its input and output terminal. Using test flow 6.2 to test the signal flow from the
shift stage to the output of any SSC, a known value should be shifted into
each cell. This value can be extracted from the given init vector. The value for
the internal cell cannot be extracted from any physical pin. Therefore the init
vector concept has been extended. In TimPat 7.3.5 also the contents of the in
ternal cells can be described when applying the init vector to the core. Using
this new feature may increase the fault coverage of the TimPat test patterns
applied to the SST circuit.

no physical pin

>-_pin

Figure 6.7: The internal pin type. This pin type does not possess a physical pin.

6.3.3 The Open Collector Problem

Figure 6.8 describes an open collector buffer, implemented by the ED&T SST
library, which is part of the output open collector pin type (OUTOC). The signal
'0' can be logic one or logic zero. The output pin 'OUT' equals '0' if '0' is logic
one. If '0' is logic zero, 'OUT' is tristate.
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It is clear, that the stuck at one fault indicated by the cross is untestable. All
BSCs that possess these kind of buffers, by example the OUTOC pin type,
contain at least one untestable stuck at fault.

Note that there are other implementations possible where no untestable stuck
at fault can occur. Figure 6.9 shows an implementation.

OUT

o

Figure 6.9: A non redundant open collector implementation

6.4 Concluding Remarks

If no init vector is present, TimPat 7.3.1 does the best it can. The input and
output terminals of the core are dont't care and this results in some untestable
faults within the BSCs.

If a good init vector is available, almost any stuck at fault within the BSCs can
be detected. To guarantee the best fault coverage of the BSCs, the init vector
should satisfy the following requirements: Every physical input and output pin
of the IC must be '0' at least once and every input and output pin must be '1'
at least once; Errors in at least two different values ('0' and '1 ') of the input se
quence of each input pin must result in a changed output.

TimPat 7.3.5 contains an algorithm to test each BSC as well as possible. If a
good init vector is available, the result is an improvement of the fault coverage
of two up to twelve percent with respect to TimPat 7.3.1
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7 Fault Coverage Estimation
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The fault coverage of the TimPat test patterns are circuit and implementation
dependent. The TimPat test pattern generation algorithm has been developed
by trying to detect the faults of BST circuits using specific c150dm implemen
tations. Other implementations may result in more or less undetected faults.

A VHDL description of a complete BST IC (core and BST test logic) has been
made using Tim Net. After that the circuit has been translated to a c150rad
technology implementation using a synthesis tool. The results of the test pat
terns made by TimPat 7.3.5 have been described in table E.23. 1.8% faults
are left undetected.

The same circuit has been created using the conventional way, TimNet pro
duces a c150dm implementation of the circuit directly. In this case TimPat
7.3.5 leaves 1.9% faults undetected.

The fault coverage does not seem to depend on the way of implementation
that much. Other tests have also confirmed this. Table E.32 contains fault sim
ulation results when using a very inefficient BST controller. In this case, the
implementation decreases the fault coverage dramatically. However, under
'normal' conditions it may be useful to make a general fault coverage estima
tion algorithm.

Having a certain BST implementation, the fault coverage can be affected by
two major factors: The fault detection criteria of the ATE and the presence of
a good init vector. This results in four different conditions: Detect table A.1
and no init vector, detect table A.1 and init vector available, detect table A.2
and no init vector, detect table A.2 and init vector available. Based on c150dm
implementations, the fault coverage of each possible pin type and BST con
troller has been estimated using fault simulations of many circuits under these
four conditions.

Based on the simulations, fault estimation tables have been made. These ta
bles are described in appendix I. Using the information of these tables an es
timation algorithm has been developed. This algorithm has been implemented
in TimPat 7.3.5. For each fault simulation described in the tables of appendix
E, the estimated number of undetected faults, computed by TimPat 7.3.5,
have been shown in the last row of each table. Compare these rows with the
fourth row of the tables. In general the estimations are pretty good. Differenc
es of more than 0.5% are quite rare.
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Note that the fault estimation is computed in a fraction of a second while fault
simulating may cost five minutes up to hours. The fault coverage estimation
algorithm may be a useful feature of TimPat 7.3.5 with respect to the time
needed to compute the real fault coverage.
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The major goal of the project is increasing the fault coverage (single stuck at
fault model) of the TimPat test patterns. During this project the Boundary
Scan Test architecture has been divided into three parts: The TAP controller
(which is part of the BST controller), the BST controller and the Boundary
Scan Register.

8.1 The TAP Controller

The TAP controller is a finite state machine (FSM). For this FSM a full func
tional test has been developed, based on the Unique input/output sequence
(LIla sequence) method. This test has been optimized with respect to its
length by removing overlapping transition test sequences and using the Chi
nese Postman Tour method. The result is a test sequence that tests the TAP
controller completely. The length of the test sequence is short, only 304
TCKs.

Using the TAP controller test, it has been proved that the TAP controller con
tains redundancy. This redundancy can be removed. The result is a non-re
dundant TAP controller. The fault coverage of the test applied onto this TAP
controller is 100% using the single stuck at fault model. The TAP controller
test has been added to TimPat.

8.2 The BST Controller

Complete functional tests for several BST controllers have been made. These
tests have been compared to the test patterns generated by TimPat. The
functional BST controller tests cover some additional faults within the BST
controllers. The test subsequences that are responsible for the detection of
these faults have been added to TirnPat.

The BST controllers contain redundancy too. Some parts of the redundancy
seem to be inevitable. Other parts of the redundancy can be avoided by mod
ifying the BST controller a little. The results are smaller BST controllers, con
taining less redundancy.

8.3· The Boundary-Scan Register (BSR)

The BSR may consist out of eight types of Boundary-Scan cells (BSCs) re
sulting in many possible pin types. It has been shown that most pin types can
be covered completely by using an appropriate test. Key item is exploiting the
INTEST instruction. The new TimPat contains an algorithm to test each BSC
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as well as possible. If certain requirements are satisfied, most SSCs can be
tested completely. The fault coverage of the test will be 100% within these
cells.

8.4 TimPat Improvement

A new TimPat version, containing the tests described in sections 8.1 up to 8.3,
has been developed. Compared to the old TimPat version the fault coverage
has been increased. Two different conditions are considered: A good init vec
tor (that contains information about the core) is available; no init vector is
available.

If no init vector is available the increase will be small. Only a few faults will be
additionally detected. If a good init vector is available the fault coverage will
be around the 98%. In practice this results in an increase of 8% or more. The
demand for increasing the fault coverage of TimPat test patterns has been
satisfied. Any stuck at fault of SST test circuits, used during this project, can
be detected by the new TimPat version or it can be made clear that the fault is
untestable.

The new TirnPat version also contains a fault estimation algorithm, which pre
dicts the fault coverage with an accuracy of 0.5%.

8.5 Future work

Last years there is a great demand for tools that can automatically generate
efficient complete functional test sequences for finite state machines. Chapter
4 discusses this problem in detail and gives a solution described as an algo
rithm. This chapter can be the guide for developing such a tool.

Chapter four has shown that the conventional TAP controllers contain redun
dancy. New SST controllers with non-redundant TAP controllers can be de
signed (appendix C). Chapter five shows that also other parts of the SST
controllers are redundant. For one SST controller a new VHDL description has
been made. The result is a new SST controller implementation with less re
dundancy. It is recommended to change the other SST controllers into new
less redundant SST controllers, because this change will decrease the
number of untestable faults and therefore increase the fault coverage of the
TimPat test patterns applied to a SST circuit. This issue is currently being ad
dressed.
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The fault coverage of the new TimPat test patterns is very high. No signi'ficant
improvement of TimPat is possible any more with respect to its fault coverage.
However, it may be interesting to make the test patterns more efficient with re
spect to its length. This is however a far from trivial task.
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Appendix A: Fault Detection Criteria
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The two tables below show the fault detection criteria used during the project.
The first table shows the default (by Verifault) detection criteria. The second
table shows the fault selection criteria, one may use, if tristate can be distin
guished from logic zero and logic one.

Table A. 1 The default fault detection criteria

faulty machine value

o 1 Z L H X

good 0

machine 1

value Z

L

H

X

U D P P P P

D U P P P P

U U U U U U

U U U U U U

U U U U U U

U U U U U U

Table A.2 The fault detection criteria, if the ATE can distinguish between tristate and
'0' and '1'.

faulty machine value

o 1 Z L H X

good 0

machine 1

value Z

L

H

X

U D D P D P

D U D D P P

D D U P P P

P D P U P P

D P P P U P

U U U U U U

o = detected

P = potentially detected

U = undetected
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L = either 0 or Z

H = either 1 or Z

Z = tristate (high impedance)

x = unknown
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Appendix B:Description of the Test Circuits

191/95

For this project a number of test circuits have been used. For each test circuit,
a description of the core and the 8ST circuit (a part of the '.timnet' file) has
been given. For more information about the used 8ST controller, see appen
dix C and [Mur94].

The cadence library record indicates the place of the cadence schematic cor
responding to the test circuit, imported with the VERILOG IN option [Eer95N].
Sometimes some modifications have been made manually in this cadence
schematic. For example substituting a 8ST controller from the standard li
brary by a customized 8ST controller. Also the cores of the circuits have been
created by hand, with help of cadence.

8.1 Test Circuit timtest2

• directory: /user/bon/timtest2

• run directory: /user/bon/timtest2/TEST2.run1.

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

11 01

Figure B. 1: Core 1.

• Core: See figure 8.1.

TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

VERILOG
c150dm
D1
INTEST
BYPASS
SAMPLE_PRELOAD
EXTEST
IDCODE
STCTEST

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN II 1 HDF09PGD 100
2 OUT1 OUT - 01 2 OPF20PGD 100
3 TDI TDI - - HUF09PGD -
4 TMS TMS - - HUF09PGD -
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5 TCK
6 TRST
7 TDO

TCK 
TRST 
TDO -

Company Restricted

- HDF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGD -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONBO.

8.2 Test Circuit timtest4

• directory: /user/bon/timtest4

• run directory: /user/bon/timtest4/TEST4.run1

• Cadence libroary: /user/bon/designs4

• Core see figure B.1

• BST circuit equals the BST circuit of timtest2 except for the controller.

• Used BST controller:BS2CONBOX.

8.3 Test Circuit timtest5

• directory: /user/bon/timtest5

• run directory: /user/bon/timtest5/TEST5.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs4

• Empty core.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
INTEST
IDCODE
STCTEST
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
D1

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN Ii 1 HDF09PGD 100
2 OUT1 OUT - 01 2 OPF20PGD 100
3 A1 10 All A10 CTRLA 3 HOF29PGD 100

CTRL - CTRLA 4 - 80
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4 TDI
5 TMS
6 TCK
7 TRST
8 TDO

TDI
TMS
TCK
TRST
TDO

- HUF09PGD -
- HUF09PGD -
- HDF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGD -

• Used BST controller:BS2CONBOX.

8.4 Test Circuit timtest6

• directory: /user/bon/timtest6.

• run directory: /user/bon/timtest6/TEST6.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs6

• Empty core

TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

VERILOG
c150dm
D1
INTEST
BYPASS
SAMPLE PRELOAD
EXTEST
IDCODE
STCTEST

6 103
6 103

11 BO
11 BO

12 F5
13 OUT1
14 EO

3 101
4 CTLIN
5 102

7 F2
8 F3
8 F3
9 IN4

10 B1

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HDF09PGD 100
1 IN1 AIN 12 2 DIPFOPGD 100
2 IN3 IN 130 3 HDF09PGD 100
2 IN3 AOIN 13 4 DIPFOPGD 100

CTRL - CTRLA 5 - 80
10 1011 1001 CTRLA 6 HOD21PGD 100
CTRLIN - 7 HDF09PGD 80
10 1012 1002 CTLIN 8 HOD21PGD 100
INTR INTRIN INTROUT 9 -
101 1013 10 -
100 1003 CTRLX 11 HOD21PGD 100
CTRL - CTRLX 12 - 80
IOOC F21 F20 13 HOF27PGD 100
101 F31 14 -
IOOOC - F30 15 HOF27PGD 100
OIN IN4 16 HDF09PGD 100
010 Bl1 B01 CTRLB 17 HOD21PGD 100
CTRL - CTRLB 18 - 80
0101 BOI 19 -
100 BOO CTRLE 20 HOD21PGD 100
CTRL - CTRLE 21 80
OIOOC F5I F50 22 HOF27PGD 100
OUT 01 23 OPF20PGD 100
OUTZ EO CTRLF 24 OPF23PGD 100
CTRL CTRLF 25 8a
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15 TOI

16 TMS

17 TCK

18 TRST

19 TOO

TOI 

TMS 

TCK 

TRST 

TOO -

- HUF09PGO -

- HUF09PGO -

- HOF09PGO 60

- HUF09PGO -

- OPF23PGO -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONBOX.

8.5 Test Circuit test6i

• directory: /user/bon/timtest6i.

• run directory: /user/bon/timtest6/TEST6I.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

NBSIN 1002
:><:>----

F50INTRIN

IN4

1011

1012

1013 [>o>--------~1=001

[>o>----------'O=-'1

[>0>----------'1.=-003

--[>0>-------

~ __.:::C'_'_TRLE
~ ~ CTRLB

EO

B01

BOO

..:><:>-__--'C=...:;TRLA

>-- -=C'-'-TRLF

>-- -"IN--'-'TROUT

>-- ~C'--'-TRLX

130

13

[>0

12

[>0

11

[>0

F51

[>0

BOI

[>0

BI1

[>0

Figure 8.2: Core 2.

• Core: See figure B.2

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

BYPASS

SAMPLE

EXTEST
INTEST
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INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY

MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE

POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY

VERSION CODE

IDCODE
STCTEST

2
B00000010101
NO
STES

NO
VERILOG
c150dm

D1

Company Restricted 191/95

PIN DESCRIPTION
###############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

###############################################################

1 IN1 IN Il 1 HPF09PGD 100
1 IN1 AIN 12 2 HPF09PGD 100
2 IN3 IN no 3 HPF09PGD 100
2 IN3 AOIN 13 4 HPF09PGD 100

CTRL CTRLA 5 - 80
3 I01 IO lOll I001 CTRLA 6 HOF29PGD 100

4 CTLIN CTRLIN - 7 HPF09PGD 80
5 I02 IO IOI2 Io02 CTLIN 8 HOF29PGD 100

INTR INTRIN INTROUT 9 -
6 I03 IOI Ion 10 -
6 I03 IOO Io03 CTRLX 11 HOF29PGD 100

CTRL CTRLX 12 - 80
7 IN4 OIN IN4 13 HPF09PGD 100
8 B1 OIO BIl B01 CTRLB 14 HOF29PGD 100

CTRL CTRLB 15 - 80
9 BO OIOI BOI 16 -
9 BO IOO BOO CTRLE 17 HOF29PGD 100

CTRL CTRLE 18 - 80
10 F5 IOOC F51 F50 19 -
11 OUT1 OUT 01 20 OPF20PGD 100
12 EO OUTZ EO CTRLF 21 OPF23PGD 100

CTRL CTRLF 22 - 80
13 II NBSI NBSIN - DIDFOPGD -
14 TDI TDI - HUF09PGD -
15 TMS TMS - HUF09PGD -
16 TCK TCK - HPF09PGD 60
17 TRST TRST - HUF09PGD -
18 TDO TDO - OPF23PGD -

• Used BST controller:BS2CONBOX.

B.6 Test Circuit timtest6i2

• directory: /user/bon/timtest6i2 .

• run directory: /user/bon/timtest6/TEST612.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core: See figure B.2.

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

BYPASS

SAMPLE
EXTEST
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INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

LIBRARY

MANUFACTURER ID

PAD NUMBER

PART NR CODE

POWER PAD

TARGET

TECHNOLOGY

VERSION CODE

INTEST

IDCODE

STCTEST

2

B00000010101

NO

STES

NO

VERILOG

c150dm

D1

Company Restricted

PIN DESCRIPTION
###############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

###############################################################

1 IN1 IN Il 1 HPF09PGD 100

1 IN1 AIN I2 2 HPF09PGD 100

2 IN3 IN no 3 HPF09PGD 100

2 IN3 AOIN n 4 HPF09PGD 100

CTRL CTRLA 5 - 80
3 I01 IO IOIl I001 CTRLA 6 HOF29PGD 100

4 CTLIN CTRLIN - 7 HPF09PGD 80

5 I02 IO IOI2 Io02 CTLIN 8 HOF29PGD 100

INTR INTRIN INTROUT 9 -
6 I03 IOI Ion 10 -
6 I03 IOO Io03 CTRLX 11 HOF29PGD 100

CTRL CTRLX 12 - 80
7 IN4 OIN IN4 13 HPF09PGD 100
8 B1 OIO BIl B01 CTRLB 14 HOF29PGD 100

CTRL CTRLB 15 - 80

9 BO OIOI BOI 16 -
9 BO IOO BOO CTRLE 17 HOF29PGD 100

CTRL CTRLE 18 - 80

10 F5 OIOOC F5I F50 19 -
11 OUT1 OUT 01 20 OPF20PGD 100
12 EO OUTZ EO CTRLF 21 OPF23PGD 100

CTRL CTRLF 22 - 80

13 II NBSI NBSIN - DIDFOPGD -

14 TDI TDI - HUF09PGD -
15 TMS TMS - HUF09PGD -
16 TCK TCK - HPF09PGD 60
17 TRST TRST - HUF09PGD -

18 TDO TDO - OPF23PGD -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONBOX.

8.7 Test Circuit timtest80

• directory: /user/bon/timtest80

•

•

run directory: /user/bon/timtest80/TEST80.run1

Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core see figure B.1
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TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

Company Restricted

VERILOG
c150dm
D1
BYPASS
SAMPLE PRELOAD
EXTEST
IDCODE
STCTEST

191/95

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 - 100
2 OUT1 OUT - 01 2 - 100
3 TDI TDI
4 TMS TMS
5 TCK TCK - 60
6 TRST TRST-
7 TDO TDO

• Used BST controller:BS2CONAOX.

B.8 Test Circuit timtest81

This circuit equals test circuit timtest80, except for the core. This circuit con
tains an empty core.

B.9 Test Circuit timtestdxinv

• directory: /user/bon/timtestdxinv

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestdxinvITESTDXINV.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core see figure B.1.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER 10
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
IDCODE
INTEST
STCTEST
SCANM
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
D1

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #
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# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 OUT1 OUT 01 2 OPF20PGD 100

SCAN SCAN
3 TCK TCK - HPF09PGD 60

4 TDI TDI - HUF09PGD -
5 TOO TOO - OPF23PGD -
6 TMS TMS - HUF09PGD -
7 TRSTN TRST - - HUF09PGD -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONDOX.

8.10 Test Circuit timtestdxio

• directory: /user/bon/timtestdxio

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestdxinvITESTDXIO.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

I_O_11__~~-------O_1

I_1__~f---_----IO_01

Figure 8.3: Core 3.

• Core see figure B.3.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER 10
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
IDCODE
INTEST
STCTEST
SCANM
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
01

PIN DESCRIPTION
##############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #
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- HPF09PGD 60

- HUF09PGD -

- OPF23PGD -

- HUF09PGD -

- HUF09PGD -

- HPF09PGD 60

- HUF09PGD -

- OPF23PGD -

- HUF09PGD -

- HUF09PGD -

Company Restricted

##############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100

2 OUT1 OUT 01 2 OPF20PGD 100

3 CTR CTRLIN - 3 HPF09PGD 80

4 101 10 1011 1001 CTR 4 HOF29PGD 100

SCAN SCAN

5 TCK TCK

6 TDI TDI

7 TDO TDO

8 TMS TMS

9 TRSTN TRST

• Used BST controller: BS2CONDOX.

8.11 Test Circuit timtestixOinv

• directory: /user/bon/timtestixOinv

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestixOinv/TESTIXOINV.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core see figure B.1.

INSTRUCTION BYPASS

INSTRUCTION SAMPLE

INSTRUCTION EXTEST

INSTRUCTION IDCODE

INSTRUCTION INTEST
INSTRUCTION STCTEST

INSTRUCTION SCANM
INSTRUCTION CLAMP

LIBRARY 2
MANUFACTURER ID BOOOOO010101

PAD NUMBER NO

PART NR CODE STES

POWER PAD NO

TARGET VERILOG

TECHNOLOGY c150dm

VERSION CODE Dl

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 INI IN II 1 HPF09PGD 100

2 OUT1 OUT - 01 2 OPF20PGD 100

SCAN SCAN
3 TCK TCK 

4 TDT TDI

5 TDO TDO 

6 TMS TMS

7 TRSTN TRST -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONIOX.
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8.12 Test Circuit timtestixOio

• directory: /user/bon/timtestixOio

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestixOinv/TESTIXOIO.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core see figure 8.3

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
IDCODE
INTEST
STCTEST
SCANM
CLAMP
2
B00000010l0l
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
Dl

- HPF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGD -
- HUF09PGD -
- HUF09PGD -

PIN DESCRIPTION
##############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

##############################################################

1 INl IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 OUTl OUT 01 2 OPF20PGD 100
3 CTR CTRLIN - 3 HPF09PGD 80
4 101 10 1011 1001 CTR 4 HOF29PGD 100

SCAN SCAN
5 TCK TCK
6 TDI TDI
7 TDO TDO
8 TMS TMS
9 TRSTN TRST

• Used 8ST controller: 8S2CONIOX.

8.13 Test Circuit timtestix1 inv

• directory: /user/bon/timtestix1 inv

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestix1 inv/TESTI1 XINV.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core see figure 8.1.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

118

BYPASS
SAMPLE
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INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

EXTEST
IDCODE
INTEST
STCTEST
CLAMP
MACRO
2
B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
D1

- HPF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGD -
- HUF09PGD -
- HUF09PGD -

3 TCK
4 TDI
5 TDO
6 TMS
7 TRSTN

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 OUT1 OUT 01 2 OPF20PGD 100

SCAN SCAN
TCK
TDI
TDO
TMS
TRST -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONI1 X.

8.14 Test Circuit timtestix1 io

• directory: /user/bon/timtestix1 io

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestix1 io/TESTI1 XIO.run1

• Cadence library: luser/bon/designs

• Core see figure B.3

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
IDCODE
INTEST
STCTEST
CLAMP
MACRO
2
B00000010101

NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
D1

PIN DESCRIPTION
##############################################################
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- HPF09PGD 60

- HUF09PGD -

- OPF23PGD -

- HUF09PGD -

- HUF09PGD -

5 TCK

6 TDI

7 TOO

8 TMS

9 TRSTN

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME IN NAME OUT NAME POS PERC #

##############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100

2 OUT1 OUT 01 2 OPF20PGD 100

3 CTR CTRLIN - 3 HPF09PGD 80

4 101 10 1011 1001 CTR 4 HOF29PGD 100

SCAN SCAN

TCK

TDI

TOO

TMS

TRST

• Used SST controller: SS2CONI1X.

8.15 Test Circuit timtestkinv

• directory: /user/bon/timtestkinv

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestkinv/TESTKINV.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core see figure B.1

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

LIBRARY

MANUFACTURER 10

PAD NUMBER

PART NR CODE

POWER PAD

TARGET

TECHNOLOGY

VERSION CODE

BYPASS

SAMPLE

EXTEST

IDCODE

STCTEST

CLAMP

2

B00000010101

NO

STES

NO

VERILOG

c150dm

01

PIN DESCRIPTION

############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100

2 OUT1 OUT 01 2 OPF20PGD 100

3 TCK TCK - HPF09PGD 60

4 TDI TDI - HUF09PGD -

5 TOO TOO - OPF23PGD -

6 TMS TMS - HUF09PGD -

7 TRSTN TRST - - HUF09PGD -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONKOX
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8.16 Test Circuit timtestdifcorekx

• directory: /user/bon/timtestdifcorekx

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestdifcorekx/TESTDIF.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Empty core

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
CLAMP
IDCODE
STCTEST
USER1
USER2
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
D1

- HUF09PGD -
- HUF09PGD -
- HPF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGD -

13 TDI
14 TMS
15 TCK
16 TRST
17 TDO

PIN DESCRIPTION
###############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME pas PERC #

###############################################################

1 PINl IN IN1 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 PIN2 IN IN2 2 HPF09PGD 100
3 D_POS IN DIN1 3 DIFIN 100
4 D_NEG DIN 3 -
5 PS 101 SIN 4 -
5 PS IOOOC SOUT 5 IOI21PGD 100
6 Q_POS OUT DOUT1 6 DIFOUT 100
7 Q_NEG DOUT 6 -

8 T1 OUTZ DOUTZ1 CTRLI1 7 DIFOUTZ 100
9 DOUTZ DOUTZ 7 -

10 CTRLI1 CTRLIN - 8 HPF09PGD 80
11 POC OUTOC - OUTOC1 9 OPF21PGD 100

12 POUT OUT OUT1 10 OPF20PGD 100
USRIN1 USER1
USRIN2 USER2
TDI
TMS
TCK
TRST
TDO

• Used SST controller: SS2CONKOX.

8.17 Test Circuit timtestdifcore on kx

• directory: /user/bon/timtestdifcore_on_kx
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• run directory: luser/bon/timtestdifcore_on_kx/TESTDIF.run1

• Cadence library: luser/bon/designs

SIN

IN2

DIN1

IN1

Figure 8.4: Core 4.

• Core: See figure 8.4.

OUT1

SOUT

OUTOC1
~}--------

DOUTZ1
XJf------=--

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
CLAMP
IDCODE
STCTEST
USER1
USER2
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERI LOG
c150dm
D1

PIN DESCRIPTION
################################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

################################################################

1 PIN1 IN IN1 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 PIN2 IN IN2 2 HPF09PGD 100
3 D_POS IN DIN1 3 DIFIN 100
4 D_NEG DIN 3 -
5 PS 101 SIN 4 -
5 PS 100 SOUT CTRLI1 5 HOF29PGD 100
6 Q_POS OUT DOUT1 6 DIFOUT 100
7 Q_NEG DOUT 6 -
8 T1 OUTZ DOUTZ1 CTRLl1 7 DIFOUTZ 100
9 DOUTZ DOUTZ 7 -

10 CTRLl1 CTRLIN - 8 HPF09PGD 80
11 POC OUTOC OUTOCl 9 OPF21PGD 100
12 POUT OUT OUT1 10 OPF20PGD 100

USRIN1 USERIN1 -
USRIN2 USERIN2 -
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13 TDI
14 TMS
15 TCK
16 TRST
17 TOO

TDI
TMS
TCK
TRST
TOO
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- HUF09PGD -
- HUF09PGD -
- HPF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGD -

191/95

• Used BST controller: BS2CONK1 X.

8.18 Test Circuit timtestdifcore on kx vhd

• directory: luser/bon/timtestdifcore_on_kx_vhd

• run directory: Ibon/try/LogicSyn/testdifvhd.run1/TESTDIFVHD.run1

• Cadence library: luser/bon/vhdl_syn_22_no_rad

The behavior of this test circuit equals the behavior of test circuit
timtestdifcore_on_kx. The current test circuit has been generated in VHDL by
TimNet. After that the circuit has been translated to c150dm by Synergy.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER 10

PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
CLAMP
IDCODE
STCTEST
USER1
USER2
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VHDL
vhd1
01

PIN DESCRIPTION
##############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

##############################################################

1 PIN1 IN INl 1 ip 100
2 PIN2 IN IN2 2 ip 100
3 D_POS IN DIN1 3 ipd 100
4 D_NEG DIN 3 -
5 PS 101 SIN 4 -
5 PS 100 SOUT CTRLI1 5 bdt1 100
6 Q_POS OUT DOUT1 6 opd 100
7 Q_NEG DOUT 6 -

8 T1 OUTZ DOUTZl CTRLll 7 opdtl 100
9 DOUTZ DOUTZ - 7 -

10 CTRLI1 CTRLIN 8 ip 80
11 POC OUTOC - OUTOC1 9 optl 100
12 POUT OUT OUT1 lOop 100

USRIN1 USERIN1
USRIN2 USERIN2

13 TDI TDI - ipu
14 TMS TMS - ipu
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15 TCK
16 TRST
17 TDO

TCK
TRST
TDO

Company Restricted

- ip 60
- ipu
- opt1

8.19 Test Circuit timtestl

• directory: /user/bon/timtestl

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestl/TESTL.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs6

• Core: See figure B.1.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY

MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET

TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
CLAMP

SCANM
HIGHZ
IDCODE
STCTEST
2

B00000010101

NO
STES
NO
VERILOG

c150dm
D1

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100

2 OUT1 OUT - 01 2 OPF23PGD 100

3 TDI TDI - - HUF09PGD -
4 TMS TMS - - HUF09PGD -
5 TCK TCK - - HPF09PGD 60
6 TRST TRST - - HUF09PGD -
7 TDO TDO - - OPF23PGD -

SCAN SCAN

• Used BST controller: BS2CONLOX.

8.20 Test Circuit timtestdifch nocore

• directory: /user/bon/timtestdifch_nocore

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestdifch_nocore/TESTDIFCH.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs
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• Empty core.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER 10

PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
CLAMP
IDCODE
STCTEST
HIGHZ
SCANM
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
01

- HUF09PGD -
- HUF09PGD -
- HPF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGD -

13 TO!
14 TMS
15 TCK
16 TRST
17 TOO

PIN DESCRIPTION
#################################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

#################################################################

1 PIN1 IN IN1 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 PIN2 IN IN2 2 HPF09PGD 100
3 D_POS IN DIN1 3 DIFIN 100
4 D_NEG DIN 3 -
5 PS 101 SIN 4 -
5 PS IOOOCHZ SOUT 5 IOI21PGD 100
6 Q_POS OUT DOUT1 6 DIFOUTZ 100
7 Q_NEG DOUT 6 -
8 T1 OUTZ DOUTZ1 CTRLl1 7 DIFOUTZ 100
9 DOUTZ DOUTZ 7 -

10 CTRLl1 CTRLINHZ - 8 HPF09PGD 80
11 POC OUTOCHZ OUTOC1 9 OPF21PGD 100
12 POUT OUT OUT1 10 OPF23PGD 100

SCAN SCAN1
TDI
TMS

TCK
TRST
TOO

• Used BST controller: BS2CONLOX.

8.21 Test Circuit timtestdifch

• directory: /user/bon/timtestdifch

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestdifchITESTDIFCHCORE.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core: See figure B.4.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
CLAMP
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INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID

PAD NUMBER

PART NR CODE
POWER PAD

TARGET
TECHNOLOGY

VERSION CODE

IDCODE

STCTEST
SCANM

HIGHZ

2
B00000010101

NO

STES
NO

VERILOG

c150dm

01

- HUF09PGD -

- HUF09PGD -
- HPF09PGD 60

- HUF09PGD -

- OPF23PGD -

TMS

TCK

TRST

TOO

13 TOI
14

15

16

17

PIN DESCRIPTION
#################################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

#################################################################

1 PIN1 IN IN1 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 PIN2 IN IN2 2 HPF09PGD 100
3 D_POS IN DIN1 3 DIFIN 100

4 D_NEG DIN 3 -

5 PS IOI SIN 4 -
5 PS IOO SOUT CTRLI1 5 HOF29PGO 100

6 Q_POS OUT DOUT1 6 DIFOUTZ 100

7 Q_NEG DOUT 6 -

8 T1 OUTZ DOUTZ1 CTRLI1 7 DIFOUTZ 100

9 DOUTZ DOUTZ 7 -

10 CTRLI1 CTRLINHZ - 8 HPF09PGD 80
11 POC OUTOCHZ OUTOC1 9 OPF21PGD 100

12 POUT OUT OUT1 10 OPF23PGD 100

SCAN SCAN1

TDI

TMS
TCK

TRST

TOO

• Used BST controller: BS2CONLOX.

8.22 Test Circuit timtestmxinv

• directory: /user/bon/timtestmxinv

• run directory: /user/bon/timtestmxinvITESTMXINV.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core: See figure B.1.

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

BYPASS

SAMPLE
EXTEST

IDCODE

INTEST

STCTEST

HIGHZ
CLAMP
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LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
D1
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PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 OUT1 OUT 01 2 OPF23PGD 100
3 TCK TCK - HPF09PGD 60
4 TDI TDI - HUF09PGD -
5 TDO TDO - OPF23PGD -
6 TMS TMS - HUF09PGD -
7 TRSTN TRST - - HUF09PGD -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONMOX

8.23 Test Circuit timtestmxio

• directory: luser/bon/timtestmxio

• run directory: luser/bon/timtestmxio/TESTMXIO.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

• Core: See figure B.3.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER ID
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE
POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY
VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST
IDCODE
INTEST
STCTEST
HIGHZ
CLAMP
2

B00000010101
NO
STES
NO
VERILOG
c150dm
D1

PIN DESCRIPTION
################################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

################################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HPF09PGD 100
2 OUT1 OUT 01 2 OPF23PGD 100
3 CTR CTRLINHZ - 3 HPF09PGD 80
4 101 10 1011 1001 CTR 4 HOF29PGD 100
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5 TCK TCK
6 TDI TDI
7 TOO TOO
8 TMS TMS
9 TRSTN TRST

- HPF09PGD 60
- HUF09PGD -
- OPF23PGO -
- HUF09PGD -
- HUF09PGD -

• Used BST controller: BS2CONMOX.

8.24 Test Circuit com core

• directory: /user/bon/com_core

• run directory: /user/bon/com_core/COM_CORE.run1

• Cadence library: /user/bon/designs

3

2

INC1 OUT

0 a

clkc
ck res

I --;-0resc OUT
a

a~INC2
0 ,....- ck res

- ck res

INC3 OUT
0 a

'--- ck res

I

Figure 8.5: A core with memory; coreS.

• Core: See figure B.5.

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

LIBRARY
MANUFACTURER 10
PAD NUMBER

PART NR CODE
POWER PAO
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY

VERSION CODE

BYPASS
SAMPLE
EXTEST

INTEST
STCTEST
IDCODE

2

B00000010101

NO
SCOM
NO
VERILOG
c150dm

01

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################
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# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME IN NAME OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 INI IN INC1 1 HPF09PGD 100

2 IN2 IN INC2 2 HPF09PGD 100
3 IN3 IN INC3 3 HPF09PGD 100
4 RES IN RESC 4 HPF09PGD 100

5 CLK IN CLKC 5 HPF09PGD 100
6 OUT1 OUT OUTI 6 OPF20PGD 100
7 OUT2 OUT - OUT2 7 OPF20PGD 100

8 OUT3 OUT - OUT3 8 OPF20PGD 100
9 TCK TCK - - HPF09PGD 60

10 TDI TDI - HUF09PGD -
11 TDO TOO - OPF23PGD -
12 TMS TMS - HUF09PGD -

13 TRSTN TRST - - HUF09PGD -

• SST controller: SS2CONSOX.

8.25 Test Circuit my_con_test

• directory: luser/bon/my_con_test

• run directory: luser/bon/my_con_test/TEST81.run1

• Cadence library: luser/bon/designs6

• Empty core.

191/95

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION
LIBRARY

MANUFACTURER 10
PAD NUMBER
PART NR CODE

POWER PAD
TARGET
TECHNOLOGY

VERSION CODE

BYPASS

SAMPLE
EXTEST

IDCODE

STCTEST
2

BOOOOOOl0101

NO
STES

NO

VERI LOG
c150drn

01

PIN DESCRIPTION
############################################################

# PIN PIN CORE CORE CONTROL CH. BUFFER LOAD #

# NR NAME TYPE NAME_IN NAME_OUT NAME POS PERC #

############################################################

1 IN1 IN 11 1 HDF09PGD 100
2 OUT1 OUT - 01 2 OPF20PGD 100
3 TDI TDI - HUF09PGD -

4 TMS TMS - HUF09PGD -
5 TCK TCK - HDF09PGD 60

6 TRST TRST - - HUF09PGD -
7 TDO TOO - OPF23PGD -

• SST controller: my_con. This is a VHDL (translated to c150dm technology)
controller with a five bit instruction register.
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Appendix C: The TAP Controller and eST
Controllers

C.1 VHDL Description of the Philips Redundant TAP
Controller

The SST controllers have been designed by first making a VHDL description
and then synthesizing it to a real netlist using a synthesize script (appendix
G). The VHDL TAP controller description is part of each VHDL SST controller
description. The original Philips TAP controller contains 'five latches as can be
seen in the following fragment of a SST controller VHDL description.

***************************** Tap Controller ********************************

Declarations of the TAP controller variables.
signal ps BIT_VECTOR ( 3 downto OJ;
signal ns BIT_VECTOR (3 downto 0) ;

signal nxts BIT_VECTOR ( 3 downto 0) ;

signal tmsp BIT;

'0') then nxts <= Capture_OR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

when Run_test_idle => if (tms
else nxts <= Select_DR_scan;

end if;

when Select OR scan => if (tms
else nxts <= Select_IR_scan;

end if;

TAP_controller: process (tms, tmsp, ps, nxtsJ
begin

case ps is
when Test_logic_reset => if (tms

else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;
end if;

Declarations of the TAP state constants.
constant Exit2- IR BIT- VECTOR .- "0000";
constant Exit2- OR BIT- VECTOR .- "0001";
constant Exitl- IR BIT_VECTOR · - "0010";
constant Exitl- DR BIT_VECTOR · - "0011";
constant Capture_IR BIT- VECTOR · - "0100";
constant Capture_OR BIT_VECTOR .- "0101";
constant Shift- IR BIT_VECTOR .- "0110";

constant Shift- OR BIT_VECTOR .- "0111" ;
constant Update_IR BIT_VECTOR · - "1000";
constant Update_OR BIT_VECTOR .- "1001";
constant Pause- IR BIT_VECTOR · - "1010";
constant Pause_OR BIT_VECTOR .- H10ll";

constant Select- OR- scan BIT_VECTOR .- "1100 H;
constant Run- test- idle BIT_VECTOR .- H1101" ;
constant Select- IR- scan BIT_VECTOR .- H1110";
constant Test_logic_reset BIT_VECTOR · - "1111";

1

2
3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15
16

17

18
19
20

21
22
23

24
25

26
27

28
29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42
43

44
45
46
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, 1') and (ps (3 )

else nxts <= Exit1_IR;
end if;

else nxts <= Exit1_DR;

end if;

'1') then ns(2) <= '1';

else ns(2) <= nxts(2);

then ns(3) <= '1';
else ns(3) <= nxts(3);

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Capture_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

=> if (tms

=> if (tms

'1' )

'1') and (tmsp

when Pause- IR => if (tms
else nxts <= Exit2_IR;

end if;

when Exit2 IR => if ( tms
else nxts <= Update_IR;

end if;

when Shift IR

when Capture_IR => if (tms
else nxts <= Exit1_IR;

end if;

when Exit1 IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Update_IR;
end if;

when Update_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;

end if;

when Update_IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;
end if;

when Exit2_DR => if (tms
else nxts <= Update_DR;

end if;

when Select IR_scan => if (tms

else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;
end if;

when Exitl DR => if (ems
else nxts ,= Update_DR;

end if;

when Capture_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit1_DR;
end if;

when Pause_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit2_DR;
end if;

end if;

end if;
if (tms

end case;

end process;

if (tms = '1') and (tmsp

47
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97
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103

104
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tapO DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>ns (0), set=>ina_not, q=>ps(O)) ;

tapl DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>ns(l), set=>ina_not. q=>ps(l));

tap2 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>ns(2), set=>ina_not, q=>ps(2));

tap3 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck. d=>ns (3), set=>ina_not, q=>ps (3) ) ;

tap4 DFFP port map (clk=>tck, d=>tms, q=>tmsp) ;

108

109

110

111

112
113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122
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if (tms = '1') and (tmsp = '1') and (ps(3) = '1')

and (ps(2) = '1')

end if;

if (tms = '1') and (tmsp = '1') and (ps(3) '1')

and (ps(2) = '1') and (ps(l) = '1')

end if;

end process;

191/95

then ns(l) <= '1';

else ns(l) <= nxts(l);

then ns(O) <= '1';

else ns(O) <= nxts(O);

The last five rows describe the latch action of the five mpflops. The part pre
ceding these rows, the explicit reset part (r. 102-115), guarantees that when
TMS is hold high for at least five clock pulses, the four flipflops tapO up to tap3
all contain a logical one. This corresponds with the TLR state. From a design
er point of view, this explicit construction is not needed. The construction of
the TAP controller itself (r. 33-101) also guarantees that the TLR state is
reached after maximal five clock pulses. The extra construction makes the
TAP controller contain redundancy.

C.2 VHDL Description of the Non-Redundant TAP
Controller

Removing flipflop tap4 and the explicit reset part, results in a non-redundant
TAP controller.

Declarations of the TAP controller variables.

signal ps : BIT_VECTOR (3 downto 0);

signal nxts : BIT_VECTOR (3 downto 0);

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR ._

BIT_VECTOR ._

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR ._

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .

BIT_VECTOR .-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Declarations of the TAP state constants.

constant Exit2_IR

constant Exit2_DR

constant Exitl_IR

constant Exitl_DR

constant Capture_IR

constant Capture_DR

constant Shift_IR

constant Shift_DR

constant Update_IR

constant Update_DR

constant Pause_IR

constant Pause_DR

constant Select_DR_scan

constant Run_test_idle

constant Select_IR_scan

constant Test_logic_reset

·0000·;

·0001";

·0010·;

·0011";

·0100·;

"0101" ;

"0110";

·0111";

·1000·;

·1001·;

·1010·;

·1011·;

·1100·;

·1101·;

·1110·;

"1111" ;
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when Select_OR_scan => if (tms '0') then nxts <= Capture_DR;

else nxts <= Select_IR_scan;

end if;

when Run test idle => if (tms '0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

else nxts <= Select_DR_scan;

end if;

TAP_controller: process (tms, ps, nxts)
begin

case ps is

when Test_logic_reset => if (tms '0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;

end if;

***************************** Tap Controller ********************************

'0') then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Capture_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

=> if (tms

=> if (tms

Update_IR;

=> if (tms

Exit2_IR;

=> if (tms

Update_DR;

when Exit1 IR

else nxts <=
end if;

when Pause DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit2_DR;

end if;

when Select IR_scan => if (tms

else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;

end if;

when Update_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;

end if;

when Shift IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit1_IR;

end if;

when Exit2 DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Update_DR;

end if;

when Capture_IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit1_IR;

end if;

when Pause_IR

else nxts <=
end if;

when Shift DR

when Capture_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exitl_DR;

end if;

else nxts <= Exit1_DR;

end if;

when Exitl_DR

else nxts <=

end if;
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tapO DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (0) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps (0));
tap1 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts(l) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps (l) ) ;

tap2 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, .d=>nxts (2 l , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(2)) ;
tap3 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (3) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(3));

Company Restricted

88
89 when Exit2_IR => if (tms '0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;
90 else nxts <= Update_IR;
91 end if;
92
93 when Update_IR => if (tms '0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;
94 else nxts <= Select_DR_scan;
95 end if;
96

97 end case;
98
99 end process;
100
101
102
103
104

191/95

Based on the old BST controllers, new BST controllers, containing the non-re
dundant TAP controller, have been made (table D.1). The VHDL description
and the verilog netlists of these new controller can be found in /user/bon/
bscon. For more information about the BST controllers and their instructions,
see[Mur94].
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Table C.1 Description of the used BST controllers, during this project.

Original BST controller Supported instructions BST controller with
non-redundant TAP

controller

BS2CONAO EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONAOX
PASS,STCTEST

BS2CONBO EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONBOX
PASS, STCTEST, INTEST

BS2CONDO EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONDOX
PASS, STCTEST, INTEST, SCANM

BS2CONIO EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONIOX
PASS, STCTEST, INTEST, SCANM,

CLAMP

BS2CONI1 EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONI1X
PASS, STCTEST, INTEST, CLAMP,

MACRO

BS2CONKO EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONKOX
PASS, STCTEST, CLAMP

BS2CONK1 EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONK1X
PASS, STCTEST, CLAMP, USER1,

USER2

BS2CONLO EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONLOX
PASS, STCTEST, SCANM, CLAMP,

HIGHZ

BS2CONMO EXTEST, SAMPLE, IDCODE, BY- BS2CONMOX
PASS, INTEST, STCTEST, CLAMP,

HIGHZ
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Appendix D:Fault Coverage of the TAP Controller

Table D.1 Fault coverage of TimPat 7.2 test patterns and UIO test patterns applied
to test circuit timtest2 (core consists of one inverter, controller: bs2conbO).
Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.2 UIO

detected 1284; 87.2%

potential 114; 7.7%

undetected 74; 5.0%

all 1472; 100% 1472; 100%

undetected in controller 52; 8.7% 96; 16.1%

all controller 596; 100% 596;100%

undetected in FSM 18; 8.9% 14; 7.9%

all FSM 202; 100% 202; 100%

#tck 960 2993

Table D.2 Fault coverae of TimPat 7.2 test patterns and UIO test patterns applied to
test circuit timtest4 (controller: bs2conbx (is bs2conbO without redundan
cy, see chapter four)). Circuit timtest4 equals circuit test1 except for the
controller. Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.2 UIO

detected 1278; 88.0%

potential 114; 7.9%

undetected 60; 4.1%

all 1452; 100% 1452; 100%

undetected in controller 38; 6.6% 80; 13.8%

all controller 576; 100% 576; 100%

undetected in FSM 4; 2.2% 0

all FSM 182; 100% 164; 100%

#tck 960 2993
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Appendix E: Fault Coverage of the Old and the New
TimPat

Table £.1 Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtestBO (core consists of one inverter, controller: bs2conax). Init
vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1278; 87.2% 1314; 89.6% 1289; 87.9% 1333; 90.9%

potential 115; 7.8% 118; 8.0% 112; 7.6% 104; 7.1%

undetected 73; 4.9% 34; 2.3% 65; 4.4% 29; 2.0%

all 1466; 100% 1466; 100% 1466; 100% 1466; 100%

undetected in 47; 8.0% 32; 5.4% 42; 7.1% 28; 4.8%
controller

all controller 588; 100% 588; 100% 588; 100% 588; 100%

#tck 1063 1303 1063 1303

estimated un- 2.3% 1.9%
detected

Table £.2 Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtest4 (core consists of one inverter, controller: bs2conbx). Init
vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1253; 86.3% 1256; 86.5% 1267; 87.3% 1276; 87.9%

potential 114; 7.9% 115; 7.9% 100; 6.9% 100; 6.9%

undetected 85; 5.9% 81; 5.6% 85; 5.9% 76; 5.2%

all 1452; 100% 1452; 100% 1452; 100% 1452; 100%

undetected in 48; 8.3% 44; 7.6% 48; 8.3% 40; 6.9%
controller

all controller 576; 100% 576; 100% 576; 100% 576; 100%

#tck 1161 1194 1161 1194

estimated un- 5.3% 5.0%
detected
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Table E.3 Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtest42 (core consists of one inverter, controller: bs2conbx). Init
vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1280; 88.1% 1305; 89.9% 1292; 89.0% 1323; 91.1%

potential 114; 7.9% 117; 8.1% 102; 7.0% 104; 7.2%

undetected 58; 4.0% 30; 2.1% 58; 4.0% 25; 1.7%

all 1452; 100% 1452; 100% 1452; 100% 1452; 100%

undetected in 36; 6.3% 29; 5.0% 36; 6.2% 25; 4.3%
controller

all controller 576; 100% 576; 100% 576; 100% 576; 100%

#tck 984 1598 984 1598

estimated un- 2.0% 1.7%
detected

Table E.4 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit com_core (core with synchronous logic). Init vector for
TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1498; 89.5% 1515; 90.5%

potential 136; 8.1% 123; 7.5%

undetected 38; 2.3% 33; 2.0%

all 1674; 100% 1674; 100%

undetected in 29; 5.0% 25; 4.3%
controller

all controller 576; 100% 576; 100%

#tck 3874 3874

estimated un- 2.3% 2.0%
detected
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Table E.5 Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtest6 (undefined core, number of different input, output and i/o
pins, controller: bs2conbx). No init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1407; 61.9% 1701; 74.9% 1506; 66.3% 1796; 79.0%

potential 557; 24.5% 335; 14.7% 458; 20.1% 264; 11.6%

undetected 308; 13.6% 236; 10.4% 308; 13.6% 212; 9.3%

all 2272; 100% 2272; 100% 2272; 100% 2272; 100%

undetected in 63; 10.5% 57; 9.5% 63; 10.5% 46; 7.7%
controller

all controller 601; 100% 601; 100% 601; 100% 601; 100%

#tck 1374 1644 1374 1644

estimated un- 10.6% 9.7%
detected

Table E.6 Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtest6i (known core,several kind of pins, controller: bs2conbx).
Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1528; 67.0% 1890; 82.9% 1558; 68.4% 2067; 90.7%

potential 448; 19.7% 355; 15.6% 418; 18.3% 197; 8.6%

undetected 321;14,1% 52; 2.3% 321; 14.1% 33; 1.4%

all 2297; 100% 2297; 100% 2297; 100% 2297; 100%

undetected in 53; 8.8% 34; 5.7% 53; 8.8% 29; 4.8%
controller

all controller 601; 100% 601; 100% 601; 100% 601; 100%

#tck 1492 3442 1492 3442

estimated un- 2.8% 1.3%
detected
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Table E.7 Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtest6i2 (known core, several kind of pins, controller: bs2conbx).
Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1519; 66.6% 1855; 81.3% 1549; 67.9% 2038; 89.3%

potential 447; 19.6% 356; 15.6% 417; 18.3% 192; 8.4%

undetected 315; 13.8% 70; 3.1% 315; 13.8% 51; 2.2%

all 2281; 100% 2281; 100% 2281; 100% 2281; 100%

undetected in 53; 8.8% 34; 5.7% 53; 8.8% 29; 4.8%
controller

all controller 601; 100% 601; 100% 601; 100% 601; 100%

#tck 1492 3442 1492 3442

estimated un- 2.8% 1.3%
detected

Table E.8 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestdxinv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2condx). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1257; 86.8% 1277; 88.2%

potential 111; 7.7% 96; 6.6%

undetected 80; 5.5% 75; 5.2%

all 1448; 100% 1448; 100%

undetected in 43; 8.6% 39; 7.8%
controller

all controller 502; 100% 502; 100%

#tck 1194 1194

estimated un- 5.5% 5.2%
detected
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Table E.9 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestdxinv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2condx). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1305; 90.1% 1323; 91.4%

potential 113; 7.8% 100; 6.9%

undetected 30; 2.1% 25; 1.7%

all 1448; 100% 1448; 100%

undetected in 29; 5.7% 25; 4.9%
controller

all controller 502; 100% 502; 100%

#tck 1598 1598

estimated un- 2.1% 1.8%
detected

Table E. 10 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestdxio (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2condx). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1322; 83.5% 1364; 86.1%

potential 145; 9.1% 108; 6.8%

undetected 117; 7.4% 112;7.1%

all 1584; 100% 1584; 100%

undetected in 59; 11.1% 55; 10.4%
controller

all controller 527; 100% 527; 100%

#tck 1242 1242

estimated un- 7.5% 7.0%
detected
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Table E. 11 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestdxio (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2condx). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1402; 88.5% 1444; 91.2%

potential 150; 9.5% 113; 7.1%

undetected 32; 2.0% 27; 1.7%

all 1584; 100% 1584; 100%

undetected in 31; 5.9% 27; 5.1%
controller

all controller 527; 100% 527; 100%

#tck 2034 2034

estimated un- 2.3% 1.8%
detected

Table E. 12Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestixOinv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2coniOx). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1266; 86.4% 1286; 87.8%

potential 111;7.6% 96; 6.6%

undetected 88; 6.0% 83; 5.7%

all 1465; 100% 1465; 100%

undetected in 51; 9.8% 47; 9.1%
controller

all controller 519; 100% 519; 100%

#tck 1194 1194

estimated un- 6.0% 5.7%
detected
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Table E. 13Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestixOinv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2coniOx). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5.
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1319; 90.0% 1337; 91.3%

potential 113; 7.7% 100; 10.9%

undetected 33; 2.3% 28; 1.9%

all 1465; 100% 1465; 100%

undetected in 32; 6.2% 28; 11.6%
controller

all controller 519; 100% 519; 100%

#tck 1598 1598

estimated un- 2.3% 2.0%
detected

Table E. 14 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestixOio (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2coniOx). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1329; 83.0% 1371; 85.6%

potential 147; 9.2% 110; 6.9%

undetected 125; 7.8% 120; 7.5%

all 1601; 100% 1601; 100%

undetected in 67; 12.3% 63; 11.6%
controller

all controller 544; 100% 544; 100%

#tck 1242 1242

estimated un- 7.9% 7.5%
detected
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Table E. 15Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestixOio (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2coniOx). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1414; 88.3% 1458; 9.1%

potential 152; 9.5% 113; 7.1%

undetected 35; 2.2% 30; 1.9%

all 1601; 100% 1601; 100%

undetected in 34; 6.3% 30; 5.5%
controller

all controller 544; 100% 544; 100%

#tck 2034 2034

estimated un- 2.5% 1.9%
detected

Table E. 16Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestix1 inv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2coni1x). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1283; 86.6% 1304; 88.0%

potential 112; 7.6% 96; 64.8%

undetected 87; 5.9% 82; 5.5%

all 1482; 100% 1482; 100%

undetected in 50; 9.3% 46; 8.6%
controller

all controller 536; 100% 536; 100%

#tck 2034 2034

estimated un- 5.9% 5.5%
detected
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Table E. 17Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestix1inv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2coni1x). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1332; 89.9% 1351; 91.2%

potential 114; 7.7% 100; 6.7%

undetected 36; 2.4% 31;2.1%

all 1482; 100% 1482; 100%

undetected in 35; 6.5% 31; 5.8%
controller

all controller 536; 100% 536; 100%

#tck 1598 1598

estimated un- 2.5% 2.1%
detected

Table E. 18Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestix1 io (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2coni1x). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1345; 83.1% 1388; 85.8%

potential 149; 9.2% 111; 6.9%

undetected 124; 7.7% 119;7.4%

all 1618; 100% 1618; 100%

undetected in 66; 11.8% 62; 11.1%
controller

all controller 561; 100% 561; 100%

#tck 1242 1242

estimated un- 7.8% 7.3%
detected
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Table E. 19Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestix1io (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2coni1x). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1426; 88.1% 1472; 91.0%

potential 154; 9.5% 113; 7.0%

undetected 38; 2.3% 33; 2.0%

all 1618; 100% 1618;100%

undetected in 37; 6.6% 33; 5.9%
controller

all controller 561; 100% 561; 100%

#tck 2034 2034

estimated un- 2.6% 2.1%
detected

Table E.20 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestkinv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2conk1x). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1272; 87.2% 1290; 88.4%

potential 108; 7.4% 95; 6.5%

undetected 79; 5.4% 74; 5.1%

all 1459; 100% 1459; 100%

undetected in 42; 8.2% 38; 7.4%
controller

all controller 513; 100% 513; 100%

#tck 1161; 100% 1161; 100%

estimated un- 5.4% 5.1%
detected
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Table E.21 Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtestdifcorekx (empty core, several kind of pins (also differential
pins), controller: bs2conk1x). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1274; 74.8% 1278; 75.1% 1404; 82.5% 1443; 84.8%

potential 284; 16.7% 286; 16.8% 154; 9.0% 156; 9.2%

undetected 144; 8.5% 138; 8.1% 144; 8.5% 103; 6.1%

all 1702; 100% 1702; 100% 1702; 100% 1702; 100%

undetected in 48; 9.4% 42; 8.2% 48; 9.4% 38; 7.4%
controller

all controller 513; 100% 513; 100% 513; 100% 513; 100%

#tck 1063 1303 1063 1303

estimated un- 7.1% 5.7%
detected

Table E.22Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtestdifcore_on_kx (known core, several input., output and i/o
pins (also differential pins), controller: bs2conk1x). Init vector for TimPat
included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1423; 79.0% 1538; 85.3% 1468; 81.5% 1616; 89.7%

potential 224; 12.4% 206; 11.4% 179; 9.9% 152; 8.4%

undetected 155; 8.6% 58; 3.2% 155; 8.6% 34; 1.9%

all 1802; 100% 1802; 100% 1802; 100% 1802; 100%

undetected in 37; 7.2% 30; 5.8% 37; 7.2% 26; 5.1%
controller

all controller 513; 100% 513; 100% 513; 100% 513; 100%

#tck 1141 2382 1141 2382

estimated un- 2.9% 1.8%
detected
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Table E.23 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestdifcore_on_kx_vhd. The contents of this circuit
equals the contents of timtestdifcore_on_kx. In this case the circuit has
first been completely described in VHDL language. After that the tool syn
ergy has translated it to a c150rad technology implementation. Init vector
for TimPat included. Compare this results with table E.22.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1232; 77.6% 1352; 85.2% 1281; 80.7% 1448; 91.2%

potential 195; 12.3% 173; 10.9% 146; 9.2% 111; 7.0%

undetected 160; 10.1% 62; 3.9% 160; 10.1% 28; 1.8%

all 1587; 100% 1587; 100% 1587; 100% 1587; 100%

undetected in
controller

all controller

#tck 1141 2382 1141 2382

estimated un- 2.9% 1.8%
detected

Table E.24 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestl (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2conlx). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
det. table A.1 det. table A.1 det. table A.2 det. table A.2

detected 1263; 84.7% 1270; 85.2% 1287; 86.3% 1319; 88.5%

potential 120; 8.0% 122; 8.2% 96; 6.4% 95; 6.4%

undetected 108; 7.2% 99; 6.6% 108; 7.2% 77; 5.2%

all 1491; 100% 1491; 100% 1491; 100% 1491; 100%

undetected in 67; 10.9% 58; 9.5% 67; 10.9% 41; 6.7%
controller

all controller 613; 100% 613; 100% 613; 100% 613; 100%

#tck 937 1205 937 1205

estimated un- 6.1% 4.9%
detected
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Table E.25 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestl (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2conlx). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1312; 88.0% 1361;91.3%

potential 127; 8.5% 100; 6.7%

undetected 52; 3.5% 30; 2.0%

all 1491; 100% 1491; 100%

undetected in 46; 7.5% 29; 4.7%
controller

all controller 613; 100% 613; 100%

#tck 1588 1588

estimated un- 3.1% 2.0%
detected

Table E.26Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtestdifch_nocore (empty core, several kind of pins, controller:
bs2conlx). Init vector for TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1280; 72.6% 1284; 72.8% 1430; 81.1% 1477; 83.7%

potential 304; 17.2% 308; 17.5% 154; 8.7% 181;10.3%

undetected 180; 10.2% 172; 9.8% 180; 10.2% 106; 6.0%

all 1764; 100% 1764; 100% 1764; 100% 1764; 100%

undetected in 66; 10.8% 58; 9.5% 66; 10.8% 41; 6.7%
controller

all controller 613; 100% 613; 100% 613; 100% 613; 100%

#tck 1063 1347 1063 1347

estimated un- 7.6% 5.6%
detected
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Table E.27Fault coverage of old TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.1) com
pared to new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) applied to test
circuit timtestdifch (known core, several kind of pins, controller: bs2conlx).
Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1429; 76.8% 1536; 82.6% 1494; 80.3% 1670; 89.8%

potential 246; 13.2% 231; 12.4% 181; 9.7% 153; 8.2%

undetected 185; 9.9% 93; 5.0% 185; 10.5% 37; 2.0%

all 1860; 100% 1860; 100% 1860; 100% 1860; 100%

undetected in 54; 8.8% 46; 7.5% 54; 8.8% 29; 4.7%
controller

all controller 613;100% 613; 100% 613; 100% 613; 100%

#tck 1141 2226 1141 2226

estimated un- 3.6% 1.9%
detected

Table E.28 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestmxinv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2conmx). Init vector TimPat not included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1268; 84.5% 1320; 88.0%

potential 126; 8.4% 96; 6.4%

undetected 106; 7.1% 84; 5.6%

all 1500; 100% 500; 100%

undetected in 65; 11.9% 48; 8.8%
controller

all controller 569; 100% 569; 100%

#tck 1238 1238

estimated un- 6.9% 5.6%
detected
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Table E.29Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestmxinv (core consists of one inverter, controller:
bs2conmx). Init vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1321;88.1% 1371; 91.4%

potential 128; 8.5% 100; 6.7%

undetected 51; 3.4% 29; 1.9%

all 500; 100% 500; 100%

undetected in 46; 8.5% 29; 5.3%
controller

all controller 569; 100% 569; 100%

#tck 1642 1642

estimated un- 3.2% 2.0%
detected

Table E.30 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestmxio (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2conmx). Init vector for not TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1331; 81.0% 1409; 85.7%

potential 67; 4.1% 114; 6.9%

undetected 146; 8.9% 121;7.4%

all 1644; 100% 1644; 100%

undetected in 81; 14.2% 64; 11.2%
controller

all controller 569; 100% 569; 100%

#tck 1286 1286

estimated un- 8.7% 7.4%
detected
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Table E.3t Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit timtestmxio (known core, input, output, i/o and control
pin, controller: bs2conmx).lnit vector for TimPat included.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A. 1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1416;86.1% 1496; 91.0%

potential 172; 10.5% 117;7.1%

undetected 56; 3.4% 31; 1.9%

all 1644; 100% 1644; 100%

undetected in 48; 8.4% 31; 5.4%
controller

all controller 569; 100% 569; 100%

#tck 2078 2078

estimated un- 3.3% 2.0%
detected

Table E.32 Fault coverage of new TimPat patterns (development version 7.3.5) ap
plied to test circuit my_con_test, empty core, one input, one output and
TAP controller my_con. This is a VHDL (translated to ct50dm technology)
controller with five bit instruction register. Init vector for TimPat not includ
ed.

fault class TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5, TimPat 7.3.1, TimPat 7.3.5,
del. table A.1 del. table A.1 del. table A.2 del. table A.2

detected 1393; 81.6% 1399; 81.9% 1475; 86.4% 1486; 87.0%

potential 204; 11.9% 201; 11.8% 122; 7.1% 122; 7.1%

undetected 111; 6.5% 108; 6.3% 111; 6.5% 100; 5.9%

all 1708; 100% 1708; 100% 1708; 100% 1708; 100%

undetected in 98; 11.4% 95; 11.0% 98; 11.4% 88; 10.2%
controller

all controller 860; 100% 860; 100% 860; 100% 860; 100%

#tck 2229 2159 2229 2159

estimated un- 3.6% 3.3%
detected
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Appendix F:VHDL Description of the BST Con'troller
BS2CONAOX

In this appendix the VHDL description of the SS2CONAOX controller has been
given. This controller almost equals the SST controller SS2CONAO, which is
part of the ED&T SST library. The only difference is the non-redundant TAP
controller (see appendix C). The result is a SST controller with 28 untestable
faults against 42 untestable faults within the SS2CONAO.

To synthsize the VHDL description onto a real implementation (in c150dm
technology), a script has been used (Appendix H).

1
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26

27
28

29
30

31

32
33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44
45

46

-- VHDL description of Boundary Scan Test controller

Generated by Concreto version 0.1 on Sun Aug 22 15:10:16 1993

Controller bs2conaOx version 1.0

Generated with library test_library version 0.1

Implemented instructions:

extest 000

idcode 001

sample-preload 010

stctest 101

-- bypass 011

-- bypass 100

-- bypass 110

-- bypass 111

Input signals:
did

bst

ina

tdi

tms
tck

Output signals:

cO

c1

c2

c3

-- oen

tdo

Implemented test data registers:
bounscan

ident
-- bypass

*************************** DFFP ***********************************

Function : Positive edge triggered flipflop

Input signals:

d = data input
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clk = clock, positive edge

*************************** DFFN ***********************************

*************************** DFFNC ************************-**********

Input signals:

d data input
clkn clock, negative edge

out BIT);

out BIT );

out BIT);

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

: Negative edge triggered flipflop with active high clear

: Negative edge triggered flipflop

signals:
data input

clock, negative edge

clear signal, active high

Output signals:

q = data output

Input

d

clk

rst

Function

Output signals:

q data output

Function

Output signals:

q = data output

entity DFFNC is

port (d, clkn, rst
end;

entity DFFN is

port (d, clkn

end;

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFN is

begin

process(d, clknl

begin

if (clkn'event and clkn '0') then

q <= d;
end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

VSyn : synthesis on

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFP is

begin

process(d, elk)

begin
if (clk'event and elk '1') then

q <= d;

end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

VSyn : synthesis on

entity DFFP is

port (d, elk

end;

47

48
49

50

51

52
53

54

55
56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63
64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72
73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89
90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104
105

106
107
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*************************** DFFPS ***********************************

*************************** DFFNS ***********************************

q <= '0 ' i

end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

VSyn : synthesis on

q <= '1';

end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

VSyn : synthesis on

out BIT );

out BIT);

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

: Positive edge triggered flipflop with active high set

: Negative edge triggered flipflop with active high set

signals:

data input

clock, positive edge

set signal, active high

signals:

data input

clock, negative edge

set signal, active high

Input

d

c1k

set

Output signals:

q = data output

Function

Output signals:

q = data output

Function

Input

d

elk

set

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFNC is
begin

process(d, c1kn, rst)
begin

if (c1kn'event and c1kn '0') then

q <= d;

end if;

if (rst = '1') then

entity DFFPS is

port (d, c1k, set
end;

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFPS is
begin

process(d, clk, set)
begin

if (c1k'event and elk '1') then

q <= d;
end if;

if (set = '1') then

entity DFFNS is

port (d, clkn, set
end;

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFNS is
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-- •••••••••••••••••• Entity declaration of BST controller •••••••••••••••••••••

****************************** Declarations *********************************

entity bs2conaOx is

port(did, bst, ina, tdi, tms, tck: in BIT;

cO, c1, c2, c3, oen, tdo: out BIT);

The following declarations are the declarations of the controller

variables. Each variable has a name, and a next name. Depending on

the length of the variable, it is declared as a BIT or BIT_VECTOR.

signal deco BIT;

signal n_deco BIT;

signal c3_buf BIT;

signal n_c3 BIT;

signal sel BIT_VECTOR (1 downto 0);
signal n_sel BIT_VECTOR (1 downto 0);

'0') then

: BIT;
the Instruction Register variables.

BIT_VECTOR (2 downto 0);

BIT_VECTOR (2 downto Ol;

the Output Multiplexer variables.

BIT;

BIT;

BIT;

Declarations of

signal noen

signal tdo_buf

signal ntdo

signal ina_not

Declarations of

signal ist

signal nist

attribute load: integer;

attribute drive: integer;

attribute load of did signal is 2 ;
attribute load of bst signal is 2 ;

attribute load of ina signal is 2 ;
attribute load of tdi signal is 2 ;
attribute load of tms signal is 2 ;

attribute load of tck signal is 2 ;
attribute drive of cO signal is 10;

attribute drive of c1 signal is 10;

attribute drive of c2 signal is 10;

attribute drive of c3 signal is 10 ;

attribute drive of oen signal is 10;

attribute drive of tdo signal is 10;

end;

architecture BEHAVIOR of bs2conaOx is

q <= '1';

end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

-- VSyn : synthesis on

begin

process(d, clkn, set)

begin

if (clkn'event and clkn

q <= d;
end if;

if (set = '1') then
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184
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188

189

190

191
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199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218
219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231
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***************************** Tap Controller ********************************

names and select codes.
BIT_VECTOR ._ "10";

BIT_VECTOR .- "01";
BIT_VECTOR ._ "00";

in BIT; q out BIT);

in BIT; q out BIT);

in BIT; q out BIT);

in BIT; q out BIT);

in BIT; q out BIT);

component DFFNS
port (d, clkn, set
end component;

component DFFNC
port (d, clkn, rst

end component;

component DFFN
port (d, clkn

end component;

component DFFPS
port (d, clk, set

end component;

Declarations of the Flipflops.
component DFFP
port (d, clk

end component;

Declarations of the instruction names and codes.

constant extest_instruction BIT_VECTOR · - "000";

constant idcode- instruction BIT_VECTOR · - "001";

constant sample-preload_instruction BIT_VECTOR .- "ala";

constant stctest- instruction BIT_VECTOR · - "101";

constant bypass_instruction BIT_VECTOR · - "Ill";

Declarations of the register
constant bounscan_register

constant ident_register
constant bypass_register

Declarations of the TAP controller variables.
signal ps BIT_VECTOR ( 3 downto 0) ;

signal nxts BIT_VECTOR ( 3 downto 0) ;

signal tmsp BIT;

Declarations of the TAP state constants.

constant Exit2 IR BIT_VECTOR .- "0000";

constant Exit2- DR BIT_VECTOR · - "0001";

constant Exit1- IR BIT_VECTOR .- "0010";

constant Exitl- DR BIT_VECTOR ·- HOOl1";

constant Capture_IR BIT_VECTOR .- HOIOO";

constant Capture_DR BIT_VECTOR .- HOI01";

constant Shift_IR BIT_VECTOR .- "0110";

constant Shift- DR BIT_VECTOR · - "OllP;

constant Update_IR BIT_VECTOR ·- "1000";

constant Update_DR BIT_VECTOR · - "1001";

constant Pause- IR BIT_VECTOR · - "1010";

constant Pause- DR BIT_VECTOR · - "1011" ;

constant Select- DR- scan BIT_VECTOR · - "1100";

constant Run_test idle BIT_VECTOR · - "1101";

constant Select- IR- scan BIT_VECTOR .- "1110";

constant Test_logic_reset BIT_VECTOR .- Hll11";

begin

ina_not <= not ina;
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'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'O'} then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_id1e;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Capture_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Capture_DR;

=> if (tms

=> if (tms

=> if (tms
Exit2_DR;

=> if (tms
Update_DR;

when Exit2 DR

else nxts <= Update_DR;

end if;

when Pause DR

else nxts <=

end if;

when Update_DR => if (tms
else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;

end if;

when Pause_IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit2_IR;
end if;

when Exit1 DR

else nxts <=

end if;

when Select IR_scan => if (tms

else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;
end if;

when Exit2 IR => if (tms
else nxts <= Update_IR;

when Shift DR

when Capture_IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit1_IR;

end if;

when Capture_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exit1_DR;
end if;

when Exit1 IR => if (tms
else nxts <= Update_IR;

end if;

when Select DR_scan => if (tms
else nxts <= Select_IR_scan;

end if;

else nxts <= Exit1_DR;
end if;

when Run test idle => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;
end if;

when Shift IR => if (tms
else nxts <= Exit1_IR;

end if;

TAP_controller: process (tms, tmsp, ps, nxts)
begin

case ps is

when Test_logic_reset => if (tms
else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;

end if;
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-- ******************************** Decoder ************************************

tapO DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (0) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(O)) ;

tap1 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (1) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(l) );

tap2 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts(2), set=>ina_not, q=>ps (2) ) ;

tap3 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (3) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(3));

Decoder: process list, bst, ps, deco, c3_buf, sell
begin

case ps is

when Update_IR =>
case ist is

when extest_instruction =>

n_sel <= bounscan_register;
n_c3 <= '1';

n_deco <= '1';

when idcode_instruction =>

n_sel <= ident_register;

n_c3 <= '0';

n_deco <= '0';

when sample-preload_instruction =>

n_sel <= bounscan_register;
n_c3 <= '0';

n_deco <= '1';

when stctest instruction =>

*****************************

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= "001";

=> nist <= "001";
=> nist(2) <= tdi; nist(l downto 0) <= ist(2 downto 1);

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= "001";
=> nist(2) <= tdi; nist(l downto 0) <= ist(2 downto 1);

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

process (ps, ist, tdi)

port map (clk=>tck, d=>nist(O), q=>ist(O));

port map (clk=>tck, d=>nistI1), q=>ist(1));

port map (clk=>tck, d=>nist(2), q=>ist(2));

DFFP

DFFP

DFFP

when Update_IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_DR_scan;

end if;

end if;

end case;

instrO

instr1

instr2

Instruction_register:

begin

case ps is

when Capture_IR

when Shift_IR

when Exit1 IR

when Pause_IR

when Exit2 IR

when Update_IR

when Capture_DR

when Shift_DR

when Exit1 DR

when Pause_DR

when Exit2_DR

when Update_DR

when others

end case;
end process;

end process;

************************** Instruction Register
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************ Flipflop instantiations of instruction decoder.

These negative-edge triggered ff's are of type set or clear,

depending on the values of the instruction idcode.
These values are loaded during an asynchronous reset.

DFFNS port map (clkn=>tck, d=>n_sel(O) , set=>ina_not, q=>sel(O));

DFFNC port map (clkn=>tck, d=>n_sel(1) , rst=>ina_not, q=>sel(1));

DFFNC port map (clkn=>tck, d=>n_c3, rst=>ina_not, q=>c3_buf);
DFFNC port map (clkn=>tck. d=>n_deco, rst=>ina_not, q=>deco);

case ps is
when Exit2 IR =>

c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Exit2 DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= ' 0' ;

when Exit1 IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= ' 0 I;

when Exit1_DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= ' 0 I ;

when Capture_IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; cl <= '0 ' ; cO <= '1' i

when Capture_DR =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; cl <= '0 ' i cO <= '1' ;

when Shift IR =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; cl <= '1' ; cO <= ' l' ;

when Shift- DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; cl <= ' l' ; cO <= '1' ;

when Update_IR =>

c2 <= ' 0' ; cl <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;
when Update_DR =>

c2 <= ' 0 'i cl <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
when Pause- IR =>

© Philips Electronics N.V.

****************

******************************Outputs Assignments

Output_assignments: process (ps, sel, deco)
begin

case sel is

when bounscan_register =>
case deco is

when '0' =>

contrO

contr1

contr2
contr3

n_sel <= bounscan_register;

n_c3 <= '0';
n_deco <= '0';

when others =>
n_sel <= bypass_register;

n_c3 <= '0';

n_deco <= '0';
end case;

when Test_logic_reset =>
n_sel <= ident_register;

n_c3 <= '0';

n_deco <= '0';
when others =>

n_deco <= deco;

n_c3 <= c3_buf;

n_sel <= sel;

end case;
end process;

**************************
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480 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

481 when Pause_DR =>
482 c2 <= '0 ' i c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0 ' ;
483 when select DR- scan =>
484 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

485 when Run_test idle =>
486 c2 <= J 0 I; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
487 when Select IR scan =>
488 c2 <= '0' ; cl <= '1' ; cO <= 10 ' ;

489 when others => -- Test_logic_reset state
490 c2 <= '0 ' ; cl <= '1' ; cO <= ' 0 I ;

491 end case;
492 when others =>
493 case ps is
494 when Exit2 IR =>
495 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' i cO <= '0 ' ;

496 when Exit2_DR =>
497 c2 <= 10' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

498 when Exit1 IR =>
499 c2 <= ' 0 I; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= 10' ;

500 when Exit1 DR =>
501 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0 ' ;
502 when capture_IR =>
503 c2 <= ' 0' ; c1 <= 10' ; eO <= '0 ' ;
504 when capture_DR =>
505 e2 <= 10 ' i e1 <= /0 ' i eO <= ' 0' ;
506 when Shift IR =>
507 e2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' ; eO <= '1' ;
508 when Shift- DR =>
509 c2 <= '0 / ; c1 <= '1' ; eO <= '1' ;
510 when Update_IR =>
511 e2 <= '0' ; e1 <= '1' ; eO <= '0' ;
512 when Update_DR =>
513 c2 <= '1' ; e1 <= 11' ; eO <= 10 ' ;

514 when Pause_IR =>

515 e2 <= '0 ' ; e1 <= 11' ; eO <= J 0' ;

516 when Pause- DR =>
517 c2 <= '0' ; e1 <= '1' ; eO <= '0' ;

518 when Select- DR- sean =>
519 e2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; eO <= '0 ' ;

520 when Run_test idle =>
521 e2 <= '0' ; e1 <= '1' i eO <= '0' ;

522 when Seleet IR- sean =>
523 e2 <= '0' ; e1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
524 when others => -- Test_logie_reset state
525 e2 <= '0' ; e1 <= 11' ; cO <= '0 ' ;
526 end ease;
527 end case;
528 when ident_register =>
529 case ps is
530 when Exit2 IR =>
531 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; eO <= '0' ;
532 when Exit2- DR =>
533 c2 <= J 0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= ' 0' ;
534 when Exit1 IR =>
535 c2 <= '0' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;
536 when Exit1- DR =>
537 e2 <= '0 ' ; e1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0' ;
538 when Capture_IR =>
539 c2 <= '0' ; e1 <= '0' ; cO <= '1' ;
540 when Capture_DR =>
541 e2 <= '0' ; e1 <= '0' ; eO <= '1' ;
542 when Shift IR =>
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543 c2 <= '0 ' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= I I' ;
544 when Shift_DR =>
545 c2 <= '0 ' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= I I' i

546 when Update_IR =>
547 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' i

548 when Update_DR =>
549 <::2 <= 10' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= 10' ;

550 when Pause IR =>
551 c2 <= '0' i c1 ..~~ = '1' ; cO '0' ;
552 when Pause DR =>
553 c2 <= 10 ' ; c1 <= 'I' ; cO <= '0' ;
554 when Select DR_scan =>
555 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= 'I' ; cO <= 10' ;

556 when Run- test idle =>
557 c2 <= '0 ' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

558 when Select IR- scan =>
559 c2 <= ' 0 I i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= ' 0 I ;

560 when others => -- Test_logic_reset state
561 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
562 end case:
563 when others => -- bypass register
564 case ps is
565 when Exit2 IR =>
566 c2 <= J 0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
567 when Exit2 DR =>
568 c2 <= '0' i c1 <= 11' ; cO <= '0' ;
569 when Exit1 IR =>
570 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' i cO <= '0' ;

571 when Exit1 DR =>
572 c2 <= 'O'i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

573 when Capture_IR =>
574 c2 <= 10 ' ; c1 <= '0' ; cO <= '0' ;

575 when Capture_DR =>
576 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '0' ; cO <= '0 ' ;
577 when Shift IR =>
578 c2 <= 10 J ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= I I' ;
579 when Shift DR =>
580 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= 'I' ;
581 when Update_IR =>
582 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

583 when update_DR =>
584 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= I I' ; cO <= '0' ;
585 when Pause_IR =>
586 c2 <= '0' i c1 <= I I' ; cO <= '0' ;

587 when Pause_DR =>
588 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
589 when Select_OR_scan =>
590 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

591 when Run_test idle =>
592 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= I I' ; cO <= '0' ;
593 when Select IR- scan =>
594 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= 'I' ; cO <= ' 0' ;
595 when others => -- Test_logic_reset state
596 c2 <= 'a' ; c1 <= 'I t ; cO <= '0 ' ;
597 end case;
598 end case;
599 end process;
600
601 c3 <= c3_buf;
602
603
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=> noen <= '1'; ntdo <= tdo_buf;

end BEHAVIOR;

*************************** Output mUltiplexer ******************************

omux1 : DFFN port map (clkn=>tck, d=>ntdo, q=>tdo_buf);
omux2 : DFFNS port map (clkn=>tck, d=>noen, set=>ina_not, q=>oen);
tdo <= tdo_buf;

<= 10' ; ntdo <= ist (0) ;

<= J 0' ;

=> ntdo <= bst; bounscan register

=> ntdo <= did; ident register

=> ntdo <= ist (2) ; bypass register

Output_multiplexer: process (ps, tdo_buf, ist, sel, bst, did)
begin

case ps is

when Shift IR => noen
when Shift_DR => noen

case sel is

when bounscan_register

when ident_register
when others

end case;
when others

end case;
end process;

604
605

606
607
608
609
610

611
612

613

614

615
616

617

618
619
620

621
622

623
624
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Appendix G:VHDL Description of the BST
Controller BS2CONAOZ5

This controller has been derived from the BS2CONAOX. The 'deco' signal and
its corresponding flipflop ('contr3') has been removed. The flipflops contrO
and contr1 are replaced by non-resetable flip'f1ops. The result is a BST con
troller that contains only 14 untestable stuck at faults, against 28 untestable
faults at the BS2CONAOX.

Implemented instructions:

Output signals:

VHDL description of Boundary Scan Test controller

Generated by Concreto version 0.1 on Sun Aug 22 15:10:16 1993

000

001

010

101

011

100

110

111

: Positive edge triggered flipflopFunction

Input signals:

d data input

clk = clock, positive edge

*************************** DFFP ***********************************

Implemented test data registers:

bounscan

ident

bypass

stc

oen

tdo

Output signals:

cO

c1

c2

c3

Input signals:

did

bst

ina

tdi

tms

tck

extest

idcode

samp1e-pre1oad

stctest

bypass

bypass

bypass

bypass

Controller bs2conaOz5 version 1.0

Generated with library test_library version 0.1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50
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VSyn : synthesis on

*************************** DFFNC ***********************************

*************************** DFFN ***********************************

Input signals:

d data input

clkn clock, negative edge

out BIT);

out BIT );

out BIT);

'1') then

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

: Negative edge triggered flipflop with active high clear

: Negative edge triggered flipflop

signals:

data input

clock, negative edge

clear signal, active high

Output signals:

q = data output

Input

d

clk

rst

Output signals:

q data output

Function

Function

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFNC is

entity DFFNC is

port (d, clkn, rst

end;

q = data output

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFN is
begin

process(d, clkn)
begin

if (c1kn'event and clkn '0') then

q <= d;
end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

VSyn : synthesis on

entity DFFN is

port (d, clkn

end;

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFP is

begin

process(d, elk)

begin

if (c1k'event and elk

q <= d;

end if;
end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

entity DFFP is

port (d, elk

end;

51

52
53

54

55

56
57

58

59
60

61

62
63

64

65

66
67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74
75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111
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*************************** DFFPS ***********************************

*************************** DFFNS ***********************************

q <= I I' ;
end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

VSyn : synthesis on

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFPS is
begin

process(d, clk, set)

begin

if (clk'event and clk '1') then

q <= d;
end if;

if (set = 'I') then

out BIT );

out BIT);

'0') then

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

: Negative edge triggered flipflop with active high set

: Positive edge triggered flipflop with active high set

signals:

data input

clock, negative edge

set signal, active high

signals:

data input

clock, positive edge

set signal, active high

Output signals:

q = data output

Input

d

clk

set

Input

d

clk

set

Function

Output signals:

q = data output

Function

begin

process(d, c1kn, rst)

begin

if (clkn'event and clkn

q <= d;
end if;

if (rst = 'I') then

q <= '0';
end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

VSyn : synthesis on

entity DFFPS is

port (d, clk, set

end;

entity DFFNS is

port (d, clkn, set

end;

-- VSyn : synthesis off

architecture BEHAVIOR of DFFNS is
begin

process(d, clkn, set)

begin

112

113
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119
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128
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130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159
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164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174
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architecture BEHAVIOR of bs2conaOz5 is

end;

-- ****************** Entity declaration of BST controller *********************

****************************** Declarations *********************************

0) ;

0) ;

'0') then

controller variables.

BIT_VECTOR (3 downto
BIT_VECTOR (3 downto

the Output Multiplexer variables.

BIT;

BIT;

BIT;

: BIT;

the Instruction Register variables.

BIT_VECTOR (2 downto 0);

BIT_VECTOR (2 downto 0);

Declarations of the TAP

signal ps
signal nxts

Declarations of

signal noen

signal tdo_buf

signal ntdo

signal ina_not

Declarations of

signal ist

signal nist

The following declarations are the declarations of the controller

variables. Each variable has a name, and a next name. Depending on

the length of the variable, it is declared as a BIT or BIT_VECTOR.

signal c3_buf BIT;

signal n_c3 BIT;

signal sel BIT_VECTOR (1 downto 0);

signal n_sel BIT_VECTOR (1 downto 0);

entity bs2conaOz5 is

port(did, bst, ina, tdi, tms, tck: in BIT;

cO, c1, c2, c3, oen, tdo: out BIT ) ;

attribute load: integer;

attribute drive: integer;

attribute load of did signal is 2 ;

attribute load of bst signal is 2 ;

attribute load of ina signal is 2 ;

attribute load of tdi signal is 2 ;

attribute load of tms signal is 2 ;

attribute load of tck signal is 2 ;
attribute drive of cO signal is 10;

attribute drive of c1 signal is 10;

attribute drive of c2 signal is 10;

attribute drive of c3 signal is 10;

attl-ibute drive of oen signal is 10;

attribute drive of tdo signal is 10;

if (clkn'event and clkn

q <= d;

end if;

if (set = '1') then

q <= '1';

end if;

end process;

end BEHAVIOR;

-- Vsyn : synthesis on

175

176

177

178

179

180
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183
184
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186

187

188

189
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192
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200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212
213
214

215

216

217
218

219

220

221

222
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224
225
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228

229

230
231

232

233

234
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***************************** Tap Controller ********************************

TAP_controller: process (tms, tmsp, ps, nxts)
begin

case ps is

when Test_logic_reset => if (tms '0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

Declarations of the instruction names and codes.
constant extest- instruction BIT- VECTOR .- "000";

constant idcode- instruction BIT_VECTOR .- "001";

constant sample-preload_instruction BIT_VECTOR .- "ala";
constant stctest instruction BIT_VECTOR .- "101";
constant bypass_instruction BIT_VECTOR .- "111";

Declarations of the TAP state constants.

constant Exit2- IR BIT_VECTOR .- "0000";

constant Exit2- DR BIT_VECTOR .- "0001";

constant Exit1 IR BIT_VECTOR .- "0010";

constant Exit1- DR BIT_VECTOR · - "0011";
constant Capture_IR BIT_VECTOR · - "0100";

constant Capture_DR BIT_VECTOR .- "0101";

constant Shift_IR BIT- VECTOR .- "0110";

constant Shift_DR BIT_VECTOR .- "0111";

constant Update_IR BIT_VECTOR .- "1000";

constant Update_DR BIT- VECTOR .- "1001" ;

constant Pause- IR BIT_VECTOR .- "lOla";
constant Pause- DR BIT_VECTOR · - "lOll";

constant Select_DR_scan BIT_VECTOR .- "1100";

constant Run_test idle BIT_VECTOR .- "1101";

constant select IR_scan BIT_VECTOR · - "1110";

constant Test_logic_reset BIT_VECTOR .- "1111";

out BIT);

out BIT);

out BIT);

out BIT);

out BIT);

names and select codes.

BIT_VECTOR .- "10";
BIT_VECTOR ._ "01";

BIT_VECTOR ._ "00";

BIT_VECTOR .- "11";

: BIT;

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

in BIT; q

component DFFPS

port (d, clk, set

end component;

component DFFNS

port (d, clkn, set

end component;

component DFFNC

port (d, clkn, rst

end component;

end component;

component DFFN

port (d, clkn

end component;

signal tmsp

Declarations of the Flipflops.

component DFFP
port Id, clk

Declarations of the register

constant bounscan_register

constant ident_register

constant bypass_register

constant stc_register

begin

ina_not <= not ina;

236
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else nxts <= Exitl_IR;
end if;

else nxts <= Exitl_DR;
end if;

else nxts <= Exit2_DR;

end if;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Capture_IR;

'0') then nxts <= Capture_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Pause_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Shift_DR;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

'0') then nxts <= Run_test_idle;

=> if (tms

=> if (tms

=> if (tms

=> if (tms
Update_IR;

=> if (tms
Exit2_IR;

when Update_IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;

else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;

end if;

when Exitl IR

else nxts <=

end if;

when Pause DR

when Exit2 IR => if (tms
else nxts <= Update_IR;

end if;

when Pause_IR

else nxts <=

end if;

when Select DR_scan => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_IR_scan;

end if;

when Select IR_scan => if (tms

else nxts <= Test_logic_reset;

end if;

when Exitl DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Update_DR;

end if;

when Exit2 DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Update_DR;
end if;

when Capture_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exitl_DR;

end if;

when Capture_IR => if (tms

else nxts <= Exitl_IR;

end if;

when Run_test idle => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;
end if;

when Update_DR => if (tms

else nxts <= Select_OR_scan;

end if;
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-- ******************************** Decoder ************************************

tapO DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts(O) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(O)} ;

tapl DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (1) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(l) );

tap2 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (2) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps (2) ) ;

tap3 DFFPS port map (clk=>tck, d=>nxts (3) , set=>ina_not, q=>ps(3) I;

Decoder: process (ist, bst, ps, c3_buf, sell
begin

case ps is

when Update_IR =>

case ist is

when extest_instruction =>

n_sel <= bounscan_register;

n_c3 <= '1';

when idcode_instruction =>

n_sel <= ident_register;

n_c3 <= '0';

when sample-preload_instruction =>

n_sel <= bounscan_register;
n_c3 <= '0';

when stctest instruction =>

n_sel <= stc_register;

n_c3 <= '0';

when others =>

n_sel <= bypass_register;
n_c3 <= '0';

end case;

when Test_logic_reset =>

************************** Instruction Register *****************************

=> nist <= "001";
=> nist(2) <= tdi; nist(l downto 0) <= ist(2 downto 1);

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ·001";
=> nist(2) <= tdi; nist(1 downto 0) <= ist(2 downto 1);

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= ist;

=> nist <= "001";

port map (clk=>tck, d=>nist(O), q=>ist(O));

port map (clk=>tck, d=>nist(1), q=>ist(1));

port map (clk=>tck, d=>nist(2), q=>ist(2));

DFFP

DFFP

DFFP

end if;

end case;

instrO

instr1

instr2

end case;
end process;

Instruction_register: process (ps, ist, tdi)
begin

case ps is
when capture_IR

when Shift_IR

when Exitl_IR

when Pause_IR

when Exit2 IR

when Update_IR

when Capture_DR

when Shift_DR

when Exitl_DR

when Pause_DR

when Exit2_DR
when Update_DR

when others

end process;
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************ Flipflop instantiations of instruction decoder.

These negative-edge triggered ff's are of type set or clear,
depending on the values of the instruction idcode.
These values are loaded during an asynchronous reset.

DFFN port map (clkn=>tck, d=>n_sel(Ol, q=>sel(O));
DFFN port map (clkn=>tck, d=>n_sel(1l, q=>sel(1));
DFFNC port map (clkn=>tck, d=>n_c3, rst=>ina_not, q=>c3_buf);

c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= 'I' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Exit2 DR =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= 10 ' ;

when Exit1 IR =>
c2 <= 'a' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Exit1- DR =>
c2 <= '0 / ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Capture_IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' 0' ; cO <= '1' ;

when Capture_DR =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '0' ; cO <= '1' ;

when Shift IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= 'l'i

when Shift_DR =>
c2 <= '0' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= I I' ;

when Update_IR =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

when Update_DR =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= 10 ' i

when Pause_IR =>
c2 <= '0 ' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Pause- DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when select- DR- scan =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1'i cO <= ' 0' ;

when Run- test idle =>
c2 <= '0 ' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

when Select IR- scan =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

when others => -- Test_logic_reset state
c2 <= '0 I; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' i

end case;
when bounscan_register =>

case ps is

**'**************

******************************

contrO

contr1
contr2

Output_assignments: process (ps, sel )
begin

case sel is
when stc_register =>

case ps is
when Exit2 IR =>

n_sel <= ident_register;
n_c3 <= '0';

when others =>
n_c3 <= c3_buf;
n_sel <= sel;

end case;
end process;

************************** Outputs Assignments
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484 when Exit2 IR =>

485 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

486 when Exit2_DR =>
487 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= J I' ; cO <= ~ 0 I ;

488 when Exit1_IR =>

489 c2 <= J 0 f ; c1 <= 11' i cO <= '0 ' ;
490 when Exit1_DR =>
491 c2 <= 10' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

492 when Capture_IR =>

493 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '0' ; cO <= '0' ;

494 when Capture_DR =>

495 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' 0' ; cO <= '0 J i

496 when shift IR =>
497 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= I I' i cO <= I l' ;
498 when Shift DR =>
499 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '1' ;
500 when Update_IR =>

501 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 1 i

502 when Update_DR =>
503 c2 <= '1' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
504 when Pause_IR =>
505 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

506 when Pause_DR =>
507 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' i

508 when Select DR scan =>
509 c2 <= '0' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= J 0 I ;

510 when Run test idle =>
511 c2 <= 10 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0 / ;

512 when Select IR- scan =>
513 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= I I' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

514 when others => -- Test_logic_reset state
515 c2 <= ' 0 I ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
516 end case;
517 when ident_register =>
518 case ps is
519 when Exit2 IR =>
520 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= J I' ; cO <= '0 1

;

521 when Exit2 DR =>
522 c2 <= ' 0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

523 when Exit1 IR =>
524 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

525 when Exit1- DR =>
526 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= I I' ; cO <= ' 0' ;
527 when Capture_IR =>
528 c2 <= ' 0' ; c1 <= '0' ; cO <= '1' ;
529 when Capture_DR =>
530 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '0' ; cO <= '1' ;
531 when Shift- IR =>
532 c2 <= 10' i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '1' ;
533 when Shift- DR =>
534 c2 <= J 0 '; c1 <= ' I' ; cO <= J l' ;
535 when Update_IR =>
536 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' i

537 when Update_DR =>
538 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= I 1 ' ; cO <= '0 ' i

539 when Pause- IR =>
540 c2 <= ' 0 'i c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
541 when Pause- DR =>
542 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;
543 when Select- DR- scan =>
544 c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' i cO <= '0 ' ;
545 when Run_test idle =>
546 c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' i
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=> noen <= '0'; ntdo <= ist(O);

=> noen <= 'O'i

=> noen <= '1'; ntdo <= tdo_but;

case sel is

when bounscan_register => ntdo <= bst; bounscan register

when stc_register => ntdo <= bst; stc register

when ident_register => ntdo <= did; ident register
when others => ntdo <= ist (2) ; bypass register

end case;

when others

Company Restricted

when Select IR- scan =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' i cO <= '0' ;

when others => -- Test_logic_reset state
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

end case;

when others => -- bypass register

case ps is
when Exit2 IR =>

c2 <= ' 0 I; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Exit2- DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' i cO <= ' 0' i

when Exit1 IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Exit1- DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= I I' ; cO <= ' 0' ;

when Capture_IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '0' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Capture_DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '0 ' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Shift IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '1' ;

when Shift- DR =>
c2 <= J 0 ' i c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= ' l' ;

when Update_IR =>
c2 <= '0 ' i c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0 ' ;

when Update_DR =>
c2 <= '0 '; c1 <= I I' ; cO <= '0' i

when Pause- IR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Pause- DR =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= J l' i cO <= '0 1

;

when Select- DR- scan =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Run- test- idle =>
c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when Select IR- scan =>
c2 <= '0' ; c1 <= '1' ; cO <= '0' ;

when others => -- Test_logic_reset state
c2 <= '0 ' ; c1 <= ' l' ; cO <= '0' ;

end case;

end case;
end process;

c3 <= c3_but;

Output_multiplexer: process (ps, ist, sel, bst, did, tdo_but)

begin

case ps is

when Shift IR

when Shift DR
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608 end case;
609 end process;
610
611 omux1 : DFFN port map (c1kn=>tck, d=>ntdo, q=>tdo_buf);
612 omux2 : DFFNS port map (c1kn=>tck, d=>noen, set=>ina_not, q=>oen);
613 tdo <= tdo_buf;
614
615 end BEHAVIOR;
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Appendix H:Converting VHDL to c150dm
Technology

191/95

To convert a VHDL SST controller description to a real implementation
(c150dm technology), a script 'makeitc150' has been used. This script can be
found in luser/bon/bscon.

#makeit_c150
#!/bin/sh
set -x
vsyn $l.vhd
awk '/INVERSION_CHARACTER/{print "INVERSION_CHARACTER M";break} {print}'

c150dm.oma_ctr > $l.oma_ctr
oma $l.oma_ctr .
netsyn $l.oma_net flipmux_c150dm.ndl_lib -0 $l.pln
awk '/INVERSION_CHARACTER/{print "INVERSION_CHARACTER N";break} {print}'

c150dm.oma_ctr > $l.oma_ctr
oma $l.oma_ctr .
dina $l.oma_net -ver -lib c150dm.edt lib

# make ndl lib libcheck cl50dm.edt_lib -q -n c150dm.ndl_lib
# make oma lib libcheck c150dm.edt_lib -q -0 c150dm.oma_lib
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Appendix I: Fault Coverage Estimation
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Per pin type, the fault coverage has been determined under different condi
tions. The main factors are, the existence of a good init vector and the used
detection table (see appendix A). A table of fault coverages per pin type and
per controller type can be made, based on these two factors.

When a core is empty, some input or output terminals may be disconnected.
This will result in untestable faults. The fault simulator recognize these untest
able faults[Cad91]. When no init vector is available but the core has been fully
defined, the fault simulator thinks that these faults are testable. However Tim
Pat cannot detect them. The untestable faults will become undetected faults.

Table 1.1 describes the estimation of the total number of faults, the number of
possibly untestable faults and the number of undetected faults for each pin
type. The number of undetected faults for the control pins in case of detection
table A.2 and the existence of an init vector (column six) depends on the kind
of pin the control pin is controlling. If the control pin controls a tristate output
buffer (pin type OUTZ or pin type OUTOC) the number of estimated undetec
ted faults in such a control pin is taken to be nine, else two.

The c150dm Boundary Scan library supports the single transport chain con
cept (chapter one of [Mur94]). The idea is that when using an IDENT register,
these register can be combined with the Boundary Scan Register. When the
length of the BSR does not exceed the length of the IDENT register (Le. the
length of the BSR is less than 32), additional IDENT cells are needed to com
plete the IDENT register. The last row of table C.1 contains the fault coverage
information about these kind of cells.

Table J.2 describes the estimation of the total number of faults, the number of
possibly untestable faults and the number of undetected faults with respect to
the controllers from the c150dm Boundary Scan library. If a controller contains
the INTEST instruction, an extra control line (c4, see chapter three, [Mur94])
has been included. This control line controls pins of the type 10 or 100C. If
the circuit does not contains pins of these types, control line c4 is not con
nected and extra untestable faults within the controller will occur.
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Table 1.1 The estimated fault coverage for each pin type. Faults in additional buffers
for each cell have also been taken into account. When a core is empty,
some input or output terminals may be disconnected. This will result in un
testable faults. When no init vector is available but the core has been fUlly
defined, these untestable faults will become undetected faults. The third
column contains the number of possibly untestable faults for each pin
type.

estimated number of undetected faults

pin type numberof number of det. table det. table det. table det. ta-
possible possibly A.1, no init A.2. no init A.1. init bleA.2,

faults untesta- vector vector vector init vec-
ble faults tor

AIN 59 24 0 0 2 2

AOIN 37 0 0 0 0 0

CTRL 63 0 12 11 2 or 9 0

CTRLHZ 65 0 16 6 2 or 9 0

CTRLlN 63 0 4 3 2 or 9 0

CTRLlNHZ 65 0 14 4 2 or 9 0

IN 63 24 0 0 2 2

INTR 59 0 5 5 2 2

10 81 8 9 8 3 2

101 77 24 3 0 2 2

100 61 0 11 10 1 0

100C 63 0 9 8 1 1

1000C 63 0 19 11 1 1

1000CHZ 67 0 22 11 1 1

OIN 39 0 0 0 0 0

010 55 0 6 5 1 0

0101 39 0 0 0 0 0

OIOOC 55 0 5 4 10 1

OUT 63 0 10 10 0 0

OUTOC 63 0 18 8 9 1

OUTOCHZ 67 0 21 10 12 1

OUTZ 63 0 11 10 1 0

INSCAN 59 24 5 3 5 3
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Table 1.1 The estimated fault coverage for each pin type. Faults in additional buffers
for each cell have also been taken into account. When a core is empty,
some input or output terminals may be disconnected. This will result in un
testable faults. When no init vector is available but the core has been fully
defined, these untestable faults will become undetected faults. The third
column contains the number of possibly untestable faults for each pin
type.

estimated number of undetected faults

pin type numberof numberof det. table det. table det. table det. ta-
possible possibly A.1, no init A.2, no init A.1, init ble A.2,

faults untesta- vector vector vector init vec-
ble faults tor

TOO 6 0 1 0 1 0

TRST 6 0 0 0 0 0

TOI 6 0 0 0 0 0

TMS 6 0 0 0 0 0

TCK 12 0 0 0 0 0

IOENT 25 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 1.2 The estimated fault coverage for boundary scan controllers with respect to
the c150dm Boundary Scan library.

estimated number of undetected faults

controller, sta- number of all pos- del. table del. table del. table del. table
tus of c4 sible faults minus A.1, no A.2, no init A.1,init A.2,init

number of untest- init vector vector vector vector
able faults

bs2conaOx 588 42 38 32 28

bs2conbOx , c4 576 44 40 29 25
not connected

bs2conbOx,c4 601 57 46 34 29
connected

bs2condOx,c4 502 43 39 29 25
not connected

bs2condOx,c4 527 59 55 31 27
connected

bs2coniOx, c4 519 51 47 32 28
not connected

bs2coniOx, c4 544 67 63 34 30
connected

bs2coni1x, c4 536 50 46 35 31
not connected

bs2coni1x, c4 561 66 62 37 33
connected

bs2conkOx 513 42 38 30 26

bs2conk1x 513 42 38 30 26

bs2coniOx 613 58 41 46 29

bs2conmOx, c4 569 65 48 46 29
not connected

bs2conmOx, c4 569 81 64 48 31
connected
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Appendix J:TimPat Development
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Fig. J.1 shows the TimPat development flow. In January 1995 TimPat 7.2 is
the latest version. The next step is the TimPat 7.3.1 development version.
This version contains an extra test subsequence for testing two specific stuck
at faults in the TAP controller when using a c150dm implementation.

The step from TimPat 7.3.1 to TimPat 7.3.5 is a big one. A complete TAP con
troller test had been added. Additional test subsequences for testing the SST
controller implementations as well as possible, has been added. The init vec
tor has been exploited by making an algorithm that uses this init vector in or
der to improve the fault coverage of the TimPat test patterns with respect to
the SSR.

adding subseqeunce Full functional
to detect two stuck at '----__--J TAP controller test
faults in the TAP controller

Extra subsequences for
BST controller

Algorithm to test BSCs
completely

Figure J. 1: The development of TimPat

New release

In June of the year 1995, a new TimPat version, TimPat 7.4, has been official
ly released. This release contains all the improvements of TimPat 7.3.5.
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Appendix K: Acronyms
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'0'
'1 '

AOIN:
ATE:
BFS
BA
BSC
BSDL
BSA
SST
CDA
CIA
DA
E1D
E2D
E11
E21
ED&T
FSM
IC
IDA
INTA
IA
..IETAG
JTAG
Nat.Lab.
OUTOC
PCB
PDA
PIA
ATI
saO
sa1
SDA
SDS
SIA
SIS
SSF
STC
TAP

logic zero
logic one
additional observe in pin type
automatic test equipment
breadth first search
bypass register
Boundary-Scan cell
Boundary-Scan description language
Boundary-Scan register
Boundary-Scan Test
capture data register TAP controller state
capture instruction register TAP controller state
data register
exit1 data register TAP controller state
exit2 data register TAP controller state
exit1 instruction register TAP controller state
exit2 instruction register TAP controller state
Electronic Design and Tools
finite state machine
integrated circuit
identification code register
internal pin type
instruction register
Joint European Test Action Group
Joint Test Action Group
Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium
output open collector pin type
printed circuit board
pause data register TAP controller state
pause instruction register TAP controller state
run test idle TAP controller state
stuck at zero
stuck at one
shift data register TAP controller state
select data register scan TAP controller state
shift instruction register TAP controller state
select instruction register scan TAP controller state
single stuck at fault
single transport chain
test access port, input terminals of the BST controller, TDI, TOO,
TMS, TCK and optionally TAST.
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TCK
TOI
TOO
TLR
TMS
TRST
UOR
UIO
UIR
X
Z

188
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test clock, part of the TAP controller
test data input, part of the TAP controller
test data output, part of the TAP controller
test logic reset TAP controller state
test mode select, part of the TAP controller
test reset input, part of the TAP controller
update data register TAP controller state
unique input/output sequence
update instruction register TAP controller state
don't care
high impedance, Le. tristate
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